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Abstract.

In this report a prototype of a design assistant for high level synthesis and
verification is described. The report is devided into two parts. The first part
(Chapters 2 and 3) describes the general characteristics of Expert Systems.
Furthermore, a description is given of the design process based on the de
scription language DPDL (Design Process Description Language)
[KOO 82] [KOO 86].

The second part of the report (Chapters 4 and 5) contains the functional
and technical description of a prototype of a 'Design Assistant for High
Level Synthesis and Verification'. The design assistant supports the
user in stating and creating his designs, such as protocol specification/synt
hesis, call processing synthesis or VLSI architecture synthesis. Using the
combination algorithm (CA) as a vehicle, the construction of meta
programs and the execution of these meta programs is defined. A meta
program is used to specify the design steps and decisions the designer has
made during the design process. Some changes had to made to DPDLin or
der to use it to construct meta programs that can be read and executed by
the design assistant.

Three algorithms have been implemented which support CCS: the ccs
mirror-agent algorithm [POR 87], the ccs-combination algorithm and the
ccs--relabel-agent algorithm. The design assistant has been implemented
on a SUN-3 computer using the package Knowledge Craft. The software
sofar created has a modular structure and can easily be modified or upda
ted. For more information about the structure of the software see the li
stings in the appendix.
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1. Introduction.

At the Electrical Engineering department of the Technical University of
Eindhoven research is done on principles and mechanisms to structure
and to facilitate the design of digital systems and embedded software. A
system may be viewed as a set of objects that interact with one another, or
with the environment (embedded system).

This research should result in computer-tools, to enable the support of the
design process. Hereby, positively influencing the effectivity of the de
signer.

Thus, the main goals for this research are:

- how to shorten the design-time of systems. On the above sense)

- how to simplify and reduce the cost of maintenance and re-usability of
already designed systems.

After the design of a system it has to be tested, in order to verify if the sy
stem satisfies the system specifications. This testing is a costly, time-consu
ming and difficult activity. As faillures arise, the system has to be re-desig
ned and tested again. Therefore, it is advisable to use a design methodolo
gy which ensures that each design step taken is correctness preserving.
Such a design methodology is described in [BER 79]. It identifies the follo
wing three major design principles:

- complexity decomposition
- proof-of-correctness
- guided design

The principle of complexity decomposition refers to a decomposition of
the design problem into intellectually manageable steps which require a
limited number of design decisions and produce design specifications of
limited size and detail.

Proof-of-correctnessshows in a mathematical way that the detailed system
adheres to the system specifications. This priciple assumes that the system
specifications are correctly identified and unambigiously described.

The principle of guided design refers to a constained and controlled pro
cess ofstepwise system design and proof-of-correctness. Adesign method
must permit the designer to begin with a set of specifications and then to
systematically derive a design that satisfies these specifications. There are
two parts to such a design discipline. The first part requires that each step
preserves the correctness established in the previous step. The second part
requires that specifications are available in each design step to guide the
design process.

The application ofthe principle ofguided design and proof-of-correctness
can be made effective by the concept of a calculus for system design. This
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concept must ensure that the use of abstaction, based on the principle of
complexity decomposition, makes visible and usable the information
which is required for the application of the principle of proof-of-correct
ness. The calculus must allow for the calculation ofthe effect ofcomposing
system behaviour constructs. Design alternatives be evaluated with
respect to their ability to satisfy given system specifications. The result of
such an evaluation is used to guide the design process.

The design time ofsystems can be reduced by controlling the design pro
cess in a way that correctness is garanteed. Design processes can be descri
bed by stating the knowledge attributes needed in every step ofthe design
process. Such a description, in a formal and/or informal way is called a
meta program. The meta program captures the essential structure of the
design process, based on the detailing step paradigm. See for the detailing
step paradigm also [KOO 84], [KOO 86], [KOO 87] and [KOO 88]. The
knowledge contained in a meta program will be used to control and guide
the design process.

More specific:

a Design Process Description Language (DPDL) has to be developed to
describe a design process as a meta program.

as not all design steps, ofwhich a design process consists, may be cor
rectness preserving by virtue, software tools have to be developed to
assist in the verification of these steps.

To realize the second goal, methods have to be developed that make it
possible to maintain or re-use designs (or pans ofdesigns) which have alre
ady been created by designers. When we want to re-use or maintain de
signs or pans ofthese designs, designs have to be supported on specificati
on level rather than on implementation level. Therefore techniques have to
be developed which describe the design process itself, rather than the in
termediate or final results of the design process. Collecting these designs
on specification level in a library will make it possible for a designer to use
or re-use designs or part of these designs in his design process.

In order to further automate the creation and execution ofdesign processes
an expert system has to be created, which provides the possibilities descri
bed above. This expert system will be called a Design Assistant for
High Level Synthesis and Verification.

The goal of this thesis project is twofold. First, to create a prototype ofsuch
a design assistant. The combination algorithm [KOO 85] has been used as a
vehicle to this prototype. Second, to study mechanisms by which such a
design assistant can be constructed and to formulate any problems that
might occur during the project, and supply suggestions for further
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research.

Description oftbe design assistant.

The design assistant is a knowledge-based system consisting of the follo
wing elements:

a user interface.
a knowledge representation and inference pan.
a set of algorithms to execute specific processes.
a data structure.

The first two elements are to be realized using the package Knowledge
CraftTM, avialable on a SUNTM -3/110 computer. The algorithms may be im
plemented in LISP or any other language, such as PROLOG. These algo
rithms will be called by the Knowledge Craft software and work on objects
in the data structure.

The user will be supponed by the design assistant during the design pro
cess, therefore communication with the design assistant over auser interfa
ce is necessary. To suppon design processes, the Knowledge Craft softwa
re has to contain meta programs. Meta programs contain the knowledge
structure of the design process, indicating which knowledge attributes ha
ve to be applied at which point of the design process.

The design processes which the design assistant should suppon are:

protocol specification/synthesis (communication model) (see also
[KOO 85])

call processing synthesis (communication and application model)
(see also [KOO 85] and [KOO 86])

VLSI architecture synthesis (see also [RIJN 87] and [MET 86] )

Construction oftbe design assistant.

Aglobal structure ofthe design assistant is given in Figure 1.0.1. The design
assistant to be created consists of the following pans:

- a data structure, in which CCS and related expressions can be represen
ted. The algorithms and the Knowledge Craft software operate on these
data structures.

- a design method, represented by a meta program.

- an interface to the user, to be used to communicate results to the user or
ask the user for information. Some common dialog modules for handling
communication between the user and the design assistant have to be
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created, via which information can be exchanged.

( deSigner)

dialog
component

metaprogram

algo
rithm

algo
rithm

algo
rithm

datastructure

Knowledge Craft other packages

Figure 1.0.1. A global Stnleture of the design assistant to be created.

As mentioned previously the project is an exerdse to build a design assi
stant using the combination algorithm (CA) as a vehicle. The created proto
type of the design assistant however, should provide a means to guide dif
ferent designs. Each design will be represented by a different meta pro
gram.

In Chapter 2 the general characteristics of expert systems are given. Chap
ter 3 describes the design process in general.

Chapter 4 and 5give an impression ofthe functional and technical descrip
tions of the design assistant that has been created.

Finally, the most important conclusions of this project are discussed in
Chapter 6, and some suggestions for further research are given.
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2. Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science. It is largely an
experimental science. AI is based on symbolic, rather than on numerical
methods for problem solving. The main goal of AI is to make computers
smaner by creating software and hardware that allow computers to emula
te some of the functions of the human mind [SPA 881.

2.1 Expert systems.

Expen systems (or knowledge-based systems) constitute an important and
active research area of AI. An expen system is a program combining a
knowledge base and an inference engine. The program acts as an intelli
gent consultant or advisor in the domain ofinterest, by capturing and using
the knowledge ofone or more experts. The 'non-expen' can use the expen
system to answer questions, solve problems, or make decisions in the do
main of the expen system.

The strength of the expen system lies in the ability to put it to practical use
when an expen is not available. Expensystems will make knowledge more
widely available and translate knowledge into practical and useful results.
Almost all AI software is knowledge based as it contains useful facts, data
and relationships that are applied to a problem.

Expen systems however, are a special type of knowledge based system,
because they contain heuristic knowledge. Heuristics are derived primarily
from real world experience, knowledge that comes directly from those
people (the experts) who have worked for years in the domain. It is know
ledge derived from learning by doing.

A block diagram of an expen system is found in Figure 2.1.1. The major
components of an expen system are the knowledge base, the inference
engine, the data base and the user interface [Bve 84] [FRE 86] [HAY 83].
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USER INTERFACE

INFERENCE ENGINE

- rule interpreter
- control

KNOWLEDGE BASE

- production rules
- schemas
- semantic networks
- logic
- lists and trees

DATA BASE

- initial status
- facts
- system status
- present status

Figure 2.1.1. General block dJagram ofan expert system.

The knowledge base.

The knowledge base is the heart of an expert system. It contains domain
specific knowledge ofan expert as well as facts about a particular problem.
There are many different methods for representing knowledge in AI soft
ware. The designer of the expert system can choose among predicate cal
culus, lists, frames, semantic networks, scripts and production rules. A
widely used knowledge representation for expert systems is production
rules. Most commercial and experimental expert systems use the popular
IF-THEN rule format, which will be described later.

The data base.

The data base is another important part of the expert system. It contains a
broad range of information about the current status of the problem to be
solved. Among the important things stored in the data base are the initial
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conditions of the problem to be solved. Usually the expert system asks the
user for some beginning input. This may be done by questions to which
answers must be typed in, or by presenting a menu of options from which
the user has to choose one. This information forms the starting point for the
inferencing process. The inference engine begins its search, matching the
rules in the knowledge base against the information in the data base. As
each rule is examined, actions caused when a rule flres may change the
contents of the data base, hereby updating the status of the problem
solution process. New facts become available to be used in the decision
making process. Additionally, special functions such as requests for addi
tional information from the user, may be triggered.

The data base is also used by the expert system to store a list of rules that
have been examined, fired and in what sequence. This helps to keep track
of the inferencing process. The rule sequence can easilly be reproduced
later if the user requires an explanation of the reasoning process.

The inference engine.

The enference engine is the software that implements the search and pat
tern-matching operation. The inference engine, sometimes called rule in
terpreter, examines the rules in a particular sequence looking for matches
to the initial and current conditions of the problem stored in the data base.
As rules matching these conditions are found, these rules are fired, hereby
initiating the actions specified. The firing of a particular rule may add new
facts to the data base. This provides the rule interpreter with additional in
formation which is used to select the next rule. This process continues until
the solution is found and no more rules are fired. Thus, as the rules continue
to fire, they will reference one another and form an inference chain. This
chaining process is called forward chaining.

Another approach is backward chaining. Here the rule interpreter starts
with a hypothesis. The rule interpreter then begins examining the right
hand or THENparrs of rules looking for a match. The inference engine sear
ches for evidence to support the hypothesis originally stated. If a match is
found, the data base is updated recording the conditions or premises that
the rule stated as necessary for supporting the matched conclusion. The
chaining process continues with the system repeatedly attempting to
match te right side ofthe rule against the current system's status. The corre
sponding left-hand or IFsides of the rule matched are used to generate new
intermediate hypothesis which are recorded in the data base. This bac
kward chaining continues until the hypothesis is proved (or disproved).
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The user interface.

The user interface is the piece ofsoftware that allows the user to communi
cate with the system. The user interface asks questions or presents menu
choices for entering initial information into the data base. It provides a
means of communicating the answer or solution, once it has been found.
Any intermediate communications necessary during the problem-solving
process are taken care of by the user interface. The user interface may not
always be a natural language processor, where the user can simply type in
questions orsupply information in any form. Usually, information supplied
by the user must be formatted in a special way or entered in a unique, re
stricted syntax.

AB natural language processing programs become easier to develop, they
should be included in more expert systems, as it will make the software ea
sier to use. Users will be able to use the system by simply asking questions
in their own unique ways.

2.2 Knowledge representation in Expert Systems.

The heart of the expert system is its knowledge base. In order to act intelle
gently, the system must have knowledge about the domain of interest. Re
gardless ofits form, this knowledge must be collected, codified, organized
or otherwise arranged systematically. This process ofcollecting and orga
nizing the knowledge is called knowledge engineering.

Although there are many different methods for representing knowledge in
artificial intelligence software, they share two common characteristics.

- they can be programmedwith existing computer languagesandstored in
memory.

- they are designed so that the facts and other knowledge contained in
them can be used in the reasoning process. This means that the know
ledge base has to contain a data structure that can be'manipulated by the
inference system, the other major part of an expert system.

Knowledge representation schemes have generally been catagorized as
either declarative or procedural. Adeclarative scheme is one used to repre
sent facts and assertions, as there are logic, semantic networks, frames and
scripts. Aprocedural representation scheme deals with actions or procedu
res, these representation schemes include procedures or subroutines and
production rules. Ashort overview ofthe different knowledge representa-
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tions will be given.

Logic.

Logic is perhaps the oldest form of knowledge representation. It is the
scientific study in the process of reasoning and in the system of rules and
procedures that aid in the reasoning process. The logic process has the
form illustrated in Figure 2.2.1. As input information is given, statements
are made, or observations are noted. These inputs to the logical process are
calledpremisses. These premisses are used by the logical process to create
the output, which consists of conclusions called inferences. With this pro
cess, facts that are known to be true can be used to derive new facts which
also must be true.

Premisses

- information
- statements
- observations

REASONING
PROCESS

inferences

- conclusions

Figure 2.2.1. Logic as the reasoning process

Predicate calculus.

Since propositional logic deals with the truth or falsity of formulas with
fixed symbols, its ability to represent real world knowledge is limited. Pre
dicate logic uses quantification as a means to reason about statements con
taining parameters.

Examples of this type of knowledge representation are the programming
languages PROLOG an LISP.

Lists and trees.

These are simple structures used for representing hierarchical knowledge.
There is so much knowledge of this type, that wide use is made of these
structures in building knowledge bases.

A list is a written series ofrelated items. They are normally used to represent
hierarchical knowledge where objects are grouped, categorized, or gra
ded according to rank or relationship. Objects are divided into groups or
classes of similar items. Then their relations are shown by linking them to
gether. The simplest form is one list, but a hierarchy is created when two or
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more related lists are combined. Alist has a name to identify it (e.g. LISTAin
Figure 2.2.2) and one or more elements. An element in a list may contain
the name of another list.

UST A
element 1
element 2
element 3

element 5
r--e~~I~le-m-e-n~t-6""""'" ~

subelement a
subelement b
subelement c
subelement d

~@:iiiWr:~i:~ii:];t~~;;:i::i:::::::::::lii:ttH:: ... subelement e
subsubelem. 1
subsubelem. 2
subsubelem. 3
subsubelem. 4

..- element 4

Figure 2.2.2. lists to represent hierarchical knowledge

A tree is a graphical structure of a hierachy. It is simply a mechanism to re
present knowledge in a hierarchical way. A tree consists of nodes that cor
respond to list names and elements. The nodes are connected by lines cal
led arcs that show the relationships between the nodes. The following Fi
gure (2.2.3) is the tree representation of the knowledge represented in the
lists of Figure 2.2.2.

Lists and trees are commonly used to represent knowledge. In particular
lists are so widely used that a spedal programming language has been cre
ated to deal with them. This programming language is called LISt Program
ming (LISP), and it is the main programming language used for artifidal in
telegence work.
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Figure 2.2.3. Tree representation of the previous Figure.

Semantic networks.

Semantic networks are basically graphical depictions of knowledge that
show hierarchical relationships between objects. It is made up ofa number
ofnodes which represent objects and descriptive information about those
objects. Nodes may represent concepts, events or actions. The nodes in a
semantic network are interconnected by arcs (or links), showing the rela
tionships between the various objects. Arcs have a type such as the is-a or
instance type. These types are used to show class relationships; an object
belongs to a larger class or catagory of objects.

Once a semantic network has been created, it can be used for problem sol
ving purposes. The computer simply searches forward or backward
through the arcs from a starting node to seek the answers. Furthermore the
semantic network shows inheritance. Since it is basically a hierarchy, the
various characteristics ofsome nodes actually inherit the characteristics of
others. An example of this is given in Figure 2.2.4.

Scbemas.

A schema is a method of organizing, presenting and using stereotyped
knowledge for computer reasoning. Stereotyped knowledge is based on
well-known characteristics and experiences. There are to basic types of
schemas: frames ans sCripts.
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8
Figure 2.2.4. Representation of knowledge in a semantic network.

Frames.
A frame is a relatively large block of knowledge about a particular object,
event, situation or other element. The detail is given in the form of slots,
which describe the various attributes and characteristics of the object or si
tuation.
The reasoning process that takes place with frames is essentially the seek
ing of confirmation of various expectations. This amounts to filling in the
slots and verifying that they match the current situation. In Figure 2.2.5 an
example is given ofa frame. A number of different types ofslots can be de
tennined.
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a slot can contain default values.

a slot can contain a procedural attachment,which permits new informa
tion to be added on an if-needed basis. Referring to a step-by-step pro
cedure that defines how to aquire the information needed.

a slot that references another frame. This frame may provide greater de
tail on the particular attribute of the given slot.

Automobile Frame

Class of: Transportation
Name of Manufacturer: Audi
Origin of Manufacturer: Germany
Model: 5000 Turbo
Type of car: Sedan
Weight: 3300 lb.
Wheelbase: 105.8 inches
Number of Doors: 4
Transmission: 3-speed automatic
Number of wheels: 4 (default)
Engine: (Reference Engine Frame)
- Type: In-line. overhead cam
- Number of cylinders: 5
Acceleration: (procedural attachment)
o-60 10.4 seconds
Quarter Mile 17.1 seconds, 85 mph

Gas Mileage: 22 mpg average (procedu-
ral attachment)

En~ine Frame

Cylinder bore: 3.19 inches
Cylinder stroke: 3.4 inches
Compression ratio: 7.8 to 1
Fuel system: Injection with

turbocharger
Horsepower: 140 hp
Torque: 160 ft/LB

Figure 2.2.5. Knowledge representation using frames.

Most ofthe expert systems using frames are madeup ofa collection ofthese
frames, linked together in a hierarchy. Such a hierarchy offrames shows in
heritance characteristics. A frame may inherit properties from higher level
frames.

Once a frame hierarchy has been set up, using for instance the LISP pro
gramming language, various search and pattern matching techniques can
be used to answer questions or otherwise make deductions from the
knowledge thus available.

Scripts.

A script is a knowledge representation scheme similar to a frame, with the
difference that it does not describe the object, but a sequence ofevents. It is
usually presented in a particular context, and describes a sequence of
events using a series of slots containing information about objects, situati-
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ons, actions or even people involved in these events.

Restaurant Script

Track: Fast food restaurant
Roles: Customer (C)

Server (S)
Props: Counter, Tray, Food, Money, Napkins, SaltlPepperlStraws
Entry Conditions: Customer is hungry

Customer has money

Scene 1: Entry
- Customer parks car.
- Customer enters restaurant.
- Customer waits in line at counter.
- Customer reads the menu on the wall and makes
a decision about what to order.

Scene 2: Order
- Customer gives order to server.
- Server flUs order by putting food on tray.
- Customer pays server.

Scene 3: Eating
- Customer gets napkins, straws, salt, etc.
- Customer takes tray to an unoccupied table.
- Customer eats food quickly.

Scene 3A (option): Take-out
- Customer takes food and exits.

Scene 4: Exit
- Customer cleans up table.
- Customer leaves restaurant.
- Customer drives away.

Results:
- Customer not longer hungry.
- Customer has less money.
- Customer is happy.·
- Customer is unhappy.·
- Customer is too full.·
- Customer has upset stomach.· • Options

Figure 2.2.6. Knowledge representation using scripts.
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Some of the typical elements of a script include entry conditions, props,
roles, tracks and scenes. The entry conditions describe situations that
must be satisfied before events in the script can occur or be valid. Props re
fer to objects that are used in the sequence ofevents that occur. Roles refer
to the people involved in the script. Tracks refers to variations that might
occur in a script. And scenes describe the actual sequence ofevents that oc
cur. The result is conditions that exist after the events of the script have oc
cured.

An example of a script is given in Figure 2.2.6. Scripts are useful in predic
ting what will happen in certain situations. Again using scripts knowledge
is stored in the computer in a symbolic form using LISP or another program
ming language. Search and pattern matching process examine the script
for the answers to questions or otherwise make deductions from the know
ledge available.

Production rules.

Production rules are the most common used knowledge representation
scheme. The rules are of the form (condition) -> (action). The left-hand si
de of the rule, also referred to as condition or antecedent, states a particular
situation or premise, while the right-hand side of the rule, also referred toas
consequent or action, states a conclusion or particular action that applies if
the left-hand side is true. The following Figure (2.2.7) illustrates the use of
production rules.

( p read-metoprogram :context t
( metoprogram /\ instance < > nil

/\ steps nil
/\ schema-name < metoprogram >
/\ status read
/\ directory < dir >)

->

( read-metoprogram < dir > < metaprogram >
( new-value < metaprogram > 'status 'execute-step ))

Figure 2.2.7. An example of a production role.

The left-hand side ofthe rule is a statementwith the preflxIF, possiblycom
binedwith the logical functions ANDandOR. The right-handside of the ru
Ie is a statement with the prefix TIIEN. The action or conclusion stated in
theTHEN partofthe rule is valid only ifthe IF part ofthe rule is true, then the
rule is said to be triggered. When the left-hand side of the rule is imple
mented, the rule is said to have fired.
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The most common example of a production rule system is an expen sy
stem. The expen systemuses rules to encode the knowledge ofan expen in
a particular domain. The knowledge is then convened into a computer pro
gram. The resulting software allows anyone with access to the computer to
use the experts knowledge to solve problems or make decisions.

The advantage ofan expen system is the possibility to easily modify or add
knowledge to the knowledge base. New knowledge is added simply by
writing new rules and storing them in the knowledge base. Thus, producti
on rules represent individual pieces of knowledge. Linked together they
form a line ofreasoning. For example, the conclusion ofone rule may beco
me the premise of another.

Special attention has to paid to the consistency ofthe knowledge base. This
problem occurs when more and more rules are added [WAT 78].

2.3 Meta knowledge.

The performance of an expen system can be improved by supplying vari
ous sorts of knowledge about the knowledge in the system. This type of
knowledge is called meta knowledge.

Meta knowledge can be devided along two dimensions:

specificity character (representation-specific versus domain-specific
meta knowledge)
source (user-supplied versus derived meta knowledge).

Representation-specific meta knowledge deals with supplying the system
with knowledge dealing with the form of its representation (their design
and origin). By describing the structure of its representations (schemata,
templates), a form of transfer ofexpertise, as well as a number of facilities
for knowledge base maintenance are made possible.

Domain-specific meta knowledge contains information dealing with the
content of the knowledge. Three principIes for dealing with domain-speci-
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fie meta knowledge have emerged andare dealing with the activation of
knowledge, the execution ofpossible actions and the aquisition ofnew
knowledge:

- Meta knowledge is required to determine what knowledge hidden in
the knowledge base is relevant and when it should be included in infe
rence processes. This kind ofmeta knowledge can improve the perfor
mance of the expert system by guiding the search for a solution in a par
ticular direction, by successively selecting an appropriate set of ru
les.

Meta knowledge selects those rules to execute first, whose consequen
ces maximize the probability ofproducing correct or important results,
while minimizing the computational cost. This kind ofmeta knowledge
offers a solution to the problem which rule to choose if there is more
then one alternative. This knowledge can be represented by meta ru
les. Meta rules enable a finer degree of control over the knowledge in
the system.

Meta knowledge is also concerned with the generation ofnew rules, by
generalizing specific exemplary behaviour sequences into sets ofgene
ral production rules, also referred to as rule-models.

User-supplied meta knowledge is used as a source for knowledge that the
system could not have deducted on its own. The derived meta knowledge
allows the system to uncoverusefull characteristics of the knowledge base
and to make maximum use of the knowledge it already has.

As shown, meta knowledge makes possible a number of useful capabili
ties.

Representation-specific meta knowledge supports knowledge acquisition
and provides assistance on knowledge base maintenance. The domain
specific meta knowledge provides a site for embedding information about
the most effective use of knowledge and can have a positive influence on
the efficiency displayed by the system and its level of performance. For
example, by describing the structure of its representations, in schemata or
templates, a form oftransfer ofexpertise as well as a number offacilities for
knowledge base maintenance is made possible. By supplying strategic in
formation, such as meta rules, a finer degree of control over the use of
knowledge in the system is made possible. And finally, by giving the sy
stem the ability to derive generalizations about its knowledge (rule-mo
dels), a number of abilities that aid in knowledge transfer are made possi
ble.
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3. The design process.

If the routine skill of designers could be captured and put into a scientific
framework, the reasoning process which underlies the design activity
could be acquired by others (non-experts). During a design it may therefo
re be important not only to describe the intermediate results or final pro
ducts of the design process, but also the design process itself. This descrip
tion is a meta description (not the outcome of an activity but the activity it
self is described).

If a designer is given a tool to express design steps and decisions he has ta
ken during the design process, then this will not only have a positive influ
ence on the effectivity ofthe design activity. Itwill also simplifymaintenan
ce and enable re-usability, thereby reducing cost, design-time, and design
errors. Once the designer has identified and formalized the knowledge he
used dUring the design, it will be possible to reason about it, check the cor
rectness or communicate the deSign to others.

3.1 Formalization oftbe design process.

The process towards formalization ofthe design process can be divided in
to four steps [KOO 86]:

1. Identification ofdesign knowledge.

To each step in the design process a set of knowledge attributes can be
related, which justify the step taken. In its simplest form such a know
ledge attribute is described in an informal way, Le. a piece of text.

2. Structure the design knowledge.

The knowledge attributes can be arranged in the sequence in which
they are applied during the design process. This structure ofattributes is
called the line of reasoning. The knowledge struCture of a design pro
cess can be stated in a meta program. The meta program contains the
knowledge struCture ofa design process, indicating which knowledge
attributes are to be applied at which point in the process.
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3. Describe the synctactic structure ofthe design knowledge in context
ofthe design process.

An example of this is the description language DPDL (Design Prer
cess Description Language). This language provides a way to combi
ne formal and informal descriptions of pieces of design knowledge.
It describes the design process by identifying the successive steps ta
ken. Each step consists of a specification, detailing and verification
part. An outline of DPDL will be given in the next section.

4. Generate a formal description ofthe design knowledge and the as
sociated reasoning process.

This is the ultimate goal. Giving a formal semantics is not at all easy,
but partial formalizations may already enhance the effectivity of the
designer considerably. One of the projects aiming at this goal is the
Esprit project ToolUse (see also [KOO 86]).

3.2 The Design Process Description Language.

DPDL may be used to combine formal and informal descriptions ofpieces
of design knowledge. DPDL can be used to describe a meta program,
which consists of a sequence design steps. A STEP consists of the foller
wing four parts:

the decision part.

This part contains an argument determining the current detailing step
(usually in English).

the specification or definition part.

In this part the primitive elements (a set of axioms, a set of initial condi
tions or even a formal specification in terms of some specification lan
guage) for the next part are postulated, serving as a starting point for the
current step. When the specification part is omitted, one or more of the
previous results will be used as specification for the current step.

- the detailing part.

This part describes the design actions to be taken and the knowledge at-
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tributes to be used in order to arrive at the next, more detailed descripti
on (the implementation of the current step). The detailing step may be a
creative one, meaning that no formal derivation is given, or in contrast,
transformational, meaning that there is a formal description of actions
to be applied to come to the next representation.

the verification part.

This part is needed if the detailing part is not of the correctness preser
ving type, and the correctness ofthe step has to be checked. This activity
involves some kind of abstraction, in contrast with the detailing part
which involves detailing steps.

The detailing and verification parts may take several forms [KOO 861.

Detailing:

by refinement, where a certain addition or change is made to the de
scriptive statements.

For instance, theCCS expression" x:" can be refined to 'IX: tau: ", by the
introduction of a" tau ".

by decomposition, where a set of descriptive statements is split into sub
sets.

For instance, the CCS expression" x : y " can be split into" x : " and
"y".

by synthesis, which may involve both refinement and decompositi
on.

For instance, the CCS expression" x : y" can be synthesized into two
communicating processes" x : a " and" a:y ".

By mirroring, this is a special form of refinement, involving the mirro
ring of a system's environment across the boundary of the system. It is
used to obtain a model of a system, complementary to its environ
ment.

For instance, mirroring in its simplest form in CCS inv0lves replacing ac
tions by their complements: II a "becomes" a".
See [POR 87] for a more detailed definition of mirroring.

Verification:

by simplification, which means removing unessential details.

For instance, the CCS expression" x: tau : y" is simplified into" x : y",
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using the first tau-law

- by composition,which involves combining sets into a single set.

For instance, the CCS expressions II X : II and II y II can be combined into
the CCS expression II X : y ".

- by replacing descriptive statements by equivalent, less detailed, state
ments (also called reduction).

For instance, in CCS the expressions II x: a II and II a:y II denote two com
municating objects. Reducing this set of objects into a single object by
means of parallel composition and restriction over
II ( ( X : a) I (a : y ) ) \ a II yields II X : y ".

The syntax ofDPDL.

Each expression, relevant in a detailing step, receives a line number which
identifies it. Whenever a particular result has been obtained, it may be used
in subsequent steps, by making reference to it using its line number. Also
following from the desire to describe the design explicitly, ifCdenotes a set
of equations, then COS) anb C(20) - where IS and 20 are line numbers at
which these equations occur - denote the same set ofequations in different
phases in the development.

The syntax ofa step will be given in extended BNF format. Set braces {}are
used to indicate the concatenation of any number of items - including no
ne. Square brakets [ ] indicate optional expressions. Underlined words
serve as comments.

In [KOO 82] a possible syntax for DPDL for the description of a design
process is given:

< design process>

< step>

< step-id >

< decision part >

..>

->

{ < step> }

STEP < step-id >::

< decision part >

[ < language part> ]

[ < specification part> ]

< detailing part >

< verification part >

ENDSTEP < step-id >

is an integer value

DESICION: {< decision text> }
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->

->

< decision text >

< language part >

< language>

is a text, containing an argument (usuallyin
English), determining the next detailing
step.

LANGUAGE: {< language> }

PCCS', 'OB]', 'VDM', 'SPECIAL', 'CSP',
'PAISLEY', 'PASCAL', 'CHILL', 'ADA',
'PETRI', 'SDL', 'ENGLISH}

a language item is either a terminal symbol
(i.e. an element of a set of accepted
languages).

-> < text >

< specification part> ->

< spec. statement> ->

=>

< specification>

< lnr> =>

< detailing part> ->

< detailing> =>

=>

->

< knowledge attribute>

< result >

or a description of the type of method
used.

SPECIFICATION: {< spec. statement>}

{( < lnr » < specification> }

< specification step >

a substep may be needed to arrive at the re
quired specification.

is a formal statement of the required
properties; when omited one or more
previous specifications or detailing results
are used. The form of the specification ex
pression is determined by the language
used

is a line number (integer).

DETAILING: {< detailing> }

[ < lnr > < knowledge step> ]
( < lnr > ) < result >

[ ( lnr > ) < knowledge attribute> ]
( < Inr > ) < result >

< detailing step>

the detailing may be subdivided into a
number of smaller steps

is a description (in either a formal notation
orLe. in English) ofthe way a more detailed
or refined model is obtained from the spe
cification or definition part.

is the (name ofthe) resulting formal model.
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< verification pan> ->

< verification statement> ->

->

< verification> ->

< verification condition>

< verification key>

< text >

The model itself is stated in terms of the
language defined after LANGUAGE.

VERIFICATION:
{ < verification statement> }

{ ( < Inr > ) < verification> }

< verification step>

a substep may be needed in order to arrive
at the required verification (e.g. cenain
intermediate results are needed before the
actual verification can be done).

VERIFY < verification condition>
[ USING < verification key> ]

is a logical expressionwhich has to evaluate
to true.

indicates how the verification is to be
done.

is a string of characters.

Comments may always be insened.
Each comment line is preceded by a semicolon.

The comments in the description are not as such a pan of the design pro
cess, they are merely thoughts of the designer, making the design process
description readable to others.
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4. The Design Assistant.

The design assistant is a prototype ofa rule based expert system for high le
vel synthesis and verification. The design assistant will make it possible for
non-experts to make expert designs using the knowledge available within
the expert system. As can be seen in Figure 4.0.1, the global architecture of
the design assistant to be developed will consist ofa user interface, a know
ledge representation and inference part and a set ofalgorithms, with which
specific operations can be executed. The Knowledge Craft software and
the algorithms operate on a data structure. The data structure consists of
schemata and their linkings, and is used to represent expressions from CCS
and related formalisms.

( designer )
4l

"
dialog

component

~

,~

metaprogram

4. 4~

t • t" t
algo- algo- algo-
rithm rithm rithm.~ • tt t" "

I datastructure

.... .... .... .....
Knowledge Craft

...
other packages

Figure 4.0.1. The global structure of the design assistant.

The expert system will be built using the package Knowledge Craft™ on a
SUNT'M -3/110 computer. Knowledge Craft is a high productive toolkit for
knowledge engineers and AI system builders. It basically consists of four
modules:

- a LISP environment eKC listenener) in which LISP programs, Prolog and
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OPS program schemata can be generated, edited and executed.

- a forward chaining environment (OPS rules), where with use of rules
programs can be executed and examined (which rules are fired, what
knowledge is used, which results are generated, etc.).

- a backward chaining module (PROLOG).

- a module to graphically examine and edit the CRL (Carnegie Representa-
tion Language) schemata network.

More information about the Knowledge Craft package can be found in the
KC-manuals.

4.1 The Meta program.

As could be seen from Figure 4.0.1, the meta program is one of the basic
elements of the design assistant. The meta program is used by the expert
designer to state the design steps and decisions taken during the design
process. The meta program thus contains the knowledge used during the
design, knowledge to arrive at a particular implementation in either VLSI,
software or a combination of both VLSI and software.
The meta program is used by the expert to identify and formalize the know
ledge used during the design, creating the possibility to reason about it or
communicatewith others about the design. Apart from the analysis and un
derstanding purposes, meta programs have a number of other practical
uses:
- a meta program supports the designer to make his reasoning more effec

tive.

- a meta program provides a form ofdocumentation and enables some do
cumentation purposes to be further computer-supported.

- a meta program preserves the reasoning which led to a particular design.
This simplifies design maintenance and reusability, and indirectly im
proves the productivity, reducing costs, design-time and design
errors.

- a meta program provides a way of improving automated support for de
sign verification, such to improved quality control.
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;define control messages
;define source behaviour
;define destination behaviour

;mirroring
;mirroring
;define causal relations
;synthesize using CA
;minimize using CCS laws

Overall, a meta program provides the user a useful tool to express design
steps and decisions taken during the design proces, leading to a more ef
fective and productive design activity. The Design Process Description
Language (DPDL), as mentioned in Chapter 3, provides a way to describe
the syntactic structure of the design knowledge in context of the design
process.

DPDL provides a way to combine formal and informal descriptions of pie
ces of knowledge used during the design. It describes the design process
by identifying the successive steps, where each step basically consists ofa
specification, a detailing and a verification part.

An example of a DPDL description is the Combination Algorithm (CA)
meta program, which we will use as a vehicle in the design assistant deve
lopment. The example combines informal, human readable text, with for
mal text that can be handled by the design assistant. HoweverDPDLallows
for nesting ofsteps, which is not shown in this example. Each expression in
the meta program receives an identifying label (1), (2), etc. Labels are used
as line numbers in the meta program but also serve as pointers to the actual
formal text which may be stored elsewhere. The symbol' 1-' is used to de
note an axiom for the current step. It indicates that information is needed
from an external source. This information will be used as a starting point
for the next part of the design.

STEP 1::

DECISION:
derive communication model of a communication network using
the combination algorithm.
LANGUAGE: CCS
SPEGFICA TION:
(1) I-M
(2) 1- Ts
(3) 1- Td
DETAIliNG:
(4) Gs-Td/-I1
(5) Gd-Ts[-I-j
(6) 1- CR
(7) Gsd-CA(GS,GD,CR)
(8) CCS(Gsd)
VERIFlCA TION:
(9) VERIFY (TS 1Gsd)\ -Gs USING CCS
(10) VERIFY (ID 1Gsd)\ -Gd USING CCS
ENDSTEP 1:
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In order to describe a design process as a meta program that can be handled
by the design assistant, DPDL has to be developed somewhat further.

When information is needed from an external source (either the design as
sistant's database or the user), the design assistant has to know ofwhich ty
pe this information has to be. The specified type is needed in order to ex
tract and check information from the design assistants database, or prompt
the designer for that specific type of information.

In our example [KOO 86], four types of information have to be distinguis
hed:

- "agent", for an agent (a set of communication behaviours);

- "message", for the set of control messages;

- "causal", for the set of causal relations, and

- "link", for the set of communication links.

Furthermore it may be useful to supply some additional information (as a
kind of condition) for the data to be derived. This condition can then be
used to check if the information retrieved from an external source is cor
rect. The condition can also be used when the needed information is not
found in an external source in which case the user has to supply it. In this
case the condition is used to prompt the user to give the required informa
tion. The user has to select an item from a menu, such that each item satis
fies the given condition.

information
set of messages
agent
set of causal relations
set of communication links

type
"message"
"agent"
"caus"
"link"

condition type
none
"message"
"agent"
"agent"

Each type of information has its own type of condition:

The syntax of an axiom has to be changed in order to supply the additional
information (type and condition) to the design assistant:

< result> -> 1- < variable> < type > [ < condition> J

Some examples:

1. When the behaviour of an agent A has to be derived and a set of messa-
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ges communicated by that agent is available as the set M, then Mcan be
used as a condition for the agent to be derived. The axiom will have the
following syntax:

I-A agentM

When searching for an agent in the data base the design assistant finds an
agent A in an external source, where that agent corrununicates using ot
her messages than specifiedby M, the design assistant concludes that the
found agent is not the correct one, and continues its search. Ifno suitable
agent is found the design assistant will prompt the user to provide agent
A that uses the messages M.

2. When a set ofcausal relations CR has to be defined for two communica
ting agents Aand B, it is useful to specify both agents as conditions. Aset
of causal relations defines which signals are connected causally: which
signal may cause another signal to occur at the other agent. The axiom
will have the following syntax:

1- CR causA B

When for instance the design assistant finds a set ofcausal relations CR in
an external source, it can check if this set of causal relations could be
used for this set of agents by matching the actions in CR to the actions
from both agents. If no set CR can be found, the user is asked to provide
it, using the actions from both agents as conditions. Again menus can be
used to guide the creation of the set of causal relations.

Some more changes are made to DPDL in order to make a meta program
suitable for the design assistant to read and execute.

Because all retrieved and calculated information will be stored in the
design assistant, line numbers which were used to identify a particular line
(particular information) in the meta program can be deleted. All gathered
information can be adressed by the name it was given (in the previous
example the set of causal relations can be adressed by the name CR). To
make this possible, the design assistant has to have an information storage
facility. Next to this storage facility it is useful to have a list in which all infor
mation names and their types are stored as tuples, in orderto check ifspeci
fic information is already present in the design assistant.

Furthermore, we choose to store a meta program as a simple text file on
disk. This enables the user to create andedit meta programs in a verysimple
way. Another possibility is using the schema structures from Knowledge
Craft, or directly describe the design process as a kind of tree structure
[ROV 88l. However, these possibilities require a structured representation
of the meta program on disk. And the user has to be more experienced to
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understand, create and edit a meta program.

Representing a meta program as a text file, requires the ability ofthe design
assistant to read the specific meta program line by line and parse it into
executable structures. These structures represented byschemata in Know
ledge Craft can be divided in meta program schemata and step schemata.
The meta program schema contains pointers to the step schemata, and the
step schemata contain the distinct parts of the step.

Thus, the design assistant reads the meta program line by line, creating a
specific meta program schema and filling the step schemata which repre
sent the different steps ofwhich the meta program consists. Some general
keywords are: STEP, DECISION, LANGUAGE, SPECIFICA 710N,
DETAJIJNG, VERIFICA710N and ENDS7EP. These words are used to
separate the different steps and different parts of a single step.

Using these structures implies that nested steps are to be represented in
another way as described in Chapter 3. It is still possible to use nested steps
in a meta program, but these will be represented by a meta-function. This
meta-function is handled in the same way as a function, with the difference
that in this case not a function call is issued, but a call to a nested step is
issued.

Hence, the nested step is in fact represented by another meta program.
This meta program (hereafter callee, the meta program which issued the
call to the callee will be called caller), stored in another directory, is hand
led whenever the nested step of the caller had to be executed. When the
callee has been completely handled, the final result is conununicated to
the caller, after which the caller is executed funher.

This has the advantage that the nested step can be represented as a single
meta program which may be used in more then one meta program. By re
placing the nested step by a meta-function, not necessary details are omit
ted from the original meta program. However, functionally nothing
changes.

All meta programs and their descriptions can be stored in a library, which
makes it possible to re-use existing meta programs. Nested meta programs
make it easier to understand and to verify a design process.

Summing the changes made to the original Design Process Description
Language:

- no use ofline numbers to identify axioms or results. Axioms and results
are to be stored in the step ormeta program structures, andare available
at any stage of the meta program.

- when axioms are postulated, type and possible conditions have to be
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included.

nested steps are represented by separate meta programs.

The syntax oftbe cbanged version ofDPDL

The syntax ofa step will be given in extended BNF format. Set braces {}are
used to indicate the concatenation of any number of items - including
none, i.e. a possibly empty list of items. Square brakets [] indicate optional
expressions. Underlined words merely serve as comments; from the pOint
ofview ofthe syntax they have no meaning. Apossible syntax for the chan
ged version of DPDL for the description of a design process is:

->

->

->

->

{< step> }

STEP< step-id >::
< decision part >
[ < language part> ]
[ < specification part> ]
< detailing part >
< verification part >
ENDSTEP< 'step-id >

is an integer value

DESICION: {decision text }

starting on a new line:

a text, containing an argument (usually in
English) determining the next detailing step.
This argument contains the reason why to ta
ke the detailing step.

lANGUAGE: {language}

starting on a new line:

('CCS', lOB)', 'VDM', 'SPECIAL', 'CSP',
'PAISLEY' 'PASCAL' 'CHILL' 'ADA' 'PETRI', , , , ,
'SDL', 'ENGLISH' }

a language item is either a terminal symbol
(i.e. an element of a set of accepted langua
ges)

=> < text>

->< language part >

< language>

< step-id>

< decision part >

< decision text >

< design process>

< step>
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< specification pan> ->

< spec. statement> ->

->

< specification>

< detailing pan> ->

< detailing> ->

->

< detailing text >

< result>

< verification pan> ->

->

< verification> ->

< verification condition>

< verification key>

or a description of the type of method
used

SPECIFICATION: {spec. statement }

starting on a new line:

{ < specification> }

< specification meta-function-call >

is a formal statement of the required
properties; when omitted one or more
previous specifications or detailing results
are used. The form of the specification
expression is determined by the language
used.

DETAILING: {< detailing> }

starting on a new line:

[ < detailing text> 1< result >

< detailing meta-function-call >

is a textual description (usually in English of
the way a more detailed or refined model is
obtained from the specification or definition
pan.

is the (name of the) resulting formal model.
The model itself is stated in terms of the
language defined after LAl~GUAGE.

VERIFICATION: {< verification> }

< verification meta-function-call >

a substep may be needed in order to arrive at
the required verification (e.g. certain
intermediate results are needed before the
actual verification can be done)

starting on a new line:

VERIFY < verification condition>
[ USING < verification key> 1

is a logical expression which has to be
evaluate to true

indicates how the verification is to be done
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< text> is a string of characters

Comments may always be inserted.

Each comment line is preceded by a semicolon.

Some aspects have to be described in more detail:

< meta-function-call > ->

< specification>

< variable>

< type>

< condition>

< result >

->

->

->

1- < variable> < type> [ {< condition> }]

a string ofcharacters, representing the name
of the variable that has to be defined.

{'agent', 'caus', 'link', 'message' }

the type of variable

the name of the variable which contains the
specification for the variable to be defined; if
the variable is a message, none; if the varia
ble is an agent, a set ofmessages; if the varia
ble is a set of causal relations, a number of
agents; if the variable is a communication
link, a number of agents.

< variable> - < meta-function>

< variable> - < function-on-variables >

-> < variable> - < meta-function>

-> 1- < variable> < type> [ {< condition> }]

< function-on-variables > -> < function> « list-of-variables »

->

< verification-condo > ->

< function>

< list-of-variables >

< meta-function>

->

->

{'MIRROR' 'CA' 'MINIMIZE' 'EXPAJ."ID'" , ,
'REDUCE', 'FDI','PARCOMP' }

or any other function implemented in Le.
LISP.

list of variables < variable> separated by a
comma, or an empty list ifno variables are to
be used

META-< function-on-variables >

< function-on-variables > - < variable>

< meta-function> - < variable>
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;mirroring destination behaviour
- MIRROR(TS)

;define control messages
;define source behaviour
;define destination behaviour

;define causal relations
;synthesize using the CA function
;minimize using CCS laws

An example ofa meta program available in the design assistant is the combi
nation algorithm (CA) meta program:

;combination algorithm metaprogram
;creation date 13 september 1988
;created by A. A. A. Barella
;number ofsteps: 1
S1EP1::
;step1 contains decision, specification, detailing and verification
parts
DECISION:
derive communication model ofa communication network using
the combination algorithm
SPECIFICA VON:
1- Mact
1- TS agentM
1- TD transit M

DETAILING:
GS - MIRROR(TD)
GD
;mirroring source behaviour
1- CR caus GS GD

GSD - CA(GS,GD,CR)
GSD - MINIMIZE(GSD)
VERIFICA VON:
VERIFY PARCOMP(TS,GSD,SET-OF-ACI10NS) - GS USING CCS
VERIFY PARCOMP(ID,GSD,SET-OF-ACI10NS) - GD USING CCS
;when both verifications equate to true
;GSD will be an interface between TS and TD
ENDSlEP1
;end ofmetaprogram

Operational characterisation.

The operational characterisationwill not be specified in great detail, becau
se this is only a prototype of the design assistant and the applicability of the
constructs has still to be tried out. A few remarks will be made though.
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The decision part

A decision is correct when something is written in the decision part. This is
usually an informal piece of text Le. English, stating why the particular step
has been made. It serves as a reminder for the expert or as information for
the non-expert, about what the idea of the expert was when he created this
step.

The specification part.

A specification is correct when an axiom is written in the specification part,
or when the specification part is empty. In the last case, the result ofthe pre
vious step will be the specification of the current step.

The detailing part.

The detailing part is correct when at least one function call or a meta functi
on call is specified. It is even possible to specify some more axioms needed
during the detailing part. A function call will execute a specific algorithm
using some defined variables as input. The result of the algorithm is stored
in the step or meta structure for later use. A meta-function call will result in
the execution of a specific meta program. The final result of the meta pro
gram is stored in the step or meta structure for later use.

The verification part.

In order to check the correctness of the step, verification has to take place.
Therefore the verification part of the step contains a number of lines with
the following syntax:

VERIFY < verification-condo >[ USING < verification-key> J

this line is called a verification < verification >

The semantics of the verification construct is defined by:

« verification-key> -> < verification-condo > ) -> < verification>

meaning that the < verifcation > evaluates to true when the < verification
condo > is true using the terms specified by < verification-key>
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4.2 The requirements modeL

In this section we will use the requirements model introduced in [PIR 87] to
analyze the requirements of the desi gn assistant. In [PIR 87] a methodology
is introduced to assist in the analysis of real time systems. Two models are
introduced. First, the requirements model in which the requirements ofthe
system are specified in a way independent from the implementation. The
requirements model is a purely abstract model of the requirements, not a
physical model of the design. It represents what has to be designed, not
howto design it. Second, the architecture model which is used to show the
configuration of physical modules that perform all the required data and
control processing.

The principal tools of the requirements model are flow diagrams: graphical
models ofinformation flows and processes acting on those flows. Flowdia
grams consist of data flow diagrams and control flow diagrams. The other
components of the requirements model are (i) process specifications, (ii)
the requirements dictionary and (iii) the control specifications.

The design assistant to be developed will be primarily used to guide the
user during his design, using a design method described in a meta pro
gram. So, in order to create a design a meta program has to be available wit
hin the design assistant, and mechanisms have to be introduced to select
such a meta program and to execute it. Furthermore, mechanisms have to
be created to exchange data between the user and the meta program. Figu
re 4.2.1 shows DFD O/eFD 0 of the design assistant to be developed.

menu

USER

data+com

Figure 4.2.1. Data conte.-tt dlagram; Design assistant.
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There is one terminal, USER, and one process Design_assistant, and two
data flows passing between them, menu and data+com. Data flows in this
requirements model should be seen as one-place buffers with destructive
read.

The data flow menu resembles all the data and menus presented to the
user. The user responds by selecting data from menus or by giving com
mands when needed, represented by the data flow data+com.ln this re
quirements model bubbles represent processes, which will be activated
when all data needed is available or when a control flow activates them.

data+com

menu

...................~
...·····mode sel, -

I

menu

Figure 4.2.2. DFD 0 / aD OJ Design_assistant.

Figure 4.2.2 shows how the Design_assistant bubble can be divided into
three major processes: Update_MS_contents, Eval_useccmnds and
MP_exec. The underlying thought is, that it should be possible to execute
an existing meta program, but it should also be possible (in the near future)
to create and update meta programs using the design assistant. For now, on
the one hand it is possible to execute a meta program, and on the other
hand it is possible to select some predefined meta programs from a library,
and include them in the design assistant by setting pointers to the specific
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meta programs. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce two stores:
META_LIB and Meta_contents_store_spec. Both stores are n-place buffers
en ~ 0), with no destructive read.

The store named META_LIB is a store in which all meta programs available
on the SUN are stored. Physically, this store is that part of the hard disk on
which the meta programs are saved. As not all meta programs available on
the SUN might be executable, the store named Meta_contents_store_spec
is introduced. This store contains all pointers to meta programs which are
executable by the design assistant.

Thus, the process MP_exec enables the user to execute a meta program,
and the process Update_MS_contents enables the user to update the con
tents of the Meta_store_contents_spec.

At this point it is necessary to make a difference between the two kinds of
users. First, there is the expert-user, familiar with the expert system and its
contents. This expert-user developes the meta programs and includes
them in the system. A meta program will be described using a simple text
editor. The resulting textfile is saved in a meta program directory, using the
filename 'meta.dat'. In the near future it should be possible to guide the cre
ation of a meta program using a structured editor, or by means of a 'crea
te_meta_program' meta program. In this way a syntax-error-free meta pro
gram can be created. All syntax checks are handled by this structured edi
tor. If syntax errors occur, the structured editor takes care of corrections to
be taken.

The second kind of user which uses the design assistant is the non-expert
user. This user is not familiar with the way meta programs are described or
how the design assistant internally operates. The non-expert user simply
selects the meta program suitable for his design and activates it. The design
assistant will then guide the chosen design and will communicate with the
user ifnecessary. The user makes selections from menus or supplies infor
mation in a trivial way. Hereafter, 'user' will refer to either kind of user.

The third process in Figure 4.2.2 is the Eval_user_cmnds. The data flow
data+com, which enters this bubble carries data or commands from the
user. The process evaluates the input which enters via this data+com data
flow, sends the appropriate control flow mode_selto the cspec and sends
the data to the activated process, either Update_contents_spec or
MP_exe.

Thus, the pspecs and cspecs of the process Design_assistant are as fol
lows:

pspec Update_MS_contents:

This process updates the store named meta_store_contents_spec using in-
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formation from the user. This way meta programs can be made available
for the design assistant. The store meta_store_contents_spec contains
pointers to meta programs in the store META_LIB. Such a pointer consists
of the meta_program_name, the meta_program_description and the me
ta_program_directory (the directory in which that particular meta program
can be found).

In order to update the store named meta_store_contents_spec, the user is
asked to supply information via the data flow menu. This data flow can
contain a menu from which the user has to select an item, or a message
prompting the user to enter a string of information in a specific format.

pspec EvaLuseccmnds:

This process evaluates the input received from the user via the data flow
data+com. This input consists of conunands and data. When a command
is encountered the process behaves as follows:

if "conunand" - "execute_meta_program"
-> issue exec_req.

o"conunand" - "update_meta_contents_spec
-> issue update_req.

o"conunand" - "process_done"
-> issue done.

fi

The conunands received from the user, activate or deactivate the processes
Update_MS_contents and MP_exec. Only one of these processes can be
active at the same time.

When data is encountered it issued via the data flow user_data to the acti
vated process, either Update_MS_contents or MP_exec.

cspec 0; Design_assistant-:

INPUf PROCESS
STATE .2 .3

Update MS contents MP exec
exec_req 0 1
update_req 1 0
done 0 0
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update_
req

- Eval_user_cmnds
.....-
~

exec-
req

" done

- Eval_user_cmnds -- MP_exec

done

~
- Eval_user_cmnds
- Update_MS_contents

• The initial state in a state graph is denoted by an incoming, unlabeled arc.
Furthermore, inside each state all activated processes are denoted.

The MP-exec bubble can be divided into the following five processes:
EvaCMP_and_store_LAFO, Destr...,gecLAFO_MP, Evaluate_MP, Pass_na
me and Store_MP_LAFO. The store named intermediate_resuicstore is
introduced to pass on results from earlier evaluated meta programs to a
meta program that still has to be evaluated (or partly). See also Figure
4.2.3.

The pspecs of the process MP_exec are as follows:

pspec Eval_MP_and_store_LAFO:

When the data flow nameJilecontains a name ofa meta program that has
to be evaluated, this process acts as follows:

Theprocess retrieves from the store named Meta_contents_store_spec the
pointer to the meta program denoted by nameJile. This pointer is used to
retrieve the requested meta program from the store named META_LIB.
After which this retrieved meta program is evaluated and stored in the store
named LAFO_MP_store as the triple <MP,SC,LC>. In this triple
<MP,SC, LC>, MP denotes the retrieved meta program, SC denotes the Step
Counter and LC denotes the .I.ine-~ounter.The step-counter is used to de
note which step in the meta program has to be evaluated next (initially set
to 0) and the line-counter is used to denote which line ofthat particular step
is to be evaluated next (initially set to 0). The triple <MP,SC,LC> is stored
Last-In-First-Out in the store named LAFO_MP_store. This store can be
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seen as a n-place stack. Each time the process stores a meta program it will
be placed on top of the stack. After the process has stored a meta program
the control flow retrieve_lafo_mp is issued.

Note, that not only the process evaCMP_and_store_LAFO stores meta pro
grams in the above described way in the store named LAFO_MP_store, but
also the process Store_MP_LAFO. This last process stores the meta pro-

~cs

user_
data

/mp_
~ stored

Figure 4.2.3. DID 3 / CFD 3; MP_exec.
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gram that was being evaluated by the process Evaluate_MP, when another
meta program has to be evaluated first. This last meta program can be seen
as a nested step in the meta program being evaluated.

pspec Destr_retcLAFO_MP

This process retrieves the last stored meta program from the store named
LAFO_MP_store. Funhermore, the process will update the meta program
to be evaluated by retrieving the safar obtained results from the store na
med intermediate_result_store. The intermediate_results_store contains
all the results and axioms gathered during the design. Results which might
be ofuse later in the design. By retrieving a meta program from the store na
med LAFO_MP_store and by retrieving the intermediate result from the
store intermediate_resuicstore the process will instantly delete the retrie
ved data in either stores (destructive read). After a meta program has been
retrieved and has been updated by the process the control flows
lafo_mp_retrieved and store_lafo_mp are issued.

pspec Store_MP_LAFO:

This process handles the storage of meta programs that have been evalua
ted (or partly) by the process Evaluate_MP. Two kind of meta programs
can be distinguished.

- a meta program that has been partly evaluated and has to be stored in or
der to evaluate it funher. This enables the design assistant to evaluate
another meta program, which is a nested step of the previous meta pro
gram.

- a meta program that has totally been evaluated. From this meta program
only the obtained results have to be passed on to the next meta program
that has to be evaluated.

The input eva/uated_meta-program is a pair in which the first argument,
let us call it A, distinguishes the kind ofmeta program as described above,
and the second argument contains the triple <MP,SC,LC>. Then the pro
cess behaves as follows:

if A - 'partly_evaluated'

-> update the step denoted by MP and SC from the meta pro
gram denoted by MP, and store the triple <MP,SC,LC> last
in-first-out in the store named LAFO_MP_store. Funher
more, store the intermediate result from MP in the store na
med intermediate_resulcstore and issue the control flow
mp_stored.

oA - 'totally _evaluated'

-> store the intermediate result from the meta program deno-
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ted by MP in the store named intermediate_result_store
and issue the control flow mp_stored
fi

pspec pass_name:

This process passes the name of a meta program via the data flow
nameJileto the process EvaCMP_and_store_LAFO. This process enables
the storage ofa nested meta program in the store named LAFO_MP_store
after a partly evaluated meta program has been stored.

cspec 3; MP_exec:

- Eval_MP_and-
~ store_LAFO

- Store_MP_LAFO
- Evaluate_MP mp_

stored

lafo_mp_ !,."ieve_ "retrieved lafo_mp - Eval_MP_and-
retrieve_

store_LAFO
- Eval_MP_and_ - Evaluate_MP

store_LAFO .... lafo_mp
- Store_MP_LAFO-- - Destr_retr_LAFO_MP - Pass_name

- Store_MP_LAFO
- Evaluate_MP

On its turn the Evaluate_MP bubble can be divided into a number of pro
cesses, see Figure 4.2.4. Three processes can be distinguished:
SplicoCSTEP, Evaluate_STEP and Update_MP.

The pspecs and cspec of Evaluate_MP are as follows:

pspec SplicoCSTEP:

The input meta-prog is a triple <MP,SC,LC>. The process transforms this
triple <MP,SC,LC> into the tuple <STEP,<MP,SC,LC», using MP and Sc.
Here, STEP denotes the next to be evaluated step of the meta program de
noted by MP. The tuple <STEP,<MP,SC,LC» is issued via the data flow
step to the process Evaluate_STEP.

pspec Update_MP:

The input evaluated_step is the tuple <STEP,<MP,SC,LC», where STEP is
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evaluated_
meta_prog

Figure 4.2.4. DFD 3.3/ aD 3.3; Evaluate_MP.

the completely evaluated step of the meta program denoted by MP. The
process updates the meta program using SC and LC, and issues the triple
<MP,SC+1,0> via data flow meta-/Jrog. Hereby, enabling the evaluation of
the next step of the meta program.

Finally, the Evaluate_STEP bubble can be divided into three processes:
Split_oCLINE, Evaluate_line and Update_STEP. In this bubble the store na
med variable_LIB is introduced. This store is used to save variables for later
sessions of the design assistant or to retrieve saved variables from. Physi
cally, this Store is that pan ofthe hard disk on which files containing varia
bles are stored. The processes of which the Evaluated_STEP bubble con
sists can be found in Figure 4.2.5.
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user_
data

evaluated_
meta_prog

Figure 4.2.5. DFD 3.3.2 / CFD 3.3.2; Evaluate_STEP.

The pspecs and cspec of Evaluate_STEP are as follows:

pspec SplicoCLINE:

The input step is a tuple <STEP,<MP,SC,LC». The process transforms this
tuple into the triple <LINE,STEP,<MP,SC,LC», using STEP and LC. Here,
LINE denotes the next to be evaluated line of the step denoted by STEP.
The triple <LINE,STEP,<MP,SC,LC» is issued via the data flow /ineto the
process Evaluate_LINE.

pspec Update_STEP:
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The input evaluated_line is the triple <LINE,STEP,<MP,SC,LC», where
LINE is the evaluated line ofthe step denoted by STEP. The process updates
the step using SC and LC, and issues the triple <MP,SC,LC+l> via data flow
step. Hereby, enabling the evaluation of the next line of the step.

pspec Evaluate_line:

The input lineis a triple in which the first argument is the line to be evalua
ted, and the second argument is the step from which this line was taken.
Furthermore, the third argument is the triple <MP,SC,LC> denoting the me
ta program under evaluation. Note, the triple <MP,SC,LC> also denotes
that part of the step to which the first argument (LINE) belongs. Let us call
this part of the step simply "part". Then the process behaves as follows:

if "part" ~ "verification_part"

if "retrieved_line" - "1- ... "

-> get information from an external source, store in varia
ble_LIB and issue evaluated_line.

o"retrieved_line" - "META_ ... "

-> store current meta program and evaluated nested meta pro
gram; issue the pair <"partly_evaluated", <MP,SC,LC» via
data flow evaluated_meta-prog. Furthermore issue
nameJi/e.

o"retrieved_line" - "... - ..."

-> execute specific algorithm and issue evaluated_line.

0"· ", ...

-> text-line; issue evaluated_line.

o"nil"

-> nil means that there are no more lines in this step; issue the
pair <"totally_evaluated", <MP,SC,LC» via data flow eva
luated_meta-prog. Furthermore, issue activate_storage.

fi

else execute verification procedure using "retrieved_line" esle

fi

Remains to specify the requirements dictionary:

data+com - any selection the user
made from a menu (either command or data)
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menu

I the response to an information request prompt (either
command or data)

- any menu presented to the user
I an information request prompt
I data presented to the user followed by a menu from
which a selection has to be made

nameJUe - any meta program file-name which pointer is stored in the
store meta_store_contents_spec

MSCS - any pointer to a meta program available in META_LIB (as
the triple <meta_program_name, meta_pro
gram_description, directory_meta_program_is_sto
red_in»

MP_liB any meta program text file

mode_sel - exe_req I update_req I done

The remaining data flows and control flows are considered to be primiti
ves.

We now turn to the architecture of the system. As Figure 4.0.1 showed, the
design assistant consists of a user interface, a knowledge representation
and inference engine part, and a set of algorithms. The knowledge repre
sentation part consists of on one hand the knowledge about a specific de
sign methode, represented by a meta program, or a set of meta programs.
And on the other hand, knowledge about representation of processes on
which transformations are to be conducted using algorithms specified by
the design method.
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5.0 Implementation ofthe design assistant

In this Chapter the implemented design assistant will be discussed. The
meta program as a text file on disk, the data structure, OPS rules which drive
the environment acquisition and the blackboard structure which controls
the firing of rules are discussed. Furthermore, the implemented algorithms
and the user interface will be discussed shortly. Finally, a description will
be given of how to use the developed design assistant.

5.1 The meta program.

As mentioned in the previous Chapter, meta programs are stored on disk as
text files. These text files are saved under the name meta.dat, to enable
handling by the design assistant. Therefore, each meta program has to be
stored in a seperate directory and a library containing pointers to these me
ta programs has to be introduced.

Next to the meta program a directory contains all defined (and predefined)
variables belonging to this meta program. This enables the user to store
data he might want to use at the next session. Futhermore, variables
needed during the design can be stored in order to shonen the session. Fi
gure 5.1.1 gives an idea of the hierarchy of subdirectories used in the de
sign assistant.

rootdir

Imp_libr

SUbdi~;rl.2

meta.dat
var-l
var-2

meta.dat
var-l
var-2
var-3
var-4

subdir2

meta.dat
var-l

meta.dat
var1.2-1
var1.2-2

meta.dat
var-l
var-2
var-3
var-4
var-S

~
subdirN.l

meta.dat
var-l
var-2
var-3

Figure 5.1.1. Storage of meta programs and (pre)defined variables on disk.
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endstepl

mp52

stepl

One of the disadvantages of this methode is that many directories have to
be created, each in which one meta program is stored. The design assistant
can only pinpoint a specific meta program using the description and the
name the designer gave to that particular meta program at the time he crea
ted it. Therefore, meta program descriptions should be uniform and to the
point, enabling otherdesigners to understandwhat the purpose ofthat par
ticular meta program is, just by reading its description.

To implement nested steps we introduced the meta-junction. To identify
whether meta-functions or functions are used on a line in the meta pro
gram, the meta-function is preposed by the text "META-".

An example:

With 'CA' the function named CA is ment, the design assistant will call this
function and a particular result will be returned. But with 'META-CA' the
meta-function CA is ment, resulting in a call to the meta program named
CA.

Figure 5.1.2 gives an impression of the way the design assistant handles ne
sted steps in a meta program.

mp1 ./

S~~Pl /'
call_mp52 ~ L...-__----I

endstepl
step2

endstep2
step3

endstep3

mp6

stepl

endstepl
step2

endstep2
step3

endstep3
step4

ndstep4

mp13

stepl

endstepl
step2

endstep2

Figure 5.1.2. Nested steps represented as individual meta programs.
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A library had to be created in order to store the meta programs available in
the design assistant, stating their name, description and the pointer to the
directory in which its textfile is stored. This is not onlynecessary for the exe
cution of a particular meta program, but also useful for meta program
designers. Expen users can use existing meta programs while defIning a
new meta program. This is an example ofre-using existing meta programs.
The library can be updated whenever a meta program is added to the de
sign assistant, or deleted from the design assistant.

Note, to enter a meta program into the design assistant it is necessary that
the meta program is available on disk as a text file (otherwise it cannot be
read and executed). However, deleting a meta program from the design as
sistant does not have to mean that the meta program is removed from disk.
Only the pointer to that particular meta program is removed from the libra
ry, so the design assistant assumes that the meta program has been deleted.
The library is enclosed in the file 'meta-manager.lsp', see also the listing in
the appendix. Changing and reloading this file will result in an update of
the design assistants' meta program library.

By means of a menu the user can select any design which is available as a
meta program in the library. When a selection has been made the meta pro
gram in the specifIc directory is read and from this data a meta program
schema and a number of step schemata are created. See section 5.2 about
the data structure for more information about these schemata.

These created schemata are used to execute the selected meta program.
Within each meta program schema the step schemata are executed. When
a nested step occurs, a new meta program is read using the pointer in the
library. A new meta program schema and a number of step schemata are
created and executed. When this meta program has been completely exe
cuted the old meta program and its step schemata are executed further.

In order to pinpoint which meta program or which step is currently under
evaluation a global variable *metaprogram* is introduced. This variable
contains at aU times the specifIc step or meta program being executed.

The step schema created by reading a meta programcontains the specifica
tion pan, detailing pan and verifIcation pan of the step. Each pan consists
ofseveral lines which represent certain actions to be taken. There are lines
thatcaU functions, lines thatcaUa meta-function (nestedstep) and there are
lines where the design assistant is asked to supply information from an ex
ternal source. In the last case the design assistant will search for the requi
red data in its database and when not available, it will ask the userto supply
this information. Whenever information is neededfrom an external source,
the type of information has to be specifIed and if necessary any conditions
which this information must satisfy may be given.
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In order to check ifa particular type ofdata is present in the design assistant
the global variable ·variables· is introduced. This global variable contains
all variables available in the design assistant and their type as the tuple <va
riable_name,type>. Note, ·variables· does not contain any predefInedvari
ables stored on disk, only those variables which have been created by the
design assistant or variables that have been supplied by an external source
during the execution of the selected meta program.

A meta program schema is executed by executing the different step sche
mata in the right order. From each step schema an instance schema is crea
ted and executed. The results obtained during this execution are stored in
the result slotofthis schema, see the next section for more details. When the
step instance schema is verifIed, the results are transfered to the result slot
of the meta program. The meta program selects the next step to evaluate
and the process repeates itself. However, when the verifIcation of a step
instance schema does not succeed, the user can end the execution of the
meta program, or try to execute this failing step again. In the last case a new
step instance schema is created and the process is repeated with this sche
ma.

When a meta program has been completely executed and it was not a ne
sted step ofanother meta program, the fInal result is transferred to the user.
Hereafter, the user may execute another meta program or end the design
assistant session.

The meta program structures and step structures necessary to execute a
particular meta program are discussed in the next section.

5.2 The data structure.

One of the starting points for the development of the design assistant was
that systems were to be described by behaviour equations. For instance,
CCS provides mechanisms to represent communication behaviours byal
gebraic expressions. In order to describe the behaviour of a system, with
the use ofexpressions from CCS or related formalisms, a data structure had
to be developed. Algorithms as well as the Knowledge Craft package work
on these data structures. Part ofthe data structure had already been develo
ped by Ir. J. Dassen, former technical assistant at the Digital Systems Group
at the Department of Electrical Engineering of the Technical University of
Eindhoven. His CCS-demo program was to be seen as an exercise in using
Knowledge Craft and as a study for fInding a suitable data structure for the
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design assistant to be developed.

As mentioned before, the basic data structure contains schemata and their
relations. Most of the schemata are connected by is-aor instance links in a
tree to the DA-concept schema. Some other schemata, which bear know
ledge about schemata (i.e. relations, slot restrictions, etc.) are directly lin
ked to the system schemata for their proper functioning.

In this thesis schemata shall be represented in a way similar to the print
schema output of Knowledge Craft. This means that a schema has the
structure represented in Figure 5.2.1.

( ( < schema name >
< slot> <values>
< slot> <values>
< slot> <values»)

;comment
;comment

Figure 5.2.1. The schema stnlcture.

The schema can be accessed by its schema name. It contains a number of
slots representing particular characteristics. Each slot may contain a num
ber of values or a procedural attachment.

(Note, that the print-schema output only presents the relevant slots).

Different contexts are being used, see Figure 5.2.2. The context-tree starts
with the Sroot-context, which has one sub-context, the DA-context. In the
DA-context most of the schema definitions are made. The DA-context has
two sub-contexts for the application domains. So far a SeeS-context (not
yet used) and a CCS-context have been defined. Algorithms are now speci
fied in the corresponding application context, so that for instance the re
duction-algorithm schema will have an other meaning (because of diffe
rent methods) in the eeS-context as in the SeeS-context.

$root-context

DA-context

/
CCS-context another-context

Figure 5.2.2. The use ofdifferent contexts
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As was mentioned before, most of the schemata are defined in the DA-con
text. The root of all the DA-schemata is the DA-concept schema. The DA
concept has two subclasses: DA-objeets and DA-program-objects. There
are no DA-program-objeets yet, but possibly the algorithms should move
there. See also Figure 5.2.3.

DA-concept

/
DA-object DA-program-object

Figure 5.23. The DA-concept schema and its subclasses.

A number of DA-objects have already been defined.

Systems are to be described by behaviour equations. The objects ofbehavi
our are called agents. An agent can be viewed as a locus of activity, a pro
cess, a computational unit. An agent can communicate with his environ
ment by means ofports. These ports are called labels. The set of labels as
sociated with an agent is called the sortof an agent. The syntax ofa label is
defined as follows:

< label> -> < inport >
-> < outport >

< inport > -> < agent >. in [ < integer> ]

< outport > -> < agent >. out [ < integer> ]

where <agent> is the name ofthe corresponding agent; < integer> is an in
teger, indicating the rank of the port, e.g. 'a.inl', 'a.in2', 'a.out3', etc. The
additions 'in' and 'out' denote input and output ports respectively. Hence
'a.out3' is the third output port of agent 'a'.

In CCS, behaviours are determined by algebraic expressions. These beha
viour expressions can be interpreted as state equations in which the left
hand side denotes the current state and the right-hand side gives the state
transitions and the next states. The events associated with the state transiti
ons are called actions (like input and output actions, Le. communications
via input or output ports). The states ofan agent are behaviour identifiers.
The transitions can be of the following three types: input-actions, output
actions, and unobseroable actions.

Input actions and output actions have the following syntax:
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< inport >? < value>

< outport > ! < value>->

->< input action>

< output action>

For example:

Let A denote a behaviour identifier. Then 'a.in?x: AI' denotes that the mes
sage received via port 'a.in' is assigned to variable 'x', after which the agent
shows behaviour AI. Likewise, 'a.out3!x: A2' denotes that a message 'x' is
sent via port 'a.out3', after which the system shows behaviour A2.

An unobservable action (denoted by 'tau') is used to denote some internal
activity ofan agent. Such an action cannot be directly observed at the ports
ofthe agent. However, as the agent changes state upon the occurence ofan
unobservable action, its effect can be observed because certain communi
cations may have become enabled or disabled compared to the situation
before the occurence of a 'tau'.

In order to represent systems a number of DA-objects are defined, e.g.
agent, state, link, label and ccs-object. Next to these DA-objects some ot
her objects are defined to represent operations on systems, e.g. algorithm
and DA-formalism. Figure 5.2.4 shows the DA-objects already defined.

DA-object

label

agent

state

link

ccs-object

DA-formalism

algorithm

Figure 5.2.4. The DA-objects already defined.

da-object
;i.e. ees, sees, esp
;usedfor OPS control
;possible internal actions

An agent is a system, ofwhich the behaviour is represented as a set ofbeha
viour equations. Pictorially, its behaviour can be represented as a tree or a
state-graph with states and links between these states. An agent can repre
sented by the following schema:

(( agent
is-a
formalism
status
internal-actions
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external-actions
state-name-generator
start-state
states) )

,possible external actions
;state-name generator
;the initial state
;all states in the graph

da-object
;all outgoing links
;successors over any action
,predecessors over any action

A state is defined by the following slots:

((state
is-a
successor-links
successor-state
Predecessor-state ))

A link is defined by the following slots:

((link
is-a da-object
labels ;an action
next-state )) ;the next state

The above representations are very general and subclasses are made for
specific types or representations. The content of the formalism slot of the
agent schema defines the exact representation offor instance its 'action' or
'link' schemata. The DA-formalism class is used for administative purpos
ses. All formalisms known to the DA should be an instantiation ofthis class.
Sofar only one subclass has been defined, the CCS-class. In this CCS-class
the following schemata are defined:

ccs-agent
ccs-state
ccs-link
ccs-action
ccs-port
ccs-message

Cis-a agent)
Cis-a state)
Cis-a link)
Cis-a label)
Cis-a ccs-object)
Cis-a ccs-object)

Using this approach the tree for agents would look like Figure 5.2.5.

Another approach would be to use different contexts. Now we are working
in only one context, the DA-context, but it is possible to make all instances
of an agent in a CCS-context, where only rules and algorithms for CCS
would be known. Each formalism would then have its own branch in the
context tree.
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DA-concept

I
DA-objects

I
agent

/
anomer-type-agent CCS-agent

Figure 5.2.5. The tree for the different agent schemata.

;i.e. CCS, sees or CSP
;the input for the algorithm
;the output of the algorithm
,furtherparameters
;a method (llSPjunction)

da-object

Another important class of schemata are the algorithm schemata, they are
defined as follows:

( ( algorithm
is-a
formalism
input-agents
output-agents
Parameters
execute) )

Again some subclasses can be distinguished, see Figure 5.2.6. The algo
rithm structure can be used as follows: create an instance schema of the al
gorithm class that must be executed. The input-agent and parameter slots
have to be filled and a new schema name has to be put in the output-agent
slot. Then the algorithm is started by sending the execute message:

(call-method algorithm-instance-schema 'execute)

This message will execute the LISP-function in the execute slot of the algo
rithm-instance-schema, with the current context, the algorithm-instance
schema and the execute slot as parameters. The new agent in the output
agent slot of the algorithm schema will finally contain the result of the algo
rithm.

Note. If the agent in the output-agent slot already exists, it will be overwrit
ten during the execution of the algorithm.
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Figure 5.2.6. The subclasses oCthe algorithm schema

The above is an example of object oriented programming. The advantage
of such a structure is the separation of the details of the algorithm and the
application ofit to objects. An algorithm can easily be replaced by a newer
version without concern to the user. Knowledge Craft itself uses object
oriented programming extensively.

Another group of important schemata are those that drive the execution of
meta programs. These schemata are also used to represent meta programs
and their steps.When a meta program, stored on disk as a textfile, is read
and parsed, it has to be represented in the design assistant to manipulate it.
Therefore, a meta program schema, a step schema and a function schema
have to be defined.

;description ofthe metaprog.
;directory in which it is saved
;if it is a nested step ofanother
;parameters used
;the different steps
;steps with verification errors
;temporary result
;status slot usedfor OPS

ria-object

The meta program schema is defined by the following slots:

( ( metaprogram
is-a
description
directory
associated-with
parameters
steps
failed-steps
result
status) )

The directory slot is used to define the subdirectory in which the cor-
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responding meta program file 'meta.dat' is stored. The meta program file
contains the meta program of a particular design, created by the expert.

The associated-with slot is used to define if the current meta program is in
fact a nested step ofanother meta program. Ifso, this slot contains the name
ofthe parent meta program. Ifthe current meta program is finished its result
will be returned to the parent meta program. The parent meta program will
resume execution of steps, and the current meta program will be deleted,
to free memory. If the associated-with slot of the current meta program
does not contain anyvalue, the results ofthe meta program will be commu
nicated to the user.

;the meta program it belongs to
;the decision part
;i.e. English, CCS, sees
;the specification part
;the detailing part
;the verification-part
;temporary result
;usedfor OPS

ria-object

Theparametersslot may contain values to be used when variables have to
be defined in the meta program (only used when a meta program is a ne
sted step of another). These values are to be used when a certain variable
has to be defined in this meta program.

The steps slot contains pointers to the steps of which the meta program
consists. These steps bear the knowledge of the design. The steps of the
meta program are to be executed successively. It is however possible that a
nested step causes another meta programto be executed, while the current
step of the parent meta program is freezed. When the execution of the ne
sted meta program is finished, the result is transfered to the freezed step of
the parent meta program. After this execution of this step is resumed.

A step is defined by the following slots:

((step
is-a
associated-with
decision
language
specification
detailing
verification
result
status) )

The associated-with slot of a step schema defines the meta program to
which this step belongs (to which meta program the results have to be com
municated after verification has evaluated to true). The decision, langua
ge, specification, detailing and verification slots contain information
about particular parts of a step in the meta program, see also the section
about meta programs.

The result slot of the step schema contains results: defined variables and
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;check ifall params supplied
;check on the COrTect type
;the inPutdata
;some check/user method
;temp. result ofthe algorithm
;usedfor OPS control

results from execution of algorithms, either obtained in this step or obtai
ned from earlier evaluated steps (or even meta programs).

The step structure works as follows: When a particular step has to be exe
cuted, an instance schema ofthat step is created and the result slot ofthe in
stance schema is filled with the values of the result slot of the current meta
program. The step-instance schema is then executed. The variables crea
ted during the execution are added to the values already in the result
slot

Finally a verification has to take place, to check the correctness of the step
(the detailing step might not have been ofthe correctness preserving type).
If the verification evaluates to true, the results of the step are communica
ted to the currentmeta program, after which step-instance and step schema
are deleted to free memory space. Then, the meta program selects the next
step to execute, and so on. However, if the verification ofthe detailing step
evaluates to false, the step-instance schema is deleted, a flag is set in the
meta program which shows that the current step was not correct, and anot
her try can be made to succesfully execute this step (or the user can end the
execution of this meta program).

During the executionofthe meta program several algorithms can be called,
each using its own type ofinput data. In order not only to execute the algo
rithm, but also in order to run some checks on data before and after the exe
cution of the algorithm, the function schema is introduced.

The function schema has been defined to make it possible to check ifthe in
put data supplied by the designer via the meta program or by the user via
the user interface is sufficientand ifit is ofthe correct type. Funhermore, the
function schema can contain a method (ask-user-method), which makes it
possible to check the result of the algorithm or give the user the possibility
to change the result somewhat (e.g. remove deadlocks from a derived sy
stem).

The function schema is defined by the following slots:

((function
is-a da-object
number-of-parameters
type-of-parameters
parameters
ask-user-method
result
status) )

The number-of-parameters and type-of-parameters slot contain values
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that are used to check if the number and type of parameters needed to suc
cesfully execute the algorithm are supplied by the meta program or by the
user. The parameters needed are stored in the parametersslot of the func
tion schema. Ifa particular parameter is not supplied by the meta program,
the user is asked to provide that particular type of data, after which the
checking continues.

If all parameters are available and when they are of the correct type, the
specific task schema for each algorithm is created. This task schema is exe
cuted using the method supplied in its execute slot. The result of the algo
rithm is returned to the result slot of the function schema. If a method is
specified in the ask-user-method slot, this method will be executed and
may possibly (with or without the help of the user) change the contents of
the result slot. Finally the result will be communicated to the step from
which this function was called.

Allmost all defined schemata can be found in the file da-schema.lsp in the
appendix. Some meta program schemata which are defined in the design
assistant can be found in the file meta-manager.lsp (library file).

Finally, when developing a data structure for the design assistant, two
other kinds of schemata are very important, namely the schemata which
control the relations and slot restrictions (CRL characteristics). The relati
ons used in the previous are: successor-state and its inverse predecessor
state. These are transitive (user defined) relations that enable the system
(and user) to find paths in the state graph independent of action type.

Slot restrictions check the characteristics of the values in the restricted slot,
the three types used are:

- domain, which specifies which schemata may have this slot.

- range, which specifies what values this slot may have.

- cardinality, which specifies the maximum and/or minimum numberof
values the restricted slot may contain.

Note. Slot restriction is only active when the $restrict switch is set to It'. It
should however only be used during development of the expert system.
Once a program is finalized restriction checking will only slow it down.
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Internal representation ofvariables.

Next to the representation of structures as schemata, variables and meta
program files are represented as text files when stored on disk. An example
of a meta program file was given earlier. This section will describe the way
variables are represented in working memory and how they are stored on
disk.

Each meta program file is stored in a different subdirectoryunder the filena
me 'meta.dat'. In this subdirectory also all (pre)defined variables may be
stored. Variables are stored in a way depending on their type. They have all
one characteristic in common: the way the file is named. The name ofthe va
riable (always in capital letters, and/or numbers) to be stored is used as the
filename. The syntax however is different for each type of variable:

- a set ofmessages: in working memory represented bya list ofmessages,
where a message is a string ofcharacters. On disk the setofmessages is sa
ved as a textfile with each message on a different line forrnaned in the fol
lowing way:

message( < message> )

Comments or additional information may be placed throughout the file
as long as it is preceded by a semicolon. Note, a message is a string ofcha
racters, with the exception of the following characters: { ! ? . , }.
For example, the set of messages (mess1 mess2 mess3) will be saved to
disk in the following format:

;testfilefor saving messages to disk
;set of messages used: (messl mess2 mess3)
message("messl I')
message("mess2'')
;any additional information or comments
message("mess3'')

- an agent: in working memory represented by a list of state transitions,
where a state transition is represented bya list ofthree elements, a state, an
action and another state. The state consists of the agent name in concate
nation with a number. The action consists of several elements: the name
of the agent by which it is communicated, a dot (.), a ponname, a port ty
pe, and a message.

Summarized:

<agent>
< state>
< action>

-> ( { ( < state >< action >< state> ) })
-> < agent-name >< number >
-> < agent-name >.<port-name ><port-type >
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< message>
<port-type> -> {'j', '?'} ,o'j'for output, '?'for input
< agent-name> a string ofcharacters
< message> a string ofcharacters
< port-name> a string ofcharacters
< number> an integer

As an intermediate result an agent is often represented as a list of tuples,
where the tuples use the following format:

< agent> - > ( { ( < state > ( { ( < action >< state > ) }) ) })

Note, the first state in the representation of an agent is its start-state.

Then there is the third form, the agent schema, which has already been
discussed in the previous section. An agent may be saved to disk in two
different ways. First, as a lisp file, with the agent-name as filename. This
lisp file contains the definition of the schemata that build up the agent
(agent, state, action, etc. schemata). When this file is loaded (not read!)
the schemata which buildup the agent will automatically be created. The
save-managerroutine is used to save an agent to disk in the above descri
bed way.

Second, there is the form similar to the one used for saving messages to

disk. The agent will be saved on disk in a textfile, with the name of the
agent. The textfile consists of state transitions, each written on a separate
line, starting with the state transition from the start-state. Comments may
be used throughout the file, as long as they are preceded by a semicolon.

The following format is used:

transit("< state >","< action >'~ "<state >'')

For example:

,oexample ofagent A saved to disk
,filename A
,first the state transition from the start-state:
transit(''A O'~ "act1", ''A 1'')
,followed by the other state transitions:
transit(''A 1'~ ''act2'~ ''A2'')
transit(''A 1'~ "act3", ''AO'')
transit(''A2'~ "actl'~ ''AO'')
transit(''A2'', "actO'~ ''A 1'')

Note, the first state transition in this textfile is the state transition from the
start-state, in this case AO!
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- a set of causal relations: In working memory represented as a list of
tuples, a listoftwo actions ( <action! ><action2 >), representing the cau
sal relation<action! > --> <action2 >. The interpretation ofthis causal re
lation is as follows: the occurence ofan action <action! > enables the oc
curence of an action < action2 >.

The actions building up the causal relation occur in different agents and
are used to influence (restrict) the communication between these agents.
The set ofcausal relations can be saved to disk in a waysimilar to the set of
messages. The following format is used:

caus( < action >, < action >)

An example ofa testfile (filename is the same as the name ofthe variable)
representing a set of causal relations:

;example ofa set ofcausal relations CR-1
;saved to disk in the file named CR-1
caus("action1", "action2")
caus("action3", "action4'')
caus("action5'~"action6'')
caus("action10", "action11'')
caus("action12", "action13'')
;end ofcausal relations file

- a set ofcommunication links: communication links are used to define
the linked actions between communicating agents. An action < action! >
outputtedbyagentA maybe the inputaction <action2 >ofanother agent.
To define this link, a set of communication links is defined. In working
memory these are represented as a list of tuples ( < action> < action»
where the output/input action <action! > ofone agent is linked to the in
put/output action < action2 > ofthe other agent. The set ofcommunicati
on links may also be stored on disk, for later use, using the following for
mat:

/ink("< action >","< action >'')

An example ofsuch aset ofcommunication links saved to disk is the follo
wing textfile:

;example ofa file which contains
;communication links between agents
link("action 1", "action2'')
link("action3", "action4'')
link("action5", "action6'')
/ink("action 7", "actionS'')
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More types ofvariables maybe defined ifnecessary, butwith the given setof
types, it is already possible to carry out a design specified in the CA-meta
program. Contrary to the files containing schemata which when loaded
build up an agent, textfiles have to be read by the software and information
has to be extracted from them using some parsing technique. Procedures
have been created for reading metaprograrns orvariables from textfiles and
parsing them afterwards to extract the necessary information. A listing of
these procedures can be found in the appendix. The formats used in these
textfiles are similar to the ones used in the CCS_TOOL software [POR 87],
which enables the use of files created by this software or vice versa.

The results in the result slot of step, meta program and function schemata
are formatted in the following way:

< results> -> (( < result> ) )

< result> -> « variable-name> < variable-value> )

< variable-name> is a string ojcharacters.

< variable-value> -> (( < value> ) )

< value> -> < statetransition >

-> < list-oj-messages >

-> < list-oj-links >

-> < list-oj-causal-re/ations >

<statetransition > -> ( < state> < action> < state> )

< list-oj-messages > -> ( < message> )

< message> a string ojcharacters

< list-oj-links > -> « /ink>)

< link> -> ( < action> < action> )

< set-oj-causal-re/ations > -> « causal> )

< causal> -> « action> < action > )

An example ofdata contained in the result slot ofa particular schemata is the
following list. In this list variable Mrepresents a list ofmessages, variable D
represents an agent build up with messages represented by the variable M,
and a variable CR which represents a set of causal relations.

The data in the result slot will be represented as follows:
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( ( M ( mess1 mess2 mess3 ) )

(D ((DO d.out!messl Dl)(Dl d.in?mess2 D2)
( Dl d.out!mess3 DO)( D2 d.out!mess3 DO)))

(CR (( d.in?mess2 s.out!messO))))

Variables can be communicated to the user using different types offormats,
e.g. an agent can be represented in a normal form [KOO 821, which is more
easily to read than an agent schema ora state transitions list. See also section
5.5 about the user interface and the listings in the appendix.

5.30PS rules and blackboard structure.

( P < rule-name> < antecedent> ->
< consequent> )

a string of characters

{< condition> }

< pattern> I - < pattern >

( < object> {1\ < attribute> < value> })

{< action> }

any LISP function that makes either use of
values specified in the antecedent part or
constants, see for examples the listing of
the file daops.1sp in the appendix.

< rule-name> ->

< antecedent > ->

< condition> ->

< pattern > ->

< consequent> ->

< action>

OPS is the rule based programming language available in the Knowledge
Craft package. The 0 PS rules drive the environment acquisition. The rules
have the form <pattern> -> <action>, where the pattern or antecedent part
is a partial description of data elements and the action or consequent part
consists ofone ore more actions to be taken if the pattern matches a collec
tion of data objects in the data base.

The syntax of a rule will be given in extended BNF format. Set braces {}are
used to indicate the concatenation of any number of items - including no
ne. Square braces [1 indicate optional expressions. Underlinedwords serve
as comment. The carat "N' is the OPS5 operator that distinguishes attribute
names from values.

A syntax for a rule in 0 PS is:

< rule> ->
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CA-metaprogram)
"combination algorithm meta program '')
''METAPROGRAMS\ CA '')
read))

The patterns in the antecedents are partial descriptions ofdata objeCts. The
OPS interpreter determines whether a pattern matches a data object by
comparing the subelements of the pattern to the corresponding subele
ments of the data object. Every subelement of the pattern must match the
corresponding data subelement according to some rules:

- a constant symbol or number matches only an equal constant.

- a variable matches any symbol or number, but if a variable occurs more
then ones in the antecedent, all occurences must match the same value.
Namely the value corresponding to the first occurence.

Ifa variable matches an element, then it is said to be bound to that element.

For example, the OPS rule

(p read-meta program :context t
( meta program 1\ instance < > nil

1\ steps nil
1\ schema-name < metaprogram >
1\ status read
1\ directory < dir >)

->

(read-metaprogram < dir > < metaprogram >)
(new-value < metaprogram > 'status 'execute-step ))

matches the data object

( CA-metaprogram-105
(instance
( description
( directory
( status

binding < metaprogram > to CA-metaprogram-105 and binding < dir > to
"METAPROGRAMS\CA".

Control in the systemis implementedusing simple goal creation. Everyrule
in the system contains a pattern to match a particular kind ofgoal. Therefo
re, a rule only fires when an active goal of its type is in working memory.
Furthermore, the controller is based on a blackboard architecture. In the
blackboardarchitecture the application rules are subdivided into sets, each
solving a particular subproblem ofthe total problem. This subset of rules is
called a knowledge source (KS hereafter). The KS can be posted on the
blackboard with a cenain priority by making an instance of the schema
blackboard-goal.

For example:
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( ( execute-metaprogram
instance blackboard-goal
status posted
priority 5
solved-by-ks read-metaprogram ) )

When the controllergets control it will pick the postedgoal with the highest
priority, making it active by changing the status slot ofthat goal to 'initiated'
and by updating its own active-ks slot. Having done that, all rules belon
ging to that particularknowledge source are active. The KS stays active un
til no more rules fire, after which the controller takes over again, deleting
the current KS and picking another highest priority, posted goal on the
blackboard. This way the system directs the processing, putting goals on
the blackboard, activating and deleting them when needed, creating its
own problem-solving strategy.

There are two rules that take care of the blackboard controller:

- controller!!select-ks

- controller!!default!return-to-select

Each rule has to state to which KS it belongs by adding two condition ele
ments at the start of the rule. The rule used before in this section should the
refore be rewritten to the following:

( p read-meta program :context t
( controller 1\ active-ks read-metaprogram )
( bboard-goal 1\ instance bboard-goal

1\ schema-name read-program
1\ status initiated
1\ solved-by-ks read-metapyogram)

( metaprogram 1\ instance < > nil
1\ steps nil
1\ schema-name < metaprogram >
1\ status read
1\ directory < dir >)

-->

( read-metaprogram < dir > < metaprogram >)
( new-value < metaprogram > 'status 'execute-step ))

The use of a blackboard and controller is essential to systems with a large
set ofrules to solve many subproblems. This way the system keeps control
over the execution of the different subproblems, and can prevent certain
kind ofloops. The system knows when it has finished processing a particu
lar goal, and can react upon this.

In the design assistant frequent use is made ofgoals and knowledge sour
ces, see also the listing of the file daops.1sp in the appendix for additional
information.
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5.4Algoritbms.

The algorithms are another large building block of the design assistant. The
information stated in the meta program consists of more general but also
many application specific actions. On one hand there is the definition of a
panicular type ofvariable, on the other hand the deduction of an interface
or hardware structure. These application specific actions can be represen
ted by algorithms. As mentioned before these algorithms may be written in
any language as long as they can be executed by the Knowledge Craft
package. As a programming language, LISP is prefered for the reason that
Knowledge Craft contains a lisp environment (KC-listener) and the possi
bility to edit any existing algorithm easily.

No algorithms have been available prior to the development of the design
assistant, only some CCS_TOOL Prolog programs, see also [POR 871. The
available prolog algorithms are:

- ccs-prolog-reduce
- ccs-prolog-expand
- ccs-prolog-combine
- ccs-prolog-relabel
- ccs-prolog-abstract

One of the problems with these algorithms is that they all take input from
the file 'transits.ccs' and write their output to a file with the exact same na
me. Therefore, calling such an algorithm means reading the file'tran
sits.ccs', parsing the contained information, applying the specific algo
rithm and finally writing the result back to disk in the special format discus
sed earlier. All these additional actions slow down the system, and because
a meta program may consist of several calls to algorithms, these
CCS_TOOL algorithms are not suitable.

Algorithms have to be implemented in a way that they directly access data
in the working memory. Because no algorithms existed yet, some were
written to check if the execution of the combination algorithm meta pro
gram worked according to expectation. Three simple algoritms have been
implemented:

- ccs-mirror-agent (MIRROR)
- ccs-combination (COMB)
- ccs-relabel-agent (RELABEL)

Next to these specific algorithms a number of functions have been written:
representation conversions for ccs equations, creation ofdifferent types of
variables, specification checking ofvariables, reading, parsing and writing
files, etc.
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The ccs-mirror-agent algorithm.

The ccs-mirror-agent algorithm is used when the communication behavi
ourofan interface between two or more agents has to be derived. The com
munication behaviour of the interface is dependent on the behaviours of
the agents towards it. Therefore a mirrored agent has to be created for each
agent communicating over the interface. Parallel composition ofthese mir
rored agents (using causal relations as restrictions) will result in a correct
interface.

The mirrored agent has to satisfy the following specifications:

- The agent and its mirrored agent have to accept the same strings ofpossi
ble actions (with respect to their communication behaviour).

- The mirrored agent has to be defined such that communication between
the agent and its mirrored agent can always take place:

- whenever the agent intends to communicate with its mirrored agent,
communication should be possible.

- if the mirrored agent intends to communicate with the original agent,
this communication should also be possible (this last specification
can however not always be met, the user has to check this afterwards
and if necessary remedy this problem)

An algorithm is implemented according to the method used in the
CC5_TOOL software. We assume that the reader is familiar with the con
tents of [POR 87].

5hortly, from an agent5 the powerset ofits states is defined, that formes the
starting point from which the mirrored agent is derived. The powerset ofa
state is the set ofresulting states when performing a possible action, where
action :I: tau (the internal action).

An example is given for agent 5:

tau
the specification of 5:

50 a 51
+ b 51
+ tau 52 a Sl c

51 c 52 SO. ... ... S2..
52 a SO

a
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d(50,a) 
d(50,b) 
d(51,c) 
d(52,a) -

{50,51 }
{51 }
{52}
{50}

Here d is the function deriving the powerset of a given state and possible
action.

{51 }
{52}

From the powersets of the agent 5 the mirrored agent MIRROR(5) is deri
ved. MIRROR(5) has the following specification:

{50 } a: {50,51 }
+ b: {51}

{50,51} - a: {50,51 }
+ 0: {51}
+ c: {52 }

c: {52 }
a: {50 }

Relabeling the state names ofMIRROR(5) to X results in the following spe
cification of agent X:

a
- X01a

+ b -Xl a
a X01

~+ 5 Xl
XO.

+ C X2 XOI
c X2

hi
a xo

•
Xl

xo

X01

Xl
X2

The listing of the implemented algorithm can be found in the file mirror
l.1sp in the appendix.
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The ccs-combination algoritbm.

The ccs-combination algorithm is used in the derivation of an interface
between one or more agents. After deriving the mirrored agents of all
agents communicatingwith the interface and having defined a set ofcausal
relations, the behaviour of the interface can be computed. Again the met
hod described in [POR 87] will be used as a basis of this algorithm. We assu
me that the reader is also familiar with the contents of [KOO 85],

The combination algorithm is a special kind ofparallel composition. Ituses
an other restriction operation than the 'normal' restriction operation defi
ned in CCS. The states of an agent are extended with one or more message
queues of some type (Le. LIFO or FIFO). Restriction is executed over the
prohibited events, defined by the set of causal relations and the 'interface
model':

- the number ofmessage queues used: Leone message queue for both si
des of the interface, or one message queue for each side of the interfa
ce.

- the type ofmessage queues: a message queue can be organized as a set, a
FIFO-queue, a LIFO-queue. It is even possible that messages receive dif
ferent priorities in a queue.

- the maximum capacity of the message queues. Normally the length ofa
message queue is finite. Achange in the length ofthe message queue can
lead to a change in the specification of the interface to be derived.

- the internal time delays inside the interface. Koomen introduced the
starred version m* ofan action m. The starred version represents an acti
on that has reached the other end of the interface.

The ccs-combination algorithm is implemented under the following as
sumptions:

- the different agents communicating with the interfa~ehave no actions in
common.

- the right-hand side action in a causal relation does not occur in the left-
hand side of any other causal relation defined.

- there exists one message queue for both sides of the interface.

- the message queue is regarded as a set.

- no internal time delays exist inside the interface:

ifa left-hand side action ina causal relation occurs, the action is added
to the message queue and immediately enables the occurence of the
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corresponding right-hand side action.

a right-hand side action of a causal relation can only occur if the cor
responding left-hand side action is available in the message list. The
left-hand side action is removed from the message list at the moment
that the right-hand side action occurs.

The execution of the ccs-combination algorithm to a set ofagents and a set
of causal relations will result in one agent consisting of a great number of
state transitions. The agent consists of a lot of redundant state transitions,
which can be removed by the ccs-reduce-agent algorithm (not yet imple
mented). The derived agent has to be checked for deadlocks, if any occur
the user should remove them. Deadlocks may occur because of the intro
duction ofcausal relations. These causal relations introduce restrictions on
the parallel composition of the agents communicating over the interfa
ce.

The removal of possible deadlocks in the behaviour of the derived interfa
ce will occur over the user interface, which will be described in one of the
next sections.

The listing of the implemented algorithm can be found in the file
comb-al.lsp in the appendix.

More generalfunctions.

Next to the application specific algorithms, the design assistant consists ofa
number ofgeneral functions. Functions that read data from disk, parse this
data to get the necessary information, write data to disk (in a special format
if necessary), create variables, check variables on given specifications,
convert representations of ccs equations, display various types of varia
bles, execute metaprograms, initiate functions and algorithms, etc.

The listings of the various program files are well documented enabling the
user to understand the working ofthe functions contained. The listings can
be found in the appendix.

A few much used functions will be described here.

Representation conversion for ccs equations is a much used function,
transits->equations and equations->transits convert lists, representing
agents. The transits representation consists ofa number ofstatetransitions,
( < state> < action> < state> ) triples, listed together. The equations repre
sentation consits of a number of « state> ( {( <action> < state> ) }) )
tuples, where a state and all the transitions from that state are listed toget
her. Sometimes it is easier to use one representation, sometimes the other
has the preference.
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An agent represented as a number ofschemata in the working memory (or
on disk) can be converted to anequation representation, on the other hand
the transit representation can be converted to an agent represented by a
number of schemata. The functions are respectively named get-ccs-equa
tionsand make-new-agent-from-transits. In the last case, the agent sche
ma has to be defined first with help of the function create-.fresh-ccs
agent.

Agents can be displayed in many formats, and also in the normal form with
the use ofthe function format-ccs-equation. This is also possible with each
set of causal relations format-causal-relations, each set of links format
links, or each set ofmessages format-ccs-messages. The use of these func
tions in the user interface context will be discussed later.

Meta programs can be called with the help of menu-functions. Meta pro
grams are read with the function read-metaprogram, executed with the
function execute-metaprogram, variables created with the function ccs
create-variable-method, algorithms activated with the function ccs-acti
vate-algorithm-method, etc. See also the listings in the appendix.

The ccs-relabel-agent algorithm.

This is a very simple algorithm, based on some common used functions in
the design assistant. The agent represented as a number of schemata can
be relabeled in the following way:

- get the transits representation of the agent to be relabeled using the get
ccs-equationsand the equations->transits function, see to it that the first
statetransition is the statetransition from the start state.

- then, define the new agent schema, with the function create-fresh-ccs
agent.

- finally fill up the created agent schema with help of the function make
new-agent-from-transits.

The original and relabeled agent are available in the .working memory, if
necessary one of them may be deleted. Note, that during the function ma
ke-new-agent-from-transits, actions are somewhat changed
«agent>.<port-name><port-type><message». Furthermore, new states
are created, starting with the start-state <agent >-0, but also links and labels
are created using the function state-name-generator.
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5.5 The user interface.

The user interface is needed to allow the user to communicate with the de
sign assistant. Any intermediate communications necessary during the de
sign are taken care ofby the user interface. It provides a means for commu
nicating answers or solutions, or a means to ask questions or present menu
choices to the user. The user interface however is not a natural language
processor, where the user can simplytype in questions or supplyinformati
on in any form. The information to be supplied, has to be formatted in a
special way, or entered in a unique, restricted syntax.

Therefore as much as possible menus should be used to communicate with
the design assistant, avoiding the preformatted way of communication.
The Knowledge Craft software supports an extensive window and grap
hics system (see also the KC reference manual). This system contains some
very useful pop-up-menu and viewport functions, that allow the user to
communicate with the design assistant. Two functions that take care ofthe
representation of pop-up-menus and selection ofan item from a pop-up
menu are: select-item-from-menu or select-item-or-ni/-from-menu and
se/ect-re/ative-from-menu or select-re/ative-or-ni/-from-menu.

Next to the pop-up-menus there is a viewport for input/output purposes
when specific data has to be acquired from the user, or communicated to
the user. The function read-confirm-list-vp sends a prompt string to a vie
port, prompts the user for input, echoes it and prompts for confirmation, by
use ofa pop-up-menu. Ifthe supplied data is confirmed the data is returned
to the system (and afterwards parsed to extract the necessary information),
otherwise the prompt string is repeated until the correct data has been sup
plied.

The design assistant uses two viewports, one is created by the user during
startup invoked by the function initia/ize-da-viewport. Over this 'DESIGN
ASSISTANT VIEWPORT' all intermediate results and messages, such as er
ror-messages, are communicated to the user. The second viewport will be
created and deleted by the design assistant software. It pops up if necessa
ry, prompting the user for input, or communicating some result, which has
to be confirmed or edited by the user.

In the future a natural language processing program should be included in
the design assistant, making the software far easier to use. Then each user
will be able to communicate with the design assistant in its own unique
way.
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5.6 Using the Design Assistant.

To use the design assistant, we have to startup Knowledge Craft in the di
rectory '/usr2/userslbb/kclda' by using the conunand '/usr2Ikclkc', follo
wed by '(keY at the next prompt (». The KC-listener is loaded and returns
with the prompt IKC>' . Type at this the following command:
'(load"startup.lsp"Y. This command will cause all needed lisp files to be
loaded. After issuing the command '(runYthe design assistant session will
start.

First a small block ofinformation is displayed, after which a viewport has to
be created using the mouse. Place this viewport next to the KC-listener
viewport. This viewport, named DESIGN ASSISTANT VIEWPORT, will be
used by the design assistant to display information for the user, so that the
user can follow the actions taken by the design assistant. After this, the main
menu appears, from which the user can choose to execute a metaprogram
which is available in the design assistant, delete/add a metaprogram or
end the design assistant session.

The delete/add utility has already been described before. Note that the real
metaprogram still has to be provided, using a textfile, in the predefined di
rectory in the design assistant.

When the user wants to execute a meta program, he has to select that parti
cular meta program from the main menu. The design assistant will then
create an instance of the defined meta program schema, filling the status
slot with the value 'read'. The design assistant then reads the specific meta
programusing the directory defined in the directory slot. The file 'meta.dati
containing the specified meta program is read and parsed, and for each
step in the meta program a step schema is created. At the end of these acti
ons the working memory contains one meta program schema with a num
ber of pointers to steps in its step slot and a number of step schemata (as
much as there where present in the metaprogram). The step schemata are
filled with information in their specification, detailing and verification slots
(there are some more slots of interest, see also the listing of the dasche
ma.lsp file).

After the metaprogram has been read it can be executed by selecting and
executing the succesive steps. This is done as follows:

From the step to execute an instance step schema is created (so that the
original step schema will stay intact in case of verification problems).
Next the result slot of this instance step schema is filled with the current
result in the result slot of the metaprogram. The design assistant works
with this instance step schema, executing the specification, detailing and
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verification part.

At the endwhen the correctness ofthe step was proven, the data in the re
sult slot of the instance step schema will be transfered to the result slot in
the meta programschema. Then the step andstep instance schematawill
be deleted and the next step (if any) will be executed.

The metaprogram is finished when there are no more steps to execute
and this metaprogram is not in fact a nested step of another (otherwise
the associated-with slot of the metaprogram is filled with a non-nil va
lue). The result will be communicated to the user, after which the user is
free to end the design assistant session or execute another meta pro
gram.

In case ofa nestedstep, the resultofthe metaprogram(in its result slot)
will be transfered to the pauzed step of the associated-with metapro
gram (parent meta program). The current metaprogram will be dele
ted and the parent meta programwill resume execution ofthe pauzed
step.

In case a step was not succesfully verified, the instance stepschema is
deleted and the current metaprogram failed-step slot is filled with the
meta program name. Ifthe userwants to, that step will be re-executed,
or the design assistant session can be ended.

Because there are onlya few algorithms available, the testing ofthe softwa
re and the execution ofthe design assistant is difficult in practice. To beable
to really test the functions of the design assistant more algorithms have to
be implemented and verification principles have to be developed and im
plemented.

So far it is possible to read metaprograms, and some kind ofvariables, re
presented as textflles, create schemata, and execute some algorithms.
Agents can be build and changed using simple functions, checks can be
performed on variables, and so on. But it is still not possible to run the com
bination algorithm automatically, in the sence that a real result will come
forth. See for more information about the developed prototype ofa design
assistant the documented listings in the appendix.
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6. Conclusions and suggestions.

In this report we presented the general characteristics of Expert Systems.
We described the construction of the Expert System, consisting of know
ledge base, inference engine, data base and user interface. Some methods
of knowledge representation, which occur in the knowledge base, were
described in more detail. Funhermore, the design process was described
and a tool was presented to express design steps and decisions made du
ring the design process. The description language DPDL was used to com
bine informal and formal descriptions of design knowledge.

DPDLwas developedfunher, some changes were made to the original ver
sion in order to use DPDL for describing meta programs in the design as
sistant. With this version ofDPDL it is possible to describe meta programs
as a textfile named 'meta.dat', which can be read, parsed and executed by
the design assistant. The nesting ofsteps was implemented using a kind of
meta-function. This meta-function calls the nested step, which is in fact a
single meta program and executes it. Therefore, each nested step has to be
described as a single meta programand has to be stored in a different direc
tory.

In this way many meta programs may be used to describe the design pro
cess, each meta program representing a module with a specific task. These
modules, each with a detailed description, can be collected in a library,
thus enabling the expert user to use and combine as many modules, or
even create new modules, to describe his meta program.

We designed and implemented a prototype of a Design Assistant for High
Level Synthesis and Verification (see listings in the appendix). Users using
the design assistant to supportand guide their designs can choose the meta
program they needfrom the library, after which itis executed by the design
assistant. Therefore, the design assistant will read, parse and execute/veri
fy the succesive steps in the meta program, communicate with the user
about information to be provided, or report results.

To test if the prototype of the design assistant worked according to expec
tation, some algorithms were implemented which support CCS. Because
we used the combination algorithm as a vehicle during the design ofthe de
sign assistant, the ccs-mirror-agent algorithm, the ccs-combination algo
rithm and ccs-relabel-agent algorithm were implemented.

The data structure defined, consists of several schemata which are linked
together by relations (also schemata). OPS rules are used to drive the envi
ronment acquisition. Control is implemented by simple goal creation (see
also the listing of the file daops.lsp in the appendix).

Some suggestions concerning funher development of the design assi-
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stant:

- More CCS algorithms have to be implemented, for instance a ccs-reducti
on algorithm. Some research has to be done on verification techniques
after which these techniques have to be implemented.

- Research has to be done to see if there are other, even more structural
ways to represent a meta program in Knowledge Craft using schema
structures. [ROV 881 introduces a meta program as a tree structure. Where
every node in the tree can be seen as a state of the design process, and
each arc is a possible transformation from one state of the process to
another. This model offers the expert user even more understandable
meta programs, and more possibilities in communication with the
user.

- Research has to be done to develop and implement a natural language
processor for the user interface, enabling each user to communicate in
his own unique way with the design assistant. As meta programs now
still have to be written using a texteditor, with the chance ofpossible syn
tax errors and thus causing system errors, in the future it should be possi
ble to use a structured editor to create syntax error-free meta
programs.

- Research has to be done to see ifit is possible to describe the construction
of a meta program as a meta program. This CREATE-METAPROGRA1\1
meta program should make it possible to create syntax error-free meta
programs, using knowledge contained in the design assistant.

- When the number of rules grow in the further development ofthe design
assistant, it may be advisable to use a meta-blackboard structure, ena
bling blackboards to be scheduled on the meta-blackboard, resulting in
easier maintenance and control.

- Finally research has to be done on transformation techniques used to
transform results of designs, represented as datastrucrures, into hard
ware and software. For instance transformation to a set ofPLA's or to SDL
descriptions. Some research in this field has already been conducted by
Brondijk, see [BRa 871.
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~ETA-~AN.LSP

::: -1- ~ode:Lisp: Syntax:Co.lon-lisp: PacKage:crl-user: Base:lO: Patch-file: YES. -1

lin-package 'crl-user!

iif Inot (contextp 'OA-CONTEXTl I [create-context 'DA-CONTEXT '$ROOT-CONTEXTl I
iif Inot icontextp 'CCS-COIiTEXT) I Icreate-context 'CCS-CONTEXT 'DA-CONTEXT))

!setq IUSER-CONTEXTI Iget-contextl)
(assert-context 'CCS-CONTEXTl

(DEFSCHEKA METAPROGRAK
:BRALLEL
:YO'l'IFY
(:ME~A T2803382'46+33

,INSTANCE SCHEKA)
ICREATED-BYJ
IDATE-OF-CREATIONI)

iIS-A DA-<JBJE':~I

IIS-A+!NV 7£5T: TEST FDI CAl
!DESCRIP!ro~ :
iDIRECTORY'
;ASSO'::.\TED-. I;~

1:If~n m
I VAp.:.mr: -NAME; I I

I PARAMETER S)
!STEPS i
,FAULTY-STEPS
,RESULT "
ST.mS: '

iDEFSCHEMA 7£ST:
:?AR.ULE~

:~iOT:~Y

,rS-A METAP?CGRA~I

(DESC~:?T:O;j

't2S:;,";,a:~a ::TI :eh:evs van net testen van :e design assistant scft1are'!
IDIRECTORY "METAPROGRAMS/T£STl"IJ

iDEFSCHEKA TEST
:HRHLEL
:NOTIFY
!IS-A META?ROGRAMI
,DESCRIPTICN "testprcgram"!
[DIRECTORY "~3TAPP.OGRAM;!EST"1)

I,DEFSCHEM.~ FDI
:PARALLE~

:NOTIFY
!IS-A META?ROGRAM)
iDESCRrPTION 'FDI ALGORI!H~ TO CREATE AN INTERFACE"
[DIRECTORY "METAFROGRAMS/FDI" , I
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META-KAIi.LSP

IDEFSCHEKA :A
:HRALLEL
:NOTIFY
iIS-A KETAPROGRA!)
IINSTANCE+INV)
,DESCRIPT:ON 'COMBINATION ALGORITHM')
(DIRECTORY 'KETAPRCGRAMS/CA')!

'assert-::ntext lUSER-CONTEXTl'
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STARTUP.LSP

-1- !ode:Lisp: Package:CRL-user: .1_

... filenale startup.lsp

Iload"daschel-.lsp")
iload"daops-l.1sp")
Iload"daalgol.1sp"\
iload"daexec-l.lsp"l
(load"daexchan.lsp"'
Iload"~as=art-.lsp"

lloa:"rea:-mel.lsp"l
(load"lirrorl.1sp·1
Iload"create-l.lsp·!
Iload"1aconv-l.lsp'\

~age



DAEXCBAN.LSP

••• _l_ Kode:Lisp: Package:CRL-user: _l_

filenale daexchange-l.lsp

........................................................................
• ,. "" 'I"" I"., I"",r'r,f""""" ", """ r""" "" I",t",r" I'

the following functions read data frol a file

the following file types are available:
"lessage" for messages
"caus" for causal relations
"agent" for statetransitions, the set of statetransitions represents

an agent, the start state of this agent is the
first state of the first transit in the transit file.
to read agents from disk we have to use the type "transit"
instead of "agent" in the following functions:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• 1'11

0"" I'" tr II ,."" "'" I r '" """,,," I"",""f" I"" 1'/" I'.'· •.',·

idefun READ-FILE (file-name type)

(condllequal type "agent"1
(mapcar .' [lubda !xl (st-ac-st x Isearchkonas x 'transitl) I

Iread-data-from-file (open file-name I "transit" nilll)
((equal type ·caus")

imapcar J'ilalbda (xl Icaus-ac x isearcbkonas x 'causl))
Iread-data-frol-file (open file-name) "caus" nil)) I

((equal type "Iessage")
(mapcar J' (lambda (XI (message-ac X Isearchkommas x 'messagei i)

Iread-data-frol-file lopen file-name) "message" nil)))
it (erroriformat nil "data-type 'a not implemented in read-file"type) I) I)

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun READ-DATA-FROK-FILE Irf type datal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
tlet! (I Icond! [equal type "transit") 7)

: (equal type "caus"1 41
i (equal type "message": 71
it 01);

(str Iread-line rf nil 'eofl) I
(cond! (equal str 'ECFI (close rfl datal

((equal (subseq str 0 Ii type)
Iread-data-from-file rf type (append data (list (subseq str II IIII

It (read-data-frol-file rf type datal)) l)

idefun ST-AC-ST Istring abcl
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(list (subseq string 2 (- (first abcl 2)1

lsubseq string i+ (first abcl 11 (- [second abcl 211
Isubseq string 1+ Isecond abc) 11 (- (third accl 21) I)

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun CAUS-AC (string abl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DAEXCHAH.LSP

(list (subseq strinq ~ !- (first ab] ~l)

Isubseq string 1+ Ifirst ab) 111- isecond ab} 2111)
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun MESSAGE-AC (strinq al
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
llist Isubseq strinq 2 (- (first al 2))))
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun SEARCHKOKMAS (strinq typel
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(condl (equal type 'transit]

!lett!(a Ido\(plll+ pl11l(p2 21+ p21111
((equal (subseq string pI p21 ',"I p21})

(b (dol(pl a (+ pll11 (p2 (+ a 1) (+ p2 l}!l
((equal (subseq strinq pI p2) ","J p21) I

Ic ldoi\pl b 1+ pllJ}(p2 1+ b lJ (+ p2 1)))
(Iequal (suDseq string pI p21 ')") p21)))

llis tab ell)
(lequal type 'cauSI
Ilett! fa (do! (pI 1 (+ pI lJ) (p2 2 (+ p2 11) I

(iequal Isubseq strinq pI p21 ",") p2l)1
Ib (do(lpl a (+ pIll)(p2 (+ a l)(+ p2 1)))

r tequal (subseq strinq pI p21 ")") p21)))
(listabl))

((equal type 'Iessaqe)
(lett((a Idolipl1 (+ pI lJ) (p2 2 1+ p2 Illl

Ilequal (subseq string pI p2) "1"1 p2l)))
(list all!

It nil) I)
:-----~----------------------------------------------- ------------------------

• ••• "' •••••••••••••••••••••••••• II II II ••••• '" It. II It ••• It ••• 1 .". II ••• "
, , , , , , f , , r , , , , , , , • • • , , I , • , , , , , , , ~ , , r , r , , , , , , , , , I , • , , I , • , , , , • r I , , • , t • , , , •

,. ,
the followinq functions save data to a file

Paqe ~

.. .
" ,..... ,

the following file types are available:
"Iessaqe" for lessaqes
"caus" for causal relations
'transit" for statetransitions, a set of statetransitions represents an

agent. Hote that the first transit is the statetransition
fro. the start-state .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••
• • , , , , • , • , , • • , , •• , , , I , , , , • , , • , , , , , , , • , , , , , , • • , , , , , • , , , , , I , , ~ , , , , • , , , • , , ,

ldefun SAVE-DATA-TO-PILE lfile-nale data data-type)
._-----------------------------------------------._---------------------------·Iwith-open-file (out-file file-name :direction :outputl
Icondl (equal data-type "transit'l

(Jape .' (lalbdalxl (write-transits out-file (list xl) I datal I
((equal data-type "caus")
(Japc t' (lallDca:x) (write-caus out-file (list xl) I data))

((equal data-type "Iessaqe"l
(IIaPC .' (laabda(xllwrite-:aessaqe out-file (list xl I) data))

It (error (forlat nil



DAEICHAH.LSP

""data-type "a not ilplelented in save-data-to-file"data-typel I))))
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun WRITE-TR1HSITS (stream nodel
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Iapc I'(lalbdalxllfornt streu "transit!\"'A\",\"-A\",\"'A\"I""

(first xl (second x) (third xlilnodel)
;;;"111 to fool qlacs bug!
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun WRITE-CAUS (streal nodel

(tapc I'llambdalxlifonat stream "causl\"'A\",\"'A\"l""
(first xI(second xII )node I )

:;;")1) to fool qlacs bug!
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun iRITE-~ESSAGE (stream nodel
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
lmapc I' [lalbdaix! Ifonat streal "lessage(\"'A\T'"

ifirst xli lnodel)
;: ;")) I to fool gmacs bug:
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IdefuD CLOSE-FILE Irfl

(close rf) nil)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DASTART-.LSP

:;; -1- ~ode:Lisp: Package:CRL-user; -1-

::: filenale dastart-l.lsp

..••••••.••..••••.•.•••.•• I' I"', ••••••• I' ••.•••••••.•....•••.••••....•..
• "" """ PI""""""""""""" Of""""""""""""""""

Page 1

..... .

The Design Assistant session is started with a lenu block frol which
it is possible to execute metaprograms that have already been fed inte
the systel. to delete/add new .etaprograls (only to be done by the
expert user) fro./to the system, or to quit/end the Design Assistant
session. Start-leta is the function to build up the menu and start the
Design Assistant session. In case a letaprogram is deleted it
is not possibility to call the metaprogral anylore, the letaprogram
file 'Ieta.dat' however is not deleted frol the system. In case a
letaprogral has to be add. the metaprogralfile 'meta.dat' has still
to be createa as a textual file and saved to the prescribed directory.
The information given in the add-metaprogral routine is merely used
to access and/or execute a letaprogram in the system.

•••• ••••• •• , •• I' It •••• II It •••••••••••• I' t.t ••••••• II It ••••••• 01 •• 1 I" IIII
• • • , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • , , • , • • • • , • • , • , , • • ~ • • • • • ~ • , , ! • • • • • , • I ' • • • , I • • • • • • , , , , • • ~

idefun START-~ETA Ii
:-------------------------------------------------------------------------.---
(letl (prog (cheose-Ieta)))

Icondi (equal prog 'ADD-~ETAPROGRA~I

Ileta-preg-add II save-meta-aanager) istart-metal)
i lequal prog 'OELETE-~ETAPROGRAK)

ileta-prcg-delete )Isave-meta-unager ~ istart-:neta! I

(lequal prog 'END-D.'-SESSIONI (end-metal)
\t Isetq Iparaleters l nill

Icschema 'execute-metaprogram i'instance 'bboard-goall
('status 'postedl ('priority 5)
I'solved-by-ks 'execute-metaprograml I

Icscnema 'read-metaprogral I'instance 'bboard-goal)
i'status 'postedl i 'priority 51 ('solved-by-ks 'read-metaprograml I

Icschema igentemp (string progl I
! 'instance prog)
l'status 'readl I11 I)

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun END-META (i
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Idestroy-viewport 'v1)
(format t ""~DESIGN ASSISTANT SESSION ENDED, ·~RETURN TO LISP"~"~"l I
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Defun CHOOSE-META II
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Iletll isele~tor lappend '(ADD-METAPROGRAM DELETE-~ETAPROGRAM END-DA-SESSICNI

(get-values 'metaprogram 'is-a+invl I)
lselection !select-item-from-Ienu selector Ifermat nil

"MAIN MENU SCREEN. select one of the following actions or metaprc;rams:")
.5 .51! \

{COnal iask-for-y-or-n nil
(format nil "Continue with "a"selectionl I selection)



DASTART-.LSP

It (choose-leta' IlJ I
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun LOOI-UP-DIRECTORY (Ietaproqraml
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Iget-value metaproqral 'directory;)
~----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------

ldefun META-?ROG-ADD I)

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Icreate-input-output-routinel
isend-text-to-viewport 'vJ (format nil ·"'Neta-proqral add utility:") I
(let a ( \meta-~ame lintern (add-leta 1 nil)) I

(leta-description (add-meta J nill)
(leta-directory (add-meta 3 nill))

(destroy-viewport 'vJI
Icondllask-::r-y-or-n (format nil ""%Metaproqram 'a

description: 'a
in directory: 'a"leta-nale ;eta-description meta-directory I
"Add letaprogral to DA?")

icschema meta-name
"is-a 'metaproqramJ
"description meta-description I
I'directory meta-directory))1

[t nilll) I
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

idefun ADD-~ETA !num 1ata)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Paqe

lconal (equal ~UI 1)
(send-text-to-viewport 'vJ (format nil """%Give name of leta-program to add (use capital letters:. ·%;e.;. CAl "I

(qet-Ieta-nale-to-addl I
(lequal nUl 21
(send-text-to-viewport 'vJ (forlat nil ""'Give a short decription of the leta-proqram, (max 40 characters."J)
lprolpt-response 'v2 "use no cOmla'S!), (e.g. cOlbination algorithll:·
:beqin-on-newline tl I

(lequal num 3)
isend-~ext-to-viewport 'v2 !format nil "'%'%Give the directory in which the file 'Ieta.dat' of the meta-program is 5

tored,starting from the METAPROGRA~S directory"))
(prolpt-response 'v2 "(e.g. METAPROGRAKS/CAI:"
:begin-on-nevline tJ ))1

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

!de:un GET-~ETA-NAKE-TQ-ADD I!
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(let'l (nale \prompt-response ',2 "" :begin-on-newline tl)

imeta-~ames Iget-values 'Ietaproqram 'is-a+invl) I
Icondllmelber lintern name) meta-names :test 'equal)

[send-text-to-viewport 'vJ Iformat nil
""'"%Metaprogram name already exists, use other nale:"; I

lqet-Ieta-name-to-addl!
It namell II

~----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
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(defun ~ETA-?ROG-DELETE II
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(let a ( (selector (append 'tBACK-TO-~AIN-~ENU)

(get-values 'Ietaprogral 'is-a+invll I
(selection (select-itel-frol-Ienu selector Iforlat nil

"DELETE METAPROGRAK NERU, select letaprogral to delete or back to Jain menu:"
) .5 .5) J )

Icond ((equal selection 'BACK-TO-IIAIN-KENU l Ichoose-meta I J

(Iask-for-y-or-n nil Iforlat nil "delete letaprogral 'a"selection) i

(delete-schela selectionl)
(t [choose-Ietal))))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun SAVE-~ETA-MANAGER II
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Isend-text-co-viewport 'vI (format nil ""saving leta-Ianaqer.lsp": l
(call-method (cschela Igentelp "SAVE-META-MANAGER")

I'instance 'save-managerJ
!'scnemata-list 'metaproqram

(get-values 'metapr:gram 'is-a+invI)
i'file-to-save-to

"/usr2/users/bblkclda(meta-manager.:sp"j
I' wri te-Icde I defscheaa I) 'schema ta-save) I

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-1- ~ode: Lisp: Package: CRL-user -1-

· .. data-structure for desiqn assistant [DA].

· .. definitions of schelata

(in-packaqe 'crl-userJ

...................................... t t .
0 , ••••• ", .. , " •• ' .. ', , •• " •••• , •••••·.... .

create contexts

.......... I ••• t ••••••••• II t .
0 ' , ••••••• " , •• " ••••• , , ••

(create-context 'DA-~ontext 'Sroot-context:
icreate-~ontext 'CeS-context 'DA-contextl
[create-context 'seeS-context 'DA-~ontext)

••• ".1 e e.e t ... , j,., , ". I···'·· .. ,,·· .. ··, .. ,,··· -' , " .

set initial context

....................... e •• I _ •••••••••••, ....... ~ .., ., . , , . ~ ., ...., , ' ., . , ...' ...... , , , ......, .. , ... , . , .., . ~ . .. , ..,

iassert-:ontext 'DA-:ontextJ

• •••••••••••••••••••••• 00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. , , " I··'··············,·············,··,·········

user-defined relations

• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• I • I 0 ••• 0 ••••

•••••••••••• , ••••••• I""""" I· ••• ",· ••••• ,.··,· ••••• ,.,.·, •• , •• • •• ••

(defschemad DA-relation
iis-a relationll

(defschelad successor-state these relations define
(instance DA-relationl the action paths that can
linverse predecessor-state! exist between states
(transitivity Irepeat (step successor-state t) 1 INFi))

ldefschemad predecessor-state
linstan~e DA-relationi
linve~se successor-state!
Itransitivity (repeat istep predecesscr-state tl 1 INFi i i

(declare-relation 'iDA-relation successor-state ~redecessor-s:ate))

• ••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••• , •• "., •••••• " •• ".",.,., I.' •••• , •• ·.·,··· .. ',' I"""""'" ""

the DA-objects

· , "" ...... , .. "' .. ' " .. , .. , .. ,., " ,., ' ', .. , .. , .

?aqe :
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ldefschelad OA-conceptl

Idefschelad OA-progral-object
lis-a OA-conceptll

ldefschelad OA-object
(is-a OA-conceptll

root of all OA schelata

Page 2

states of the graph

: specifies formalism e.g. CCS
: usee fer OFS control
: internal alphabet
: external alphabet

state-name generator

link is a label-state pair
successors ever any action

f ••••••• '" •••••• If ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• If ,.,. If I" ••••• '."
• , • , , • • • • , , • , • • • • , • , ' • , , , • r , • , • • , • • , • • • • , • , • • • , , , ~ • , ~ , • • • , , • • • • • , , • • • , , •

al: agents are expressed as graphs.
states are nedes of the graph.
the nodes contain the successor information in the successor-links
slot. the interpretation depends on the value of the formalisl slot .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••• I •

.••••••• " ••• , •. ,., •• , of" r r.'."·,.,· ••• ··, •••• , •• ·."· •• ,· ••• ·.·., ••• ,,

Idefscnelad agent
(:leta nil icreated-by : the leta-schema

"the procedure which created this agent")
Icreated-f=om

"the agents fro~ which this agent was derived") I
lis-a DA-objectl
i formalism I
(statuS)
iinternal-actionsl
(external-actions)
Istate-name-generaterl
(start-state)
(states) )

Note the next schela used to be state instead of agent-stace, but the never
version of KC contains a system schela with the nale state, and thus

: this schela nale was changed to agent-state.

!defschelad agent-state
I:meta nil Iderived-from : the meta-sche~a

"the states this state was derived frel"))
(is-a OA-object)
(successor-links)
Isuccessor-state)
(predecessor-statell

\defschemad 2ink
lis-a OA-objectl
ilabelsl
(next-state) }

link is a label state pair

the labels ????????????? what are the general properties ?????????

Idefschelad label
(is-a OA-objectl)

ldefschemad OA-formalisl
(is-a DA-object) I
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ldefscheud CCS
(instance DA-forlalislll

(defscheaad SCCS
!instance DA-forlalislll

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••••• ' •• 1 •••••• ", II II •• , ••••••••••••
• • • • , • , • , • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • ~ • • , • • , • , , , , • , • • • r • • • •• , • , , , , , , • , , , , , , , , • , • • • , ,

::: schelata associated lith letaproqrals, steps, functions, etc ...

I ••••••••••••••••••• I •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••••• I •

••• , •• , ••••••• ,." ••••••••• , ••••• , ••• I" ••• ·,· ••• • ••••••••• ".· ••• ", ••• ,.,. I'

IDEFSCHEKAD METAPROGRAK
I:meta nil Icreated-byl

(date-of-creation) )
I IS-.~ DA-OBJEC~)

IDESCR!PTION!
,DIRECTORY)
,HSOCATED-'ITH

i:ueta ~i: \variable-name!))
(PARAI!ETERSI
(STEPSI
!FAILED-STEPS i

'RESli:T:
STAT'JS i ,

IDEFSCHEKAD S7::?
!IS-.' DA-'BJE:T:
iASSJCIAT3D-_I!SJ
IDECISICN:
,LANGVAG::i
S?ECIFEATICN I
DETAI~DG:

E~IFIo.~:CNI

R::SUL7'
~'" I m"~ ; ,
.. 1 ........... , "

IDEFSCHEKAD F~HCT!CN

iIS-A JA-)3E':71
IHUKBE~-0~-~AP.A~E~ERSi

[TYPE-OF-INF;T-?~~~~~TERS,

IPARAMETERS;
iNAME i

'AS1.-~SER!

~X£CUTE I ;

....................... I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• • • , • • , • • I • • • • , • • • • , • .' • • , • • ~ • • , ; ." ..., ••••••••••••••••• r • • • • • • • • • • , • • ,
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slot-control schemata
these ilpose dOlain range and cardinality restrictions

,.
, .

e.g. start-state can only exist in the schela for an agent [dolain],
can only be a state schela. and there may be at lost 1 start-state.

, .
• • , , , •• J , , , , • , I , , , ••• , • , , • , r r , , , , , , , , , , , / ~ , , •• I , ! , , • , •• , I • , I • , • , , , ••• ,

lefschelad states
lis-a slotl
(dolain itype is-a agent))
(range (schema (type is-a state! IlJ

,efscheaad start-state
lis-a slotl
ldolain Itype is-a agent) I
(range (schema ,type is-a state) I)
(cardinality to 11))

efschelad successor-links
Iis-a slot)
ldolain (type is-a state I,
!range Ischela Itype is-a link)))1

efschelad next-state
lis-a slot)
Idomain (type is-a linkl)
irange (scheu (type is-a state) II
Icardinalit] (1 UI)

efschelad labels
(is-a slot I
(domain Ity~e is-a link; I
(range lschela (type is-a label)))
(cardinality 1.1 1)) I

efschemad internal-actions
lis-a slot I
(domain (type is-a agentll
Irange (schema !type is-a label] I))

efschelad exte!~al-actions

(is-a slotl
(domain ;tne is-a agent:;
(range (schema I tHe is-a lal:el) \II

efschelad fO!lalism
lis-a slot)
Idomain iO! Itype is-a agentl (type is-a algorithml,l!
(range (schema Itype is-a DA-fc!lalisml)))

, .
,·",·,··· .. 'f·"' .. ,.,."" .. "., .. I" I"'" I" """ I'" I" f"" I'"

Page 4
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operates on these 5 schemata
result in this scnema
the actual vork-horse.
typical for the exp.algo is
the need for coml. actions.

..... ,

THE ALGORI'l'HMS
all the algorithls should be in a schela class as veIl.
e.g.
[expansion

[instance algorithll
[fonalisll ccs]
[input-agents

xray pat cons proc disc]
[cutput-agents xraycolposite]
[start lisp-expansion-functionj
[parameters

comlunicatinq-3ction-list]j

• •••••••••• , •••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•• " ••• of ••• ' ••• I •.•••• "' .•••• , ••.•••••••• , ••••••••• , .••• !. I'·· ••• r ••••

tdetschelad alqorithm
iis-a DA-objecti
I, formalism I
(input-agents I

(output-agents)
lexecutel
(parameters II

idefschelad execute
(is-a lIethodl I

idefschemad ask-user
iis-a method I)

e.g. a CCS algorithm
e.g. operates on 2 agents.
???????????????
a method to execute it.
other parameters re~uired

this is the method slot
to execute the algorithl.

this is a method slot to
execute an ask-user-2ethod.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t •• I • I ••••••• I ••
• • • • • , , , , • r • , • • • • • , • r • , , • , • , , • , • , , , , • • • • , • • , • • , • • • • • ~ • • • • • , • • • • , • • • , , , I •

in 'CeS-context

• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••• , •••• , J"", "'" J."" ••.•• ",.' I" r"'."""".·., •..•... , ..• ",.,.

(assert-context ICeS-context)

Idefschelad REDUCE
lis-a function)
,number-oi-parameters 11
Itype-of-input-parameters "3gent"1
!type-of-o~tput-pa:ameter "agent")
(ask-user nil)
iexecu:e ccs-execute-reduce-methodi)

\detschemad reductio~·3110

lis-a algorithm I
(execute ccs-reductiJn-lethod))

Idetschemad RELABEL
(is-a function I
Inumber-of-paraleters 1)
Itype-of-i~put·parameters "age~t"1

it1pe-o:-output-parameter "agent"\
(ask-user nil)
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(execute ccs-execute-relabel-lethodl]

Eschelad relabel-algo
(is-a algori thli
(execute ccs-relabel-Iethodl!

:scheaad EXPAND
lis-a function)
(nulber-of-paraleters 31
itype-of-inpu~-paraleters "agent" "agent" "actions")
Itype-of-output-parameter "agen~"!

lask-user nill
lexecute ccs-execute-expand-Iethod))

:schemad expansion-algo
lis-a algorithm!
(execute ccs-expansion-llethod) I

'schellad PARCCKP
lis-a f'~nctionl

(nulber-of-parameters 31
(type-of-input-~arameters "agent" "agent" "caus"l
Itype-of-output-paraleter "agent"1
(ask-user ni 11
iexecute ccs-execute-parcomp-methcdJ)

'schellad cOlbination-algo
lis-a algorithml
(execute ccs-combination-methodi I

schelad fdi-transforl-~lgo

tis-a algorithml
(execute ccs-Edi-transform-methodl)

schelad create-variable-algo
(is-a algorithm)
(execute ccs-create-variable-method))

scheaad IlIRROR
lis-a functionl
(nulber-of-parameters 11
(type-of-input'~arameters "agent")
Itype-of-output-parame:er "agent")
(ask-user nill
(execute ccs-execute-airror-methodl I

schemad mirror-algo
Iis-a algori th:nJ
iexecute ccs-mirror-~ethodl I

Page 6

schemad ccs-parameter-block
(is-a ccs-object)
(communicating-ports I
(causal-relationsi
Irestricted-actionsl I

: 2ists of ports . IINA CUTBI
; lists of actions I IOUT!CON IN?DROPi
: actions
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• ••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I

.""""", ••• "., •••• , •• ".,., ••••• """,.,. f""""""""""'"

:: data-structure for ccs.

· .
""."""""., •• , •. """""""",."""."""", .. " r",."""

:: definitions of ccs related schelata

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••

•• , •• ,.""".", •• I" I"""" r,' 0'.'.".,., •••. " ""'" I""" 0""'"

the CCS-objects

II ••• II II .,.1 II I., •• , ••••••••• II II ••••••••• II , •• I' II ••••••••••• II 11.1.1

"" ••• "." I""""" I··.' ••• ·,. r'.'··."." .... ",.",.", .... """

defschemad ccs-objecc
iis-a DA-object) I

rage 7

defschelad :cs-port
i :leta nil ipor~-t1pe

"indicates whether
lis-a ccs-objectl
\Iessagesl)

defschemad ccs-message
lis-a ccs-objectl)

defschemad ccs-action
lis-a label!
(pertl
Ilessagej)

defsche!lad tau
(instance ccs-actionl I

defschemad ccs-state
lis-a agent-state) I

defschemad ccs-agent
lis-a agent I
(formalism CCS)
(internal-actions tau)
(input-ports)
(output-ports)
llessages) I

defschemad ccs-link
Iis-a link) )

: the leta-schema
input or output port") I

a standard internal action
without port or message

: tau is the internal action
: ports used f:r inputmessages

ports used for outputmess.
: messages used on ports

••••••••• 0 •• I I 0 •• 0 O' 00 •••••••••••••• 0 •••• , ••• 0. I ••••••••••••••••••••• 0.

",.""."., r,""""'" r,"""'" r""'" I"'" r"'." •••••• , r' r'"

return to DA-centext

••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• '" •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 0 •••••••• 0 0.. , I"".· •. , r""" 0""""""""'", .• ' r 0' r, I" I r " ••• ",."."",.
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_s_ Kode: Lisp; Package: CRL-user _s_

filenale daops-l.lsp

(in-package 'crI-userl

(assert-context 'CCS-contextl

(defschelad controller
lis-a DA-objectl
(active-ks selector))

?age 1

(defschelad bboard-qoal
l.is-a DA-objecti
(statusl
Ipriorit]1
(probleml
[solved-oy-ksll

" prepare ops

(reset-ops)
iwatch 01
(set-switch 'Srete tl
(strateqy mea!

" literalizations

posted, initiated, (active I

the sub-problel to be solved
the ks that selies it.

[let ((restore-context Iget-context)! I
iassert-ccntext 'Srcot-context)
Ischema-literalize bboard-qoal status priority solved-by-ks)
(schema-literalize ccs-agent status start-state input-ports output-ports I
Ischema-literalize controller active-~s)

Ischema-literalize activate-alqorithm statusi
(schela-literalize metaprogram status directory stepsi
Ischela-literalize step statJS result)
lassert-context restore-context I J

'"' ••••• II III" •••••• t It II It ••• II ••• 1'1.111.1.1. II •••••• It to II' I ••••••••

,., •• ",.,.,.,.",.,., •• ", ••• , ,.,' •••• '""., •• , •• "." 0""'" I •• ,' I'"

rules
tt. It .".1'. 11.11 II ••••• II' •••••••••••••••••••• "'" ••• II •••••••• ,. II ••••
• , , ~ • • • • I , , • • • • , , • , • , • , • I , , , , , , • , • • • , , • • , , , • , , r , • r r • , • , , • • • .' , , • • • , • • • • I •

controller rules
the following two rules control the execution of rules
rules belong to a set called "knowledge source" l"ks"l.
AOks" solves a well defined "problel". which is a sub-problel
of the total task. So a rule set Oks" is a kind of sub-task.
Each sub-task can be scheduled for execution by posting it on
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a black-board by creating a bboard-goal identifying the "ks".
Priorities can be assigned.
The controller selects the posted task with the highest priority
and lakes its status initiated.
Each rule lust start with two condition-elelents binding the rule
to a "ks".

Page 2

(p controller! !select-ks :context t
(controller 'active-ks selector)
lbboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal

'status posted
'solved-by-ks <ks)1

-(bboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal
'status posted

specificity = 12

'schema-nale <goal)
'priority <priority)

'priority) <prioritY)l
--)

Inew-value 'controller 'active-ks <ks»)
(new-value <goal> 'status 'initiatedl)

,t, goals posted --) initiated

(p controller! !default!return-~c-select :context t : specificity =8
lcontroller 'active-ks i<active-ks) () selector I I
lbboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal 'schema-name <active-goal)

'status initiated 'solved-by-ks <active-ks)!

fires only when no lore specific goal can fire

--)

idelete-schela <active-goal)1
(let ((new-goal ISYlgen 'bboard-goal-") I)

(cschela new-goal
('instance 'bboard-goall
('proble~ 'selection)
i'solved-by-ks 'selector)
('status 'initiatedl!1

(new-value 'controller 'active-ks 'selector) I

••••• , II ••••• II •••• 10 .,1 II ••••••• II ., ••••• I ••••••• ,. II II ••• , ••••••••••••

• • • • , , • • , , f , , • • • , • I I • • I ' • • • • • • • • • , • • , , • ~ I • • • • , • • I • , • , , I • , ! I • • • • , • I • • • • , ,

application rules

ks

start-dialog
execute-letaprogral

rules·set

start-dialog
read-Ietaprogram
execute-metaprogral
execute-step
show-desicion-step
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get-agent.. ,
" ,

verify-step
transfer-data-Ietaprogral
activate-algorithl
create-variable
get-input-ports
get-output-ports
build-up-agent

Page 3

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••••
, , , , ~ , , r , •• , , , • • , • , , , , , , , • , , , • , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , • • • • , , , , • • • • , • • , •

(p start-dialoq :context t
(controller "active-ks start-dialog)
(bboard-goal "instance bboare-goal "schela-name start-goal

"status initiated "solved-by-ks start-dialcgl
-->

Iload '/usr2/users/bb/kc/da/meta-lanager.lsp"1
linitialize-da-viewportl
(start-leta) )

set up the
goals

(p read-Ietap~ogral :~ontext t
(contro~ler "active-ks read-2etaprograml
ibboard-qoal "instance bboard-qoal 'schela-nale read-Ietaprogram

'status initiated 'solved-by-ks read-metaprograml
(metaprogram 'instance <> nil ·sche.a-~ame <metaprogram>

'status read 'directory <dir>
"steps nill

-->
Isend-text-to-viewport 'vI
(format nil ""'reading metaprogral 'a in directory 'a"

(get-value <metaprogram) 'instance! <dir») I
lread-Ietaprogral <dir) <Ietaprogram)!
lnew-value <Ietaprogram) 'status 'execute-step))

lp execute-Ietaprogral :context t
Icontroller "active-ks execute-Ietaprograml
lbboard-goal "instance bboard-goal "schema-name execute-~etaprogram

"scatus initiated 'solved-by-ks execute-Iecaprcgraml
lletaprogram "instance <) nil "schema-name <metaprogram)

"status execute-stepl
_e)

(letl (steps (get-values <metaprogram) 'stepsl) I
(cond( Inull stepsl (new-value <metaprogram) 'status 'transfer-~esulti)

It Inew-value <Ietaprogram) 'status (last steps)}
icschela igentemp "STEP-oJ

I'instance (car (last steps) I)
I'result (get-values <Ietaprogral) 'resultl!
('status 'show-eecisionl)) Ii)

iP show-decision-in-step :context t
(controller 'accive-ks execute-metaprograml
lbboare-qoal 'instance bboard-goal 'schela-name execute-metap~oqral

"status initiated 'solved-by-ks execute-metaprograml
Istep 'instance <) nil 'schema-name <step)

"status show-decision I
_e)
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Isetq Iletaprogral l (step>1
(display-decision (step>1
(nel-value (step> 'status 'execute-stepll

lp execute-step :context t
lcontroller 'active-ks execute-Ietaprograll
(bboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal 'schela-nale execute-metaprogral

'status initiated 'solved-by-ks execute-metaprograll
(step 'instance (> nil 'schela-name (step>

'status execute-step I
-->

(setq Iletaprogram i (step>l
(send-text-to-viewport 'v1 Iformat nil "'executing specification part of step 'a"

(get-value (step> 'instancel))
(execute-meta-actions 'specification (step>l
isend-text-to-viewport 'v1 (forlat nil ""'executing detailing part ~f step "a"

Iget-value (step> 'instancel I)
(execute-meta-actions 'detailing (step»
(new-value (step> 'status 'verify-stepl)

(p verify-step :context t
(controller 'active-~s execute-setaprograml
(bboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal 'schema-name execute-metaprogram

'status initiated 'solved-by-ks execute-metaprograml
lstep 'instance (> nil 'schela-nale (step>

'status verify-step "result (result>1
-->

(send-text-to-viewport 'v1 Iforlat nil ""executing verification part of step "a"
(get-value (step> 'instance)))

(execute-leta-actions 'verification (step»
(setq Iletaprogral l (get-value (step> 'associated-with))
Icondl lnot(assoc nil (get-values (step) 'status) :test 'equall)

\new-values Imetaprogram l 'result (get-values (step> 'resultll
(delete-value tmetaprogral l 'steps (get-value (step> 'instance) I
(delete-schela (get-value (step> 'instancell
Idelete-schela (step»
(new-value tletaprogral t 'status 'execute-step))

(tladd-value tmetaprogram t 'failed-steps (get-value (step> 'instance) I
Icond( lask-for-y-or-n

iformat nil '-'Verification of step: "a of metaprogram: a
was not succesfull' (step> Iletaproqral l !

lformat nil '-'try step again (YESI or quit IHOI?")
Idelete-schema (step»
(new-value tmetaprogral l 'status 'execute-stepl I

(t (delete-schema tmetaprogramtl :all related schelata should
(choose-leta) II l!)l :hcwever also be deleted

(p transfer-data-metaprogral :context t
(controller 'active-ks execute-metaprograml
Ibboard-goal 'instance bboard-goal -schela-nale execute-Ietaprogram

'status initiated "solved-by-ks execute-Ietaprograml
lletaprogral 'instance () nil 'schema-name (Ietaprogral>

"status transfer-result 'steps nil)
-->

(send-text-to-viewpcrt 'v1 (format nil "-'transfering result from letaprogram 'A"(letaprogral>!)
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(new-value (Ietaprogral) 'status 'finishedl
(transfer-result-Ietaprogral (Ietaprogral»))

IP activate-algorithl :context t
(controller ·active-ks activate-algorithll
Ibboard-goal ·instance bboard-goal ·schela-nale activate-algorithl

·status initiated ·solved-by-~s activate-algorithl)
lactivate-algorithl ·instance () nil ·schema-name (nale)

·status initiatedl
--)

(send-text-to-vievport 'vI (format nil "·'activating al~~rithl ·A"(name)1 \
Icall-~ethod (nale) 'execute))

(p get-input-ports :context t
Icontroller ·active-~s get-agent)
ibboard-goal ·instance bboard-goal ·schema-nale get-agent

·status initiatec ·solved-by-ks get-agent)
(ccs-agent ·instance () nil ·schema-nale (agent)

·status user ·input-perts nill
--)

Inew-values (agent) 'input-ports
(read-confirm-list-frol-vp
Iformat nil "·'Enter names of input ports for ·a: "(agent»)
Iformat nil "·'Confin input perts for ·a: "(agent>l "port"! i

(ask-message-names (agent) (get-values (agent> 'input-portsl 'input:)

ip get-output-ports :context t
(controller ·active-ks get-agentl
(bboard-goal ·instance bboard-goal ·schema-name get-agent

"status initiated "solved-by-ks get-agent)
iccs-agent ·instance () nil "schema-name (agent)

·status user "output-ports nill
--)

(new-values (agent) 'output-ports
lread-confirm-list-from-vp
~format nil "·'Enter names of output ports for ·a: "(agent»)
(fonat nil "·'Confirm output ports for ·a: "(agent>l "port"\'

lask-Iessage-names (agent) (get-values (agent) 'output-ports) 'inputll

(P build-up-agent :context t
(controller "active-ks get-agentl
Ibboard-goal ·instance bboard-goal ·schema-name get-agent

·stat~s initiated ·solved-by-ks get-agent)
(ccs-agent ·instance () nil "schema-name (agent)

"status temp
"start-state (start-state)
"input-ports () nil
·output-ports () nill

--)

(add-values (agent) 'states
(upcar

#' (lambda Ix) Icschelad x

Page
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(:leta nil I'derived-frol 'user-input) I
i'instance 'ccs-statel) I ; create-states

lread-confirl-list-frol-vp
(forlat nil '·'Build up agent ·a. rts start-state is a.

Enter any other predefined states for agent ·a: •
<agent> <start-state> <agent»

(forlat nil '·'Confirl predefined states for agent ·a?'<agent»
'state'i))

(let! (paths Icreace-confirl-list-frol-vp
(forlat nil ··%Build up agent ·a, by giving in its state transitions.·'

Select frol the lenus first a state, followed by an action.
Last select the final state ..,., Statetransitions created sofar: '<agent>1

'transit' nil <agent») I
Iprocess-stace-action-state-paths <agent> paths!
Itransfer-to-result llist <agent> pathsl 'transit' tl) 1

..., ..
... to get it started

(cschelad 'start-goal ('instance 'bboard-goall
('status 'posted) "priority 51! 'solved-by-xs 'start-dialog! J

(assert-context 'ccs-contextl

Page 6
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". -&- Mode:Lisp: Package:CRL-user; -&-

'" filenale read-Iel.lsp

I •••••••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t ••••••••• I" ,., ••• It ••

,.", I Pf""""f"""" """"""," ""","" I """, """,",
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...,. ,

the following functions read the textfile "Ieta.dat" frol a
specific letaprogral and create for that letaprogral a schema
and frol its "Ieta.dat" file for each step in the metaprogral
a step schela with decision, language, specification, detailing
and verification part .

I ••••••••••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• , , , I I , , , , • I • f , , , • • • • • , , , ~ • , , • , , , , , , , , , , , " , I • , , , , • • • I • , • , • • , r • • .. , r , , ,

(defun READ-METAPROGRAM (directory metaprograll
(setq &Ietaprogral& metaprograll
(lett( i lengthl (length directory I!

(filename Icondl (equal isubseq directory 11- lengthlll "/"1
(ccncatenate 'string directory "zeta.dat") I

i (equal (subseq directory 11- lengthll) "\ \")
(concatenate 'strin; directory "~eta.dat"))

( t (concatenate 's~ring directory" fmeta.dat"1 iii)
(read-metaprograll lopen filenalel letaprograml) I

Idefun READ-METAPROGRAMI Irf letaprogl
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(letl(str Iread-line rf nil 'eofl))

(condllequal str 'eofl 'donel
((equal Isubseq str a 41 "STEP")
(letl (step lcschema igentemp str)

i'is-a 'step)
('associated-wi~h metaprogi
I'status 'postedl))1

(add-value letaprog 'steps step)
(read-metal :f step nil!)

Iread-Ietapr~grall rf :etaprog))
It (read-:etaprog:all rf ~etaproql Ii I:

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun READ-METAl (rf step type)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Icondl (melber type' ["DECISION:" "LANGUAGE:" "SPECIFICATION:" "~E!AILING:"

"VERIFICATION:"j :test I equal)
Ilet (Itype 1 (get-frol-s tep Isubseq type 0 11- [length type))) II

(data Ireac-leta2 rf nill II
(if (member typel 'idecision language! :test 'equal)

(new-values step typel (first datal)
Inew-values step typel (parse-meta ifirst cata))I!

Iread-:etal rf step (second datal II)
I (equal isubseq tHe a 71 "ENDSTEP") Inew-value step 'status 'defined)!
It Iread-metal rf step (read-line rf nil 'eofl I I))

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun READ-META2 Irf datal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Iletl (str (read-line rf nil 'eofl I)
Icondllequal (subseq str a 1) ":") (read-leta2 rf data) l

(Imember str '("DECISION:" ·LANGUAGE:· ·SPECIFICATION:· ·DETAILING:"
·VERIFICATION:"l :test 'equallilist data strll

((equal Isubseq str a 7) "EIDSTEP") ilist data strl)
It (read-leta2 rf (append data Ilistllist strl)) II I))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun GET-FROM-STEP (data)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(condllequal ·DECISION" datal 'decisionl

i (equal ·~AHGUAGE· datal 'language!
I(equal "SPECIFICATION· datal 'specificationl
Itequal ·DETAILING" datal 'detailing)
I(equal "VERIFICATION" datal 'verificationlll

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun PARSE-META (data)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
(Iapcar t' (lalbda Ixl Itransform-line Icar xl \space lear :0:1 0 i,il))) datal.:

ldefun TRANSFORM-LINE (text space-list I
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
lmapcar I' (lambda (x) Isubseq text (first xi [second xl) I space-list))
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun SPACE (text number space-list)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Icond( (equal numcer (length text) I space-listl

It (lettl(numb 1+ 1 nUlberl I
(a (subseq text nUlber numbl II

(conal (equal a ":") space-list)
I(equal a " ") (space text numb space-listl I
Itlletl(var (space1 text numb))!

(space text var lappend spa:e-:ist
(list(list number ,ar!)))) ill II)

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun SPACEl (text numberl
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(cona( (equal (length textl numberl numberl

((equal Isubseq text number (+ 1 number) I • .J nUlber)
I\equal (subseq text nUlcer (+ 1 number I: ·;·1 nUlcer I
It (spacel text i+ 1 number] I)))

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Page :
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-&- ~ode: Lisp; Package: CRL-user -&-

II algorithms for ccs systel
II sOle foreign function calls

filename ccsalgo

lin-package 'crl-user)
(provide 'daalgoll

•••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II •• II •••••• I' II •• '" It •••••
, , , , , , , I , , , • • • , • , , , r , ~ .' , , , • ~ , , • , • • , , • f • , r • • • • • , , • • • • • • , , • • , • • • , • • , , , , I , •

• r r

interface to ccs-tool prolog programs
the prolog prograls take their input from file transit.ccs
and deposit their output also in file transits. cos.
it is the caller's responsibility to prepare and empty this
file as needed ....·"· .

, , ~ • , , , , , • , , , , • , , , , , , r , , , • , , , , , • • • , , , , , • • , , , , , ~ • • • r , , , , • • , , • • • I • , • , , , I • I

Idefun ccs-prolog-reduce II
(system:run-unix-progral "/usr/bin/prolog"

:argulents "/usrJ/users/jd/pro/reducer"~ I

(defun ccs-prolog-expand ()
(systel:run-unix-prcgral "/usr/bin/prolog"

:argulents "/usrJ/users/jd/pro/expander")J

Idefun ccs-prolog-colbine I)
(systel:run-unix-progral "!usr/bin/prolog"

:argulents "/usr,/users/jd/pro/colbiner"j)

ldefun ccs-prolog-abstract ()
(systel:run-unix-program "/usr/biniprolcg"

:argulents "/usr2/users/jd/pro/abstra:ter"))

:;: added for cOlpletion, but should not normally be used:

Idefun ccs-prolog-relabel (I
(systel:run-unix-program "iusr/bin/prolcg"

:argulents "!usr2iusers/jd/pro/relabeler"1 I

Idefun ccs-prolog-parse I)
isystel:run-unix-program "/usr/bin/prolog"

:argulents "/usr2/users/jd/pro/parser") I

(defun ccs-prolog-decolpile ()
[systel:run-unix-proqral "/usr/bin/prolog"

Page 1
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:argulents l/ usr 2/users/jd/pro/decompiler"))

........................................................................
•" """,." """"",,"""" f"""""""""""""""""""

...
" ,

......................... " .

... ,."." •• , ••.• r'."" •..• ".".""""",.""".", ""'" ""","

ldefun create-reduction-task (task agent-in agent-out)

Page 2

:input:

:returns:

task is nale for reduction-task-instance to be created
agent-in nale of agent to be reduced
agent-out nale of agent which will contain reduced agent
the task schela

: write transits
; do the reduction
; twice

read the transits

icschemad task i'instance 'reduction-algol
('input-agents agent-in I
I'output-agents agent-out I))

Idefun ccs-reduction-method (schela slot context)

:input: the standard inputs for methods: the method finds its
argulents in input-agents and output-agents slots of
schema.

:side-effect: creates a new schela which contains the result of
ccs-reduction done by the ccs-tool prolog routines.

:returns: the result schela

(let ((agent-in (get-value schela 'input-agentsll
(agent-out (get-value schela 'output-agents))!

(create-fresh-ccs-agent agent-out 'user 'ccs-reduction agent-in!
Inew-values agent-out 'input-ports

(get-values agent-in 'input-ports))
Inew-values agent-out 'output-ports

(get-values agent-in 'output-portsl)
lagent-transits-file agent-in)
iccs-prolog-reducel
Iccs-prolog-reducel
ilake-new-agent-frol-transits agent-outl II I)

ldefun create-relabel-task (task agent-in agent-out)

;input:

;returns:

task is nale for relabel-task-instance to be created
agent-in nale of agent to be relabeled
agent-out nale of agent which will contain relabeled agent
the task schela

(cschelad task ('instance 'relabel-algol
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('input-agents agent-in)
('output-agents agent-out I I I

ldefun ccs-relabel-Ietbod (scbela slot context)
, .
:input: the standard inputs for lethods: the lethod finds its

argulents in input-agents and output-agents slots of
scheu.

:side-effect: creates a new schela which contains the result of
ccs-relabelion done by the ccs-tool prolog routines.

:returns: the result schema

lstate-relabel-agent (get-value schela 'output-agentsl
Iget-value schela 'input-agents)) I

••••••••••• 1 •••••••••••••••• t •••• It •••••••••• I ••• I ••••••••••••••••••••••

"""","""""", '/', j',. '/" r"", r""""""" r," """' '/ I '"

·.·.
next function read the transits.ccs file
the agent lust have been created with only the instance
and state-nale-generator slots. Aleta-schema may be attached

•••••••••••• t •• , •• I" •••••••• I ••••••• '1.1. 1,.11 •••••••• II 11'1' 11.1.' ••••
• • • I • , • • • • • • • , , • • • • • • • • • , • • • , • , , , , , , , , ' • r I , • , • • , , r , , , , , , , , • , , • • ~ , ! • , .. • • •

!defun lake-new-agent-frol-transits iagentl

:input:

:side-effect:
:returns:

agent-schela with slots instance and state-nale-generator
reads transits frol the file transits.ccs
fills agent slots, creates state and link schema's
agent-name

!Iake-new-agent-frol-file agent Itransits-input)))

: put x in meta-schema
,new-state-name agent)
I:meta nil ,'deri7ed-fro:ll ;())
i'ir:stance 'ccs-s:ate)!))

[get-alI-states transits! I) : ccn7er~ to schemas
(ext-actions (set-difference Iget-all-actions transitsl

(get-values agent 'internal-actions I! I )

idefun lake-new-agent-from-file (agent transits-list I
Ilet l i (transits transits-list)

(states-alist
(sapcar

f i lambda ,xl
(list x Icschemad

Idelete-any-values agent 'states)
(delete-any-values agent 'external-actions)
(new-value agent 'start-state

(cadr lassoc (caar transits) states-alist)) I get state schema
(Iapc It Ilambdalxl (add-value agent 'states (cadr xl) I

states-alisti
(upc I'llambdalx) (add-value agent 'external-actior:s xl)
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ext-actions I
(Iapc .' llalbda!xl lprocess-a-transit agent x states-alistlJ

transits I)
agent I ; return agent

(defun get-alI-actions Itransitsl : get all actions in a transit
lcond [Inull transits I nill

IT (adjoin (cadar transitsl ; note: includes tau actions.
(get-alI-actions Icdr transits)))ll)

Page 4

ldefun get-alI-states Itransitsl
Iget-all-statesl transits nill I

(defun get-all-statesl (transits setl
\cond Ilnull transitsl (reverse set))

IT (get-all-statesl
lcdr transits)
(adjoin Icaddr Icar transitsl I

(adjoin leaar transits)

: get all states in a transit
initially elpty set.

add states co set
: put in proper order

set) )I! I)

fdefun process-a-transit (agent transit statesl
(let ((state (cadr lassoc (car transit) states) \1

(next-state (eadr (assoc (caddr transit) statesl))
Inel-link Inel-link-nale agent)))

Icschemad new-link ('instance 'ees-link)
I'labels Icadr transitl!
('next-state next-state II

(add-value state 'successor-links new-link)
(add-value state 'successor-state next-state)))
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:;: -&- Mode:Lisp: Package:CRL-user: -&-

::: filenale cOlb-alJ.lsp

Idefun create-colb-algorithl-task (task agent-in agent-out paraletersl
(cschelad task ('instance 'comb-algol

('input-agents agent-inl
i'output-agents agent-out)
('parameterblock parametersl) I

(defun ccs-colbinations-algo-lethod (sche!a slot :cntextl
Ilet&( (all-parameters (get-values &Ietaprogral& result! I

(agent-in (get-values schela 'input-agentsl!
(agent-out (get-value schela 'output-agentsl \
Icausals Iget-values (get-value schela 'parameterblockl ':ausalsl)
(equations (colbination-algo (car agent-in I Icadr agent-in) causalsl i)

(create-rresh-ccs-agent agent-out 'posted 'colb-algl) \

(defun COKBINATION-ALGO iagentl agent2 causal-relationsi

(let&! (start-statel (get-value agentl 'start-state))
(start-state2 (get-value agent2 'start-statel)
!transitsl Iget-ccs-equations agentll I

Itransits2 (get-ccs-equations agent2) II
(colbination-algol llist [list start-statel start-state2 nill i

causal-relations
iappend transitsl transits2;
nill )I

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun cclbination-algol (states-to-do causals equations states-done)

Iformat t "'comb-algol: states-co-do= 'a states-done= 'a"states-to-do states-done)
(condl (null states-to-dol nill

It Ilet&( (state icar states-to-doll
(transits-from-state 1get-possible-transits state

causals
equations I)

(new-equations (Iapcar .' (lalbdalx)
(create-new-equations state

x
causals
iappend states-done states-to-dol I!

transits-from-state) I)
Iformat t ""transits="A new-equations :'a"transits-from-state r.ew-equations!

Icons ilist state new-equations)
(combination-algol (delete state states-to-do)

causals
equations
(adjoin state states-donel) II) II

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun create-new-equations (state equation causals states-done]
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
: INPUT:
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: state: the list lAx Bx action-listl
: equation: the list (state actl nel-statel, where state: Ax or Bx and

nelstate: Ay or By
; causals: the list of causal relations
; states-done: statetransitions of these states are already calculated
; RESULT: the list with equations frot state

l(act (Ax By nel-listl) ... (act lAy Bx new-listllll
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ilet&l (action Iget-Ieft-side-action-causals (cadr equationl causals))

(new-list (cond((assoc (cadr equation I causals :test 'equal)
(cons (cadr equation) lcaddr state)) I ; adjoin

[action Irelove action (caddr state)))
It (caddr state))))

(old-state lif tequal Icar state) (car equation II
llist (caddr equation I Icadr state) nell-listl
llist (car state) lcaddr equation) nell-listll!

(state-done iseek-if-state-done old-state states-done I ))

(cond(state-done !list lcadr equationl state-donel)
it Inconc states-to-do Ilist old-state,)

(format t ·-'states-to-do:"A ·states-to-do)
ilist Icadr equationl old-state)) l)l

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun get-possible-transits (state causals equations I
:-----------------------------------------------------.-----------------------
: IRPUT:
: state: a states fro! which to derive transitions frot,

the state is represented as a list of a state of agentl
followed by a state of agent2, followed by a list of
actions (frol the right hand side of causal relations I that already
took place but were not yet followed by the left hand side action.

; causals: a list of causal relations.
: equations: the equations of the first and the second agent.
: OUTPUT:
; a list of possible state-transitions frol the input state.
: (lAx actl Axll lAx act2 Al2) ... (Bx actJ BxJ) ... )
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
llet((telp-causals Irelove-causal-frol-causals (caddr statel causals!))

(append Iget-possible-equations (car state)
(cadr (assoc (car state) equations))
telp-causals)

1get-possible-equations lcadr state)
(cadr (assoc (cadr statel equations I)
telp-causals))))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun remove-causal-frol-causals (action-list causals)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(condllnull action-listl causalsi

(t (let! (causal (assoc (car action-listl causals :test 'equall l1
lcond/causal (relove-causal-from-causals action-list

(relove causal causalsl)l
It Irelove-causal-frol-causals lcdr action-list)

causa Is !II )I))
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Page 2
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Idefun qet-possible-equations (state equations telp-causalsl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
: IIlPUT:
: state: the state frol which to find the possibe equations, Ax or Bx
; equations: all equations frol Ax or Bx
: telp-causals: list of causal relations, only those relations that latter.
; RESULT:
; selects al the equations in which the action not avalable in the causal list
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
(condl(null equations) nill

(t lif ~qet-possible-equationsl (caar equations I telp-causalsl
(get-possible-equations state (cdr equations I telp-causals)
(cons (cons state icar equations II

Iget-possible-equations state (cdr equations) temp-causalsl) I)))
~----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------

ldefun get-possible-equationsl (action causal-list I
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
(cond( (null causal-listl nill

It lif (equal action Icadar causal-list) i
t
Iget-possible-equationsl action (cdr causal-list I ) II II

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun relove-rrol-list taction-list causal-list I
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

(condl (null action-listl causal-listl
It (remove-from-list (cdr action-list)

(relove iassoc (car action-list) causal-list
:test 'equal) causal-listlllli

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

idefun get-left-side-action-causals (action causalsl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(cond( Inull causalsl nill

It lif (equal action Icadr Icar causalsl I)
icar (car causalsl l
\get-left-side-action-causals action (cdr causalsl):) l)

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun seek-if-state-done (state states)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
: note:
: check-equallist is a function which iorkst on two lists, listl and list2
; the function returns ni: if listl not equivalent to list2, otherwise it
; returns the listed equivalent of listl, namely Ilist2l.
: it is possible that listl and/or list2 are nil.
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
lcondllnull states; nill

(t (let( (equal-statel (equal (car state I (caar states I)I
lequal-state2 iequal (cadr state) lcadar states I)I
(equal-list Icheck-equallist (caddr statel Icadricdar states I)) \:

(if land equal-statel equal-state2 equal-list)
Ilist lcar statel (cadr state I (car equal-list))
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lseek-if-state-done state [cdr states!)) ))1 I
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Paqe 4

; ldefun test I)
: (pprint (colbination-alqol I ((aO bO nil I) I ((actl act31 (act4 act61)
;'((aO I(actl al)\act7 aOllllal ((act2 a2111la2 IIact6 aOllact2 aOllllbO ilact3 blll)(bl ((actS bl)(act4 bO)))) nil))1

: tdefun testl \1
:Ipprint (colbination-alqol '((aO bO nilll '((actl act21(act3 act4!1 '11aO Ilactl all))(al ((act4 aOllJlbO ((act2 blll)(bl
[[act3 bOllll nil I))

: (defun seta II
;(setq a '11aO Ilactl alll)(al l(act4 aOllllbO (\act2 bllll(bl (Iact) bnl))I)1
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-1- Kode:Lisp; Package:CRL-user: -1-

· " filenale daexec-l.lsp

(defun display-decision (step)
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------·lletlldecision [get-values step 'decisionl)

(Ietaprogral (get-value step 'associated-withl) I
(create-input-output-routine)
(send-text-to-viewport 'v2
[forlat nil '"%Step 'a of metaprogram "a contains the following decision:"

Iget-value step 'instance) (get-value metaprogram 'instancel I I
(Iapcar .' !lalbdalxl

Isend-text-to-viewport ',2 (format nil "'%'a"tfirst xl)))
decision I

(prolpt-response 'v2 (forlat nil "'%'%Press return to continue") I
[destroy-viewport ',2) II

,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

Idefun execute-leta-actions (type step)
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------·lcond((null (get-values step type)) 'done!

It (let! [action (get-value step type) I)
iexecute-Ieta-actionsl actionl
[delete-value step t1pe action)
(execute-leta-actions type step))) I I

Idefun EXECUTE-META-ACTIONSI (datal
1 ----------------------------------------------- _·: possibilities: :- <name> <type> <spec> :create variable <name> of t1pe

:<type> with specifications <spec>
<name> : <function-on-var> :calculate variable <name> the

:result of <function-on-,ar>
VERIFY <equation> USING <language> :verify procedure

: data is a line from the letaprogram (without cOllentl which has to be
: executed. <function-on-var> has still to be parsed.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(cond((equal (car datal ":.")

(send-text-to-viewport 'vi
(format nil "'%searching for variable "a of type "a"
Icadr datal (caddr data) I I

(ccs-create-variable (concat-to-symbol (cadr data) I
(caddr datal : type of variable
(mapcar t' (lambda [xl iconcat-to-sYlnbol x))

lcdddr datal) l ; list of conditions

Page 1

((equal (cadr datal ":")
(ccs-execute-algorithm (car datal

(parse-function
I (equ~t (cadr datal "VERIFY")
(ccs-Qerify-step datal I

(t nili: ~

: nale of result
lcaddr datal)))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Idefun CCS-CREATE-VARIABLE Inale type condl
1 • • ._

·; nale is the nale of the variable to be created.
; type is the type of the variable to be created: "agent" "Iessage" 'caus" "link"
: cond is a list of conditions to be used, e.q. (K I). where Mand Hare
; sets of lessages. these lessages have to be used in creating an "agent"
; type of variable.
1 ----------------------------------------------- _·!call-method Icscnela 1gentelp "create-variable")

('instance 'create-variable-algol
I'paraleters Icschela (gentemp 'parameterblock"l

('instance 'ccs-parameter-black)
('name nue)
I'type type I
('cona cond) II

('status 'initiatedll 'executell
1 -----------------------------------------------. _·
!defun CCS-EXECUTE-ALGORITHK Iname function-on-variables I
1 ----------------------------------------------- _·; nale is the name of the variable to be created.
; function on variables ir the list Ifunction>(variables»

(let l (Ifunction lear function-on-variables))
(schela-nale (gentelp functionl)
(list-of-parueters (aapcar I' \lambda Ix) Iconcat-to-symbol xl)

Icadr function-on-variablesl I))
Icondl (equal (subseq function 0 5) "KETA-")

(execute-meta-function nale
(subseq function 6)
Icadr function-on-variables)))

leta-function: call to a leta program, execute leta program and return
: result.

it Idefschelad schela-nale
(instance (concat-to-sYlbol function))
(name nue))

Inew-1alues schema-nale 'paraleters list-of-parametersl
(check-if-correct-parameters schema-name)
(call-sethod schema-name 'executel
lif Iget-value schema-name 'ask-user)

(call-method schema-name 'ask-~serl)

(transfer-t~-result [list name
(equations_transits (get-ccs-equat:cns namel J:
Iget-value schema-nale 'tlpe-of-~utput-para~eteri)) I) I!

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun EXECUTE-KETA-FUNC!ION (variable-nale leta-function parameters)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; variable-nale is the name of the variable to be calculated via meta-function
; paraleters is a list of variables the letaprogral light need to kno~,

Iletaprogram i is the step currently under evaluation.
: the cal lee metaprogral will contain the nale of the leta-function scnela,
: the leta-function schela contains the pointer to the caller letaprogram.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Inew-value Imetaprogral l 'status 'pauzed)
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Icschela 'execute-Ietaprogral ['instance 'bboard-goall
('status 'postedl ('priority 51 ('solved-by-ks 'execute-Ietaprogru))

lcschela 'read-Ietaprogral ('instance 'bboard-goal)
('status 'posted) ('priority 51 ('solved-by-ks 'read-Ietaprograll)

lcschela 1gentelp Istring leta-function)l ('instance leta-function)
(associated-lith Icschela [gentelp "KETA-FURCTIOR-")

(nale variable-nalel
icallee meta-functionl
(caller (get-value *metaprogram t 'associated-lith)) j I

I' parueters parameters i ('status 'read II)
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Idefun TRARSFER-RESULT-KETAPROGRAK IIp-schemal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(let( (leta-function (get-value Ip-schema 'associated-lithl I

!last-result Jas: Iget-values Ip-schesa 'resultl)))
Icond Iinull meta-fl:nctionl ; no nested step of another :netaprogru

(display-result-to-~ser last-resultl
It ; nested step transfer last result and resume

; execution caller metaprogram
(setq Iletaprogram* Iget-value meta-function 'callerl I
Itransfer-to-result (list Iget-value leta-function 'name!

Icadr last-resultl) "agent')
type of the result of a design is allost allays an agent! (therefor 'agent')

: later we could for instance specify which type of data is calculated by a
: design. After transfering result delete unused schemata.

(delete-schema Ip-schema) : delete old callee letaprogramscnema
(delete-schema meta-function): delete meta-function schema
(nel-value Iletaprogral* 'status 'execute-step)) I) II

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun DISPLAY-RESULT-TO-USER (mp-schelal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
: the result of the design is an agent (see also relark above)
; display agent to the user.
(create-input-output-routinel
Isend-text-to-vielpcrt 'v~ lforlat nil '·'Result of the design:') I
(display-created-cata lcadr (last (get-values mp-schellla 'resultll) 'agent')

(prolpt-response '7~

(format nil '"'press return to continue with DA-SESSION"I I
: store the result for later use.
(transfer-to-result Ilast (get-values mp-schela 'resultl "aqent" t! I
(start-leta) )

Idefun CHECK-IF-CORRECT-PARAKETERS (function-schema]
Icond((nulber-of-parameters-correct (function-schemal I

(lapcar t' (lubda(x yi (check-type x yl)
Iget-values function-schela paraletersl
(get-values function-schema type-of-input-parameters)))))

Idefun nUlber-of-paraleters-correct (f-schema)
(condl (equal llength (get-values f-schela parameters II

(get-value f-schela nUlber-of-parameters) I tl
It (error (forlat nil ··'nulber of parameters not correct in function "a'
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f-schelllll) )

ldefun check-type (variable typel
(condllequal type Icadr (assoc variable Iparaleters l :test 'equal)l) tl

It lerror lforlat nil "" variable 'a not of correct type 'a"
variable type))

; error lessaqe is to be replaced by function which prompts
: user to supply variable of correct type.

I) )

Idefun CCS-EXECUTE-MIRROR-METHOD Ischela slot context)
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
lcall-Iethod Icreate-lirror-task (qentelp "MIRROR-")

lqet-values schela 'paraleters)
(qet-values scheaa 'nuel) 'executel)

._--------------------------------~------------------- ------------------------,

(defun CCS-EXECUTE-REDUCE-METHOD (schela slot context)
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(call-method (create-reduce-task lqentelp "REDUCE-"j

(qet-values schela 'parameters)
lqet-values schema 'nnell 'execute))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun CCS-EXECUTE-RELABEL-METHOD ischela slot contextl

Icall-Iethod (create-relabel-task (qentemp "RELABEL-"I
Iqet-values schela 'paraleters)
(qet-values scheu 'nnell 'executel)

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun CCS-EXECUTE-EXPARD-METHOD lschela slot contextl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(let((parals (qet-values schela 'paraletersl II

lcall-Iethod Icreate-expand-task iqentelp "EXPAND-")
(list (car parals) Icadr parals))
(qet-values schela 'nalel
Icschela lqentelp "EXPAND-?ARANS-"l

('instance 'paraleterblockl
('collunicatinq-ports lask-com-ports parals))
('restricted-actions (caddr paras) l) I 'exec'Jte! Il

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun ask-user-coll-ports (data)
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; ask user for cOllunicatinq ports between the
: tvo aqents (car datal and lcadr datal
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

Paqe 4

lsend-text-to-viewport 'vI lforlat nil ""qive cOllunicatinq ports between the tlO aqents ·a and ·A" lcar datal lcadr data
Ill)
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:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun CCS-BXBCUTB-P1RCOKP-KBTHOD (schela slot contextl
._----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
(letl (parals (get-values schela 'paraleterslll

(call-llethod Icreate-parcolp-task (gentelp "PARCOKP-')
llist (car paralsl (cadr paraJIsl)
(get-values schela 'name)
Icschela (gentellp 'PARCOKP-?ARAKS· I:

('instance 'parameterblockl
('collunicatinq-ports (ask-COl-ports parals))
I'causal-relations Icaddr parnsll)) 'execute)))

,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

(defun ccs-verify-step (datal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(letllver-cond (cadr datal)

(variable (car\cddr data)) I
(ver-key (last data)))

isend-text-to-viewport 'vl (forlat nil I-'verification condition: -A : -A"
ver-cond variable II

(ccs-execute-alqorithl 'TBST (parse-function ver-condl) ;wi11 create TEST
(if ttest-if-equal 'TEST variablel

(add-value ·Ietaproqral· 'status 'verifiedl
(add-value ·Ietaprogral· 'status nil))))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(defun test-if-equal (datal data2)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(create-input-output-routinel
(send-text-to-viewport 'v2 Iforlat nil "-'variablel:"'-'-a"datall I
(send-text-to-viewport 'v2 (forlat nil '-'variable2:-'-'-a'data2lJ
llet((ver-result lask-for-y-or-n nil

"are variablel and variable2 observation conqruent?") I)
(destroy-viewport 'v2) ver-result))

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

: the next function has been replaced. but can be used instead of the two
: above if verfication still does not work.

; (de fun CCS-VERIFY-STEP (datal
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

there are still sOle problels with the verification procedure therefore a
; dUllY procedure is used, which eats all verfications and returns always
: a succesfull verification. later this procedure should be replaced by
: the real verify procedure.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Page 5

: (let( Iver-cond Icadr datal l
(ver-key (last datal))

(send-text-to-viewport 'vl (forlat nil '-'verification condition: "A-'verification key -A',er-cond ver-keyl l
Isend-text-to-viewport 'vl (forlat nil I-'verification gives still sOle prcblels and iill therefore be omitted") I
(new-value ·setaprogral· 'status 'verified)))

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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!defun PARSE-META Idatal
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(upcar I' (laabda Ixl ltransfon-line lcar xl (space (car xl 0 nil)) I data))
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

ldefun TRAISFORM-LIIE (text space-list)
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
lupcar It (lnbda Ix) Isubseq text (first xllsecond xlll space-listll
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

(defun SPACE (text nUlber space-list)
,--------------------------------------------------------------.--------------,

(condl (equal nUlcer (lenqth textl) space-listl
(t Iletilinulb 1+ 1 nUlberl I

(a (sucseq text number nUlb)) I
(cond((equal a";") space-listl

(lequal a " "J !space text nUllb space-list))
(t(leti(var (space: text nUllbl))

Ispace text var (append space-list
(list(list ~umber varl)l IJ) 1)1 II

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Idefun SPACEI (text nUlberl
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
[cond( (equal Ilength textl nUlberl nUlberl

((equal (subseq text nUlcer (+ 1 nUlber} I " .) nUlber I
((equal Isucseq text nulber 1+ 1 nUlberl) ";") DUlberl
(t (spacel text 1+ 1 nUlcerl II I)
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;:; -*- Mode:Lisp; Package:CRL-user: -*-

:;; filenale daconv-l.lsp

................................. , .
r , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , f , , , , , ~ , r , , , r , , , , , , , , , , , , , , r , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

these functions get the ccs equations frol an agent .

Page 1

..... ...... ,

."
" ,

the output is of the for;:
((start-state I(action state) .... Iaction state)))
(state ilaction state! .... (action statell)

(state ((action state) .... laction statell)}

this forlat should be maintained as internal lisp representation
when dealing with the ccs-tool prolog routines.

another format used is the 'transit' forlat, in which each state
transition is represented by the tripple (state action statel

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II 11 •• t ••••••••••• II ••••••••••••• , II ••

• """"""""""""."""", f """,""", r"" I' f' I',.·, I"""

(defun qet-ccs-equations (agent)
(let* ((start (get-value agent 'start-statel)

(states (get-values agent 'states) I
(links iget-values start 'successor-linksl lI

(relove-duplicates
Iget-rest-links

states
(mapcar t' (laabdalxl (get-value x 'next-state))

links)
(list start)
(list (lis~ start (put-links-in-format linksl III

:test 'equalll!

ldefun get-rest-links (agent-states next-states states-done linksl
(cond I(null next-states) links}

((not (member (car next-states I
agent-states :test 'equall}

(error 'state unknown in get-rest-links") I
IT (let ((new-links

(get-values [car next-states) 'successor-linksl) \
[get-rest-links

agent-states
lappend [cdr next-states I

(states-not-in-done-list
states-done
(Iapcar I' (lambdalxl (get-value x 'next-state) I

new-links II}
(cons (car next-statesl states-done I
[append links

(list (list (car next-states)
Iput-links-in-forlat new-l~nksl III)})) I

ldefun states-not-in-done-list (done-list states)
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(cond Iinull states I nill
I(Ielber (car statesl done-list :test 'equal)

(states-not-in-done-list done-list Icdr states)))
(T Icons lcar statesl

(states-not-in-done-list done-list Icdr statesl)) III

ldefun put-links-in-forlat [links-listl
(Iapcar I' (lalbda(xl (list (get-value x 'labelsl

(get-value x 'next-state)))
links-listl)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• e,., •••••••••••••••••••••• , •.•••• t.
• , , r • , , , I , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , f , , , , , , , , , , , ' • , , , , I ~ 1 , , I , • • I ! I , , , ,
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....,.
,. ,

the following function converts a list of lessages into a lore
readable fori e.g.:
lessagel
Iessage2
etc ...

the paraleter ps is the print-streal as used in forlat. i.e.
t to print to screen, nil to get a streal, and a streal otherwise.

the sale goes for ports and states .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t .t .•.. It •• t ••• t •••• I' It.t •••• It ••••••••••
• , , , • , , , • , , , , , j , r , , , , , , , , ~ , , , , , , , I , , , , I , , , , , , r , , , • , I I I ~ I ~ , , , , • , , , , , , , r , ,

ldefun forlat-Iessages (Iessages psI
Icondl (null messages) (send-text-to-viewport ps (format nil "T'"J) 'donel

It (send-text-to-viewport ps Ifor.at nil ""a"icaar lessagesl l)
(forlat-Iessages (cdr lessages) psi )1)

• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I • I •••••••••

"" ""","""""", I"'" r"",,"""""""""'" r"""!' I""

the following functions convert the causal relations to a lore
readable fori e.g.:
actionl =) action2
action~ =) action3
etc ...

the paraleter ps is the print-streal as used in for.at. i.e.
t to print to screen, nil to get a streal, and a streal otherwise .

.. .
, , , , , , , , • , r • , , , , , , , , , • , , • , , , , r , I , , , , , , 1 , I , , , , , r , , • I I , , ~ t " , , ~ ! , , I • , , , , , , I

(defun format-causal-relations Icausals ps)
(let((laxl (apply 'lax (Iapcar I' tlalbda(xl (length Istring lcar xl I) I

causals) )I)
Iforlat-causalsl maxI causals ps)))

(defun format-causalsl (lengthl causals psI
lcondl (null causalsl (fonat ps "T'"j 'donel

(t (leta ((caus (car causalsl)
[actionl lsubseq (concatenate 'string (string (car causll

" ") 0 lengthlll)
(fonat ps """a"actionll tformat ps " :) "a" (cadr causlll
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(forlat-causals! length! lcdr causalsl psll))

........................................................................
",,"""," "" """""", """"", PI "'"r",r"""", """""

the following functions convert the ccs equations to a
lore readable fori e.g:
start-state: action! : next-state!

+ action2 : next-state2 etc.
only the '+' and ':' are aligned (not ': 'I.

the ps paraleter is the print-stream as used in forlat, i.e.
t to print to screen, nil to get a string, and a stream ~therwise.

if a list of transits ((state action statel ... j is available,
use forlat-ccs-transits (list-of-transits psi
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, II

if a list of equations I (state I: (action state) (action state) ... ) ... j

is available, use forlat-ccs-equations (list-of-equati~ns psi

.............................. , .
, I , , , , , I , , • , • , • , , , , , , , , , , , , • • , , , • , , , • , , , , , , , • , • • , • • , • , , , , , I , I , , , , , ~ , , r • ,

Idefun forlat-ccs-transits Itransits psi
(letllequations (transits-)equations transits)))

(forlat-ccs-equations equations ps))}

ldefun format-ccs-equations (equations psi
(let (lux! (apply 'laX llapcar J'(lubda(x)!length (string (car x))))

equations Ill)
!format-ccs! max! equations psi))

Idefun format-ccs! Ilength! equations psi
(cond (lnull equations I lfonat ps "T'"J I

IT (format-:irst-term length! (car equationsl pSi
lforlat-ccs! length! lcdr equations) ps))) I

(defun forlat-first-terl (length! term psi
llet ((state (subseq (concatenate 'string (string (car term) I

"
o length!) l)

(fonat ps """j (fonat ps statel
Ifonat ps ": 'a: 'a"

(caar (cadr termll (cadar lcadr tenl) 1
lif (cdadr terml (print-rest-links length! Icdadr terml psll))

(defun print-rest-links Ilength! links psi
(let (lstate (subseq "

o length!)))
(cond I(null linksl 'done)

IT (format ps """J (format ps statel
(fonat ps" +'a: 'a" : actions

(caar links) (cadar links II
(print-rest-links length! (cdr links/ pSI))) I

state

")

..............................................................................
~ , , • • , ~ , , , , • • , , , , ~ , ~ , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , • , • ~ , , , f " f , , , , , , , , ~ , , , • , • ~ r , • , • , ~ • • , , , ~ , ~ , ,
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....,.

..... .

...

..... .

the following functions convert a list-of-transits into
a list-of-equations or visa versa .

the list-of-transits is of the fori:
((start-state action state)
(state action statel

(state action state I)

the list-of-equations is of the form:
llstart-state ((action statel ... lactions state)))
(state [(action state I (action state)) I

(state ([action state) laction state II) I

............................................... '" , .
, f"'" """"""""" I""""""""""" I""".",., r" r',"" r r"'"

(defun TR1NSITS->EQUATIONS (transits &optional result start-state)
Icond ((null transits! result I

((null start-state) (transits->equations Icdr transits I
Itransits->equationsl lcar transits! result}) I

It [lett Itransit lassoc start-state transitsl))
(transits->equations (relove transit transitsl

(transits->equationsl transit result))) )\1

(defun transits->equationsl (transit result)
(letl (state (assoc (car transitl result)))

Icondllnull state)
(append result (list llist (car transitl (list (cdr transitl))) II

It (nconc Icadr state I!listlcdr transit) I) result))))

Idefun EQU11IONS->1RANSITS (equations I
Ilapcar t'llalbda(yi

(upcar t'(lalbdalxllcons (car yl (car(cdr xliII (cdr ylll e~uations)l

•••••••••••••••••••••• II II II •• , •••••• II •• ,. ", •••• II II •••••• 11.1 •••• 1.1.
, , , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , r , , , r , , , , r r , r , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , ~ • , , , , , , f , • 1 , , • , , r..... .

..... ,..... .

the following functions create an agent from a set of state
transitions, before this is possible a silple agent-schela has
to be created using the create-fresh-ccs-agent function, an
agent schema lith only the instance and state-name-generator slots
filled viII be created. Aleta-schela lay be attached to the agent
scheu

• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

""""" r"" j", r"""""'f"""""",.", ••.. , I"'" r,t""" r"

idefun CREATE-AGENT-FROM-TRANSITS lagentl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

:input:
:side-effect:

:returns:

the variable agent «agent-naae>«transit><transit> ... 11
creates an agent-schela <agent-nale> with slots instance
and state-nale-generator, furthemore the function
fills agent slots, creates state and link schema's
agent-nale
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:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Iletl (nue (if [stringp (car agentll (intern (car agent) I (car agentl)))

(create-fresh-ccs-agent nale 'userl
(aake-nelf-agent-frol-transits Icar agentl (cadr agentll)l

Idefun NlKE-NEV-AGENT-?ROK-TRANSITS (agent transits-list)
(let*((transits (get-transits-start-state agent transits-list))

(states-alist Ilapcar I' (lalbda(xl ; put x in meta-schema
(list x (cschelad (new-state-nale agentl

(:Ieta nil I'derived-from xl)
(' instance 'ccs-state))!)

(get-all-states transits))1 ; convert ~c schemas
(ext-actions Iset-~ifference (get-all-actions transitsl

(get-values agent 'internal-actions)) I J

(delete-any-values agent 'states)
Idelete-any-values agent 'external-actionsl
Inew-value agent 'start-state

Icadr iassoc (caar transits) states-alistl I) get state schema
Ilapc I' (lalbda!xl (add-value agent 'states !cadr xl))

states-alist)
(aapc .' llallbdaixlladd-value agent 'external-actions xi)

ext-actions/
(aape I' (lalbda(xl (process-a-transit agent x states-alistl)

transitsl i
agent I : return agent

idefun GET-TRANSITS-START-STATE (nalle transitsl
Icreate-input-output-routinel
Idisplay-created-data transits "transit")
(condl (ask-for-y-or-n nil

tformat nil "Confirl start-state 'a"(caar transits)) I
(destroy-viewport 'v21 transits)

(t [let l ( [start (select-itel-froll lIenu [get-all-states transitsl
lforlat nil ""Select start-state of agent "a: (default 'a)"

nue Icaar transits)) .5 .51 i

(first-transit (assoc start transits :test 'equal)))
(destroy-viewport 'v2)
1get-transits-start-state nale (cons first-transit

(delete first-transit transits :test 'equall I))) Il
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Idefun GET-ALL-ACTIONS itransitsl
(cond((null transitsl nill

(t (adjoin Icadar transits)
Iget-all-actions Icdr transitsl I) II)

ldefun GET-ALL-STATES \transits)
Iget-all-states! transits nill)

; get all actions in a transit

; note: includes tau actions.

: get all states in a transit
initially elpty set.

add states to set
; put in proper order

Idefun GET-ALL-STATES! (transits setl
Icondl inull transitsl (reverse setl)

It (get-all-states! (cdr transits I
{adj oin (caddr Icar transi ts I)

ladjoin (caar transits I setl ))))I

Idefun PROCESS-!-TRANSIT (agent transit states)
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[letl (state Icadr (assoc (car transit) states I ))
(next-state (cadr lassoc Icaddr transitl states) I)
lnel-link (nel-link-nale agentl I I

lcschelad new-link ['instance 'ccs-linkl
['labels lcadr transitll
('next-state next-state'l

(add-value state 'successor-links new-link)
(add-value state 'successor-state next-state)))

••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••••• t ••••• ,t, •••• I.t t.I •••••• I" 1 ••• 1 •••• II II'

", t, """,""""""""""""""""" /' r ," r", rr""",""'"..... .
some general purpose input/output routines .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , , , , r , , , , , , , , , , ~ I , , , , , I .. • • • , , • , ,

Idefun INITIALIZE-DA-VIEWPORT ()
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(pop-up-Iessage t "

Welcome to the DESIGN ASSISTANT.

This session alows you to execute sOle predefined metaprcgram or delete
or add one by selecting thel from the main lenu. and confirm chaise IY/NI.

The questions provided will ask for data needed for executing the
letaprogral if not available on disk (in the directory that contains
the letaprograml, or for the nale and directory of a metaprogram to
add or delete. You will normally be asked to confirm the input. If you
reject, you will be prolpted to reenter the input. Where possible use will
be lade of lenus to select metaprograls. actions. states, etc ..

Position the Design Assistant Viewport next:" 'bold-romanl
(create-canvas 'cll
(create-window 'w1 I c1 0 0 100 100)
Idefschemad v1 :simple

lask-user-for-edges tl
(viewport-name "DESIGN ASSISTANT VIEWPORT")
(has-left-scroll-bar tIl

(create-viewport 'v1 'w11
linit-vp-for-text 'v1 'default-font 5)
(turn-on-scroll-bars 'v11)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ldefun CREATE-IHPUT-OUTPUT-ROUTINE ()
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
:the viewport v2 is the input/output routine that will be used during the
:running of the design assistant to supply/ask information of/from the user.
:it pops up when needed and disappears when it is not needed anymore.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
ldefschelad v2 :silple

(xl .25)
lyt .25)
Ixr .751
(ye .751
(ask-user-for-edges nill
(viewport-nale 'Design Assistant Input/Output routine"))
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(create-viewport 'v2 "ll
iinit-vp-for-text 'v2 'default-font 51 I
-._--------------------------------------------------------.------------------,

(defun ASK-FOR-Y-OR-R (lessaqe1 lessaqe21
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.
(condllessaqe1 lpop-up-Iessaqe* lessaqell I)
llet[(lessaqe [list lessaqe2 :not-selectable tl)l

(pop-up-Ienu (Ik-menu '1-n 'pop-up lessaqe
'(·YES· :expressicn tl
'(·NO· :expression 'nill) III

------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Paqe 7
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;;; _a_ Mode:Lisp; Package:CRL-user: -a-

;;; filenale create-l.lsp

(defun CCS-CREATE-VARIABLE-METHOD Iscbela slot contextl
{letallparaleter-block (get-value scbela 'paraletersl)

lnale (get-value paraleter-block 'nalel)
(type (get-value paraleter-block 'typel I
(ext (get-all-data-frol-ext type [get-values parameter-block 'ext)))
(parameter (get-value (get-value ametaprograla 'associated-withl 'parameters I))

Icondl(get-data-for-variable a nale type ext parameter) I
((get-data-for-variable 1 nale type extl)
[(get-data-for-variable 2 nale type ext))
It (user-create-variable nale type extl I)

ldelete-scbela parameter-block)
Idelete-schela schema)
Isend-text-to-vierport 'vl

Iformat nil "'all schemata used for creating variable "a 'ill be deleted'namel)))

(defun GET-ALL-DATA-FROM-EXT [type datalistl
:----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; this function checks if specifications given for creating a certain type
; of variable are correct and if so returns the actual list of specifications
; to be used during build up of the certain type of variable.

three types are used so far:
'Iessage' create a nUlber of lessages to be used for building agents
'agent' create an agent using a set of predefined lessages: '.essaqes'
'caus' create a set of causal relations using a set of agents to

distract actions frol: 'agents'
; the global vairable ·paraletersa contains all defined parameters sofar,
; stating their type. Of each specification given checks are lade to this
; list if the spec belongs to the type of variable to be created.
:---------------------------------------------------------------------_.-----

(condl (null datalistl nill
It (condl(equal type 'Iessage'l nill

((equal type 'agent'! ; get all lessages for actions
lcond((equal (cadr(assoc (car datalistl aparaleters· :test 'equal)!

'Iessage'l
lappend (get-data-frol-result (cadar datalist) I

(get-all-data-frol-ext type (cdr datalist))) I
It tget-all-data-frol-ext type Icdr datalistl)) I)

Ilequal type 'caus'j ; get actions from agents
(condllequal lcadr lassoc (car datalistl ·paraleters· :test 'equal) I

'agent')
(append lmapcar t' Ilalbdalxl Icadr x) I

(get-data-frol-result lcadar datalistl II
Iget-all-data-frol-ext type (cdr datalistl)!1

(t (get-all-data-frol-ext type Icdr datalistl I) IJ
It (error Iforlat nil

'type °a not specified in GET-ALL-DATA-FROM-EXT'typell) I! I)

ldefun GET-DATA-FROM-RESULT (nale)
{cadr lassoc nale (get-values aletaprograla 'result) :test 'equall 1I

ldefun TRANSFER-TO-RESULT (data &optional type save-to-diskl
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(send-text-to-vielport 'v1 (forlat nil 1-' transfering data to result slot of step -A"
&letaprogral& l )

(letllold-data Iget-values &Ietaprogral& 'result))
(old-paral lassoc data &paraleters& :test 'equalll)

(nel-values &Ietaprogral& 'result Icons data
(delete (assoc Icar data) old-data :test 'equal) old-data :test 'equal) I I

lif old-paral (setq &paraleters& (cons (list data type)
(delete old-paral &paraleters&l) I

Isetq Iparaaeters& Icons llist data type) &parameters&) l)
(cond(save-to-disk (send-text-to-viewport 'v1 (forlat nil 1-' saving data to disk"))

Isave-data-to-file
(concatenate 'string (get-value (get-value &letaprogral& 'associated-with) 'directoryl

"/" [string lcar data))) lcadr data) typel)
It nil II) I

......................... , .
"""""""""" """""""""""""""","""""" °f'"" /

the following functions create a variable of type "message" "caus"
or "agent" when its data is available, either in lelory or on disk,
and verifies if the variable meets the specifications as given in ext .

................................................................. .
"",f,"" ", "'" '" "" """,""""", """""" PI'" r" I""t, "

ldefun GET-DATA-~OR-IARIABLE Inul nale type ext &optional data)
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

this function gets the data for the variable which has to be created.
first we have to check if the variable to be created is already created
in another letaprogral, possibly under another nale, and is thus available
in this case it will be specified in the paraleter slot of the current

; letaprogral schela (we still do have to check if the specified type is
; correctl. [nuI=OI
; if the variable is not found using num=O then we have to check if it is
: not already available in the result slot of the current letaprcgram,
: leaning it has already benn defined. InuI=ll
: it lay also be possible that the variable to be created is available on disk,
; in a text-file, which has to be read and parsed to get the needed inforlation.
: if all these actions fail. the user has to create the variable itself using
; the specifications given, if any.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(condl (equal nUl 01 ;; variable specified as data

(cond((null data) nil) ;; in slot paraleters of &Ietaprogral&?
I(not (equal Icadr (assoc nale &paraleters& :test 'equall I type) l nill
(t (let*((all-var (get-values &metaprogral& 'result)]

Ivar (assoc data all-var :test 'equal) I)
(delete-value &Ietaprogral& 'paraleters data)
(if (test-var lcadr varl type extl

(cond( (ask-user-to-confirm (cadr varl type name!
(transfer-to-result var type tl)

(t nil)) I) I))
Ilequal nUl 11 ;; variable available in slot result?
[lett ivar (assoc nale (get-values &Ietaprogral& 'result) :test 'equal)))

(cond( [null varl nill
((not (equal lcadr (assoc nale IparaleterS& :test 'equal)) type]] nill

It (condl(test-var Icadr varl type extl
(ask-user-to-confirm Icadr varl type name) I
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(t nilll) III
((equal nUl 2) :; variable available on disk?
[lettl [directory [qet-value (get-value tletaproqral· 'associated-lith) 'directoryl)

Ifilenale (concatenate 'string directory "/" nale))
(files (Japcar .' Ilalbda (xl (file-naaestrinq xl)

(directory (concatenate 'strinq directory "/" "·.·"l))))
(cond((lelber nale files :test 'equal)

Isend-text-to-vielport 'v1 (forlat nil ""readinq file ·a frol directory ·a"
nale directory))

(let( lvar (list nale (read-file filenale type))) I
tif (test-var Icadr var) type ext)

(condl (ask-user-to-confirm Icadr varl type nalel
lif lequal type "aqent"l

(create-agent-frol-transits var})
(transfer-to-result var type nilll

(t nil) II )I
(t nill) I iii

(defun TEST-VAR (var type extl
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
; <var> contains only the data of type <type>
; e.g. statetransitions when "agent" or lessages when "messaqe"

: in case type: 'agent' : check if actions in transits are made up of
messaqes available in ext.

; in case type: 'caus' : check if actions in causal relations are lade up
of actions in state transitions available in ext.

: in case type: "sessage" : no check is available.
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(cond(tequal type "aqent")

(letl (agent-Ies (Iapcar 'Ilalbdalxl
Istrip-action-to-Iessage lcadr xl)) varl))

lnil-Ielber aqent-mes ext) II
((equal type 'caus")
(letl(actions (Japcar .'llalbda(xl(cadr xl) extll

(caus-act [list (Japcar t' (lubda (x) (car xl) var)
(Iapcar .' (lalbda(xl (cadr x)) var) I) I

(nil-member ca~s-act actions) I)
((equal type "Iessage"l tl
((equal type "link") t)
It (error (format nil ""type "a not specified in TEST-VAR"typel) I))

(defun STRIP-ACTION-TO-MESSAGE laction &optional numl
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

; INPUT: an action: <aqent-nale>.<port><port-type><lessage>

: RETURNS: the lessage associated with the action: <messaqe>

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Icondllnull nUl) (strip-action-to-messaqe action 01)

(Iequal num \lenqth actionll 'nil)
((equal (subseq action nUll 11+ nUll) "?") (subseq action 11+ nUl)))
(lequal (subseq action nUl (1+ nUIl1 "!") Isubseq action [1+ nUll))
(t (strip-action-to-messaqe action 11+ nUll)))))
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Idefun NIL-MEMBER Idata-to-check data)
(cond( (null data) t)

It Inot(lelber nil [upcar .' (laabda(xl (leuer x data :test 'equal!)
data-to-checkl :test 'equalllll)

Idefun ASK-USER-TO-CO!FIRM (data type nalel
(create-input-output-routinel
(display-created-data data typel
Ilet·( (Iessage icond((equal type "message")

(format nil "Confirm set of lessages "a?"nale) l
((equal type "agent")
Iforlat nil "Confirm statetransitions for agent "a?"nalel I

((equal type "caus")
(format nil "Confirm set of causal relations -a?"nale))))

[status iif lask-for-y-or-n nil lessage) (list nue datal nil) I)
(destroy-viewport 'v21
statusl)

••••••••• t ••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• II' It It 1.1"", II ••••••••••••••••••

, r,""""" If""""'" f',""" r"""""""""""""""""'"
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./ , the following functions help the user create a variable of type
"Iessage", "caus" or "agent" according to the specifications
given in ext.

ext contains actions when type is "caus" or messages when
type is "agent" or nil in either case .

•• •••••••••••••• •• '1 ••••••••••••• II I' , ••• II II II •••• II ••••••••••••••• II •••

. "", r" """," """""""" t"",," r,'""" I r", r""", r, r"", r'

ldefun USER-CREATE-VARIABLE (nale type &optional extl
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

the user can create three types of variables:
"message" messages for use in actions frol agents
"caus" causal relations build up of actions frol agents
"agent" statetransitions which build up an agent.

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(cond( (equal type "message"l

(transfer-to-result (list name (read-confirl-list-frol-vp
(forlat nil ""Enter lessage nales for variable "a"'using the format (Iesl> (mes2> .. I"na;e)
(format nil "Confirm lessage nales for variable -a"nalel
"lessage"l) type t)'

((equal type "agent"' (user-create-agent nue ext))
((equal type "caus"l
(transfer-to-~esult (list nale (create-confirl-list-from-vp

(fonn nil'
Enter causal relations for paraleter "a:-'
Select frol the menus first the action on the left hand side of the causal relation, followed by the action on the right h
and side of the causal relation.-'
Causal relations created sofar:"'" nalel type extl) type tIl

(t (error iforlat nil "-'type "a not specified in user-create-variable'
type) )I))

Idefun CREATE-CONFIRM-LIST-FROK-VP (message type ext &optional agent)
(c~eate-input-output-routinel
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(send-text-to-vielport 'v2 Iforlat nil """'Iessaqe"))
(lett((data iqet-type type ext t aqentll

(new-data Iconfirl-created-data data type ext))1
(cond( lequal new-data 'rejected) (destroy-viewport 'v2)

(create-confirl-list-frol-vp lessaqe type ext aqent))
(t (destroy-vie,port 'v2l new-datall)l

Idefun GET-TYPE (type ext print-data &optional aqentl
(let!(data (read-type-frol-Ienu type ext aqent))l

[if( (andlprint-datal (notlnull data)))
(send-text-~o-vievport 'v2 (format nil " "a "data)) II

tcondllnull data) nil)
(t (cons data lqet-type type ext print-data aqentl)))))

Idefun READ-TYPE-FRO~-~ERU (type ext aqentl
Icondl (equal type "caus"l

(let((actionl Iselect-itel-or-nil-frol-aenu
ext "SELECT FIRST ACTION:" .5 .51 II

(cond( lequal actionl "nil") nill
It Ilist actionl (select-itel-frol-Ienu

ext "SELECT SECORD ACTION:" .5 .5llll))
((equal type "Iessaqe"j
(select-itel-or-nil-frol-Ienu ext "SELECT ~ESSAGE: " .5 .5))

I(equal type "aqent")
(let t ((states (qet-values aqent 'statesll

(actions (append (qet-values aqent 'external-actionsl
(qet-values aqent 'internal-actions]))

(statel (select-itel-or-nil-frol-Ienu
states "SELECT FIRST STATE: " .5 .5)) I

[cond((null statel) nil)
It Icons statel

llist(select-itel-frol-Ienu
actions "SELECT ACTIOR: ".5 .51

(select-itel-frci-lenu
states "SELECT RESULTING STATE: " .5 .51 I l]) 1))1

\defun CORFIR~-CREATED-DATA (data type ext)
(display-created-data data typel
(letl(status Iconfirl-created-datal data typel II

(cond( Inull statusl 'rejectedl ;all data rejected
(lequal status 'addl (ccnfin-created-data

lappend data (listlread-type-frol-Ienu type extl) I type extl)
(Iequal status 'deletellconfirl·created-data
(delete Iselect-item-frol-Ienu data "SELECT ITEM TO DELETE: " .5 .5)

data) type ext)!
(Iequal status 'chanqe) iconfin-created-data (append

ldelete(select-item-from-menu data "SELECT ITEM TO CHANGE; " .5 .51
datal (list lread-type-frol-aenu type extll) type ext;)

(tdata)l)l

(defun CONFIRM-CREATED-DATAl (data typel
llettlltypel lcond ((equal type "caus"l "causal relation")

i(equal type "aqent"1 "state transition")
((equal type "Iessaqe"j "Iessaqe") l)
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lchoisesllistllist Iforlat nil "confirl "as"typell :expression t)
[list (forut nil "reject "as"typell :expression nill
(list (forlat nil "change "a"typel) :expression 'change)
(list (forlat nil "add "a"typel) :expression 'add)
(list (forut nil 'delete 'a"typel) :expression 'deletell) l

Iselect-itel-frol-Ienu choises 'SELECT OPTIO!: " .5 .51))

ldefun DISPLAY-CREATED-DATA (data type)
(cond! (equal type "caus"l

(send-text-to-vielport 'v2
(forlat nil ""Created causal relations:"'""a"

(forlat-causal-relations data nill)) I
((equal type "agent")
[send-text-to-viewport 'v2 (format nil ""Created agent:""'"a"

Iforlat-ccs-transits data ni:))) I
((equal type "Iessage")
(send-text-to-vielport 'v2 (forlat nil ""Created messages:"l"1)
lforlat-messages data 'v2))

((equal type "state")
(send-text-to-vielport 'v2 (format nil ""'Created states:"%"))
(forlat-messages data 'v2l)

((equal type "port"1
(send-text-to-viewp~rt 'v2 (format nil ""'Created ports:""))
(forlat-Iessages data 'v2))))

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• I ••

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , r , , , , , , ~ , r , , r , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , r r r , , I ~ , ~ , , • • • • , .' r ,

the folloling functions help the user build up an agent.

'"..........................................................................
""" r""""""",t"""""""""",'t", t' I'"""", ,'"" I r""
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; list of messages
; to get creation started

(defun USER-CREATE-AGEXT (nale ext)
[cschelad 'get-agent ('instance 'bboard-goall

('status 'posted) ('priority 5} ('solved-by-ks
[create-fresh-ccs-agent nale 'posted 'user 'ccs-dialog)

(delete-schela 'create-variablel
(nel-values nale 'messages ext)
(nel-value nale 'status 'userll

'ge t-agent I )

ldefun create-fresh-ccs-agent (nale status
«optional (leta-by nillileta-frol nill)

INPUT: nale, nale of schela to be created
status, the status of the schela
meta-by, leta-frol optional info for meta-schema

SIDE-EFFECT: creates a nel schela, with a fresh start-state. Existing
schelas of the sale nale are deleted.

; RETURNS: the created schela

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Icscheud nue

[:Ieta nil ('created-by meta-byl
('created-frol leta-frol) l

('instance 'ccs-agent)
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('status statusl
l'state-nale-generator (state-nale-generator nale)) I

Ilet[(s-state Icschelad Iget-nale nale 'state)
1:leta nil ('derived-frol leta-froml I
('instance 'ccs-statell))

(nel-value nale 'start-state s-statel
Inel-value nale 'states s-state)l nalel

(defun ASl-KESSAGE-NAMES (agent ports port-type I
lletlliessages Iget-values agent 'Iessagesl))

Icond I(null ports) ,done)
It Icschelad Icar ports)

:Ieta nil ('port-type port-type I
('instance 'ccs-port))

(lake-actions agent {car ports)
(ifiequal port-type 'inputl'?"!"1
(cond I (null lessagesl

Iread-confirl-list~fro;-vp

(forlat nil '"'Enter lessage nales on port "a'icar ports))
(format nil '"'Coniirl lessage nales on port a'icar ports)) "message'!)

It ladd-values parameterblock 'messages
(create-confirl-list-frol-vp (forlat nil '"'Select lessage nales on port "a."'
Message nales selected sofar: '(car portsl) "Iessage" lessagesl I)))

(ask-message-nales agent Icdr portsl port-typel)) II

ldefun READ-CONFIRM-LIST-FROM-VP Imessagel message2 typel

: lessagel is used in prolpt-response, e.g. "Enter messages :or agent:"
: lessage2 is used in ask-for-y-or-n. e.g. 'Confirm messages for agent?"
; if the given data is rejected, the procedure starts allover again. untill
; entered data is confirmed.
:-----------------------------------------------------.-----------------------
Icreate-input-output-routine}
(let! Idata Iread-list-frol-vp (prolpt-response 'v2 messagel

:begin-on-newline tl I) I
ldisplay-created-data data type}
lcondl (ask-for-y-or-n nil message21

(destroy-viewport 'v2) datal
(t (destroy-viewport 'v21

lread-confirm-list-frol-vp messagel message2 type! Illl

ldefun READ-LIST-FROM-VP lvp-stringl
lupcar t' (laabda(xillist xlliread-from-string vp-stringl))

ldeiun MAKE-ACTIONS iagent port port-type messages)
(cond ((null messages I 'done I

It (let! (new-action [concat-to-sYlbol agent '.' port port-type (car messages) III
Icschelad lear messagesl ('instance 'ccs-message) j : uke schema
(cschelad new-action ; for messages

('instance 'ccs-actionl ; and actions
!'port port)
I'lessage (car messagesl)}

(add-value agent 'external-actions new-action)
(add-value port 'Iessages (car messa~es)l)

(lake-actions agent port port-type (cdr messa~esl))))

Page 7
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(defun process-state-action-state-paths (agent pathsi
lcond [Inul pathsl 'donel
(let*( (path (car paths! i

(start-state Icar pathll
(action lcadr pathl)
(second-state Icaddr path))
(actions (append (get-values agent 'external-actions)

(get-values agent 'internal-actionsll)
(states (get-values agent 'states)!
(nev-link Inev-link-name agentl)!

(cschemad nev-link ('instance '::s-linki
('labels act:on)
('next-state second-state))

(add-value start-state 'successor-links new-link)
ladd-value start-state 'successor-state second-state I
(process-state-action-state-paths agent icdr paths) i) \ I

(defun new-link-name (agent)
(letlinew-name (get-name agent 'link)))

(if (leiber nev-name (get-relati'les 'ccs-link 'instance) :test 'equal)
(new-link-name agent)
nev-name J I)

Idefun new-state-nale (agent)
[letl (new-name (get-name agent 'state)))

(if Imember new-name (get-relatives '::s-state 'instancel :test 'e~ua~1

Inev-state-name agent)
new-name! I)

(defun state-name-generatcr (state)
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

rage 0

;I1lPUT:
:RETURNS:

agent name
a list with four closures. i.e. generator functions.
each time a closure is fUDcall 'ed a function is execut:d.
the first closure return a new-state-nale sequentially
nUlbered of the fon: '<agent-name>-<number>'.
the second returns a link-name '<agent-name>:<number>'.
the third resets the state-name counter to zero.
the fourth resets the link-nale counter to zero.

:----------------------------------------------------------------.------------
(letl(state-number 0)

(link-number 0) I
(list J' (lambda \)

\prcgl
(intern (concatenate 'string (string state) "-"

(format nil ·-a· state-nulber)))
(sett state-number 11+ state-number))))

t' llambda ()
(prog1
iintern (concatenate 'string (string statel ":"

lformat nil "'a" link-nulberl) I
(setf link-nulber (1+ link-nulberl I))

t' Ilambda!) (setf state-nulber O)l

: return next
state

; increlenter

retl:rn next
link
increlilenter
reset
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fun process-state-action-state-patbs (agent pathsl
Dd! lnul paths) 'dcnei
til (patb icar paths) I

lstart-state lear path))
(actio& (cadr path))
(second-state Icaddr path))
lactions (append (get-values agent 'external-actions)

(get-values agent' internal-actions I ) I
(states (get-values agent 'statesl!
lnew-link (new-link-nale agent)))

(cscbemad new-link i'instance ':cs-1:nkl
('labels action!
i 'next-state secoed-state) 1

ladd-value start-state 'successor-liJks ne.-link)
(add-value start-state 'successor-state second-state)
lprocess-state-action-state-paths agent (cdr paths) Ii \!

fur new-l ink-name lagent)
tl inew-name 1get-name agent 'link)))
(if Imelber new-name (get-relatives 'ccs-link 'instance) :test 'equal)

(new-link-nale agent)
new-name)) )

cun new-state-nale (agentl
tllnew-name iget-name agent 'statel})
iif (Iemoer new-name Iget-relatives 'ccs-state 'instancel :test 'e~llal!

(new-state-name agent!
new-nalle] ):

cun state-name-generator (state)

'UT: agent name
rURNS: a list witb four closures, Le. generator functions.

eacb tile a closure is fu~call'ed a functicL is executed.
the first closure return a new-state-nale sequentially
nUlbered of tbe fon: '<agent-nale>-<nulber>'.
the second returns a link-nale '<agent-nale>:<nulber>, .
the third resets the state-nale counter to zero.
the fourth resets the link-nale counter to zero.

Fage 8

:(lstate-nulber 0)
!link-number Oil

(list I' llambda!1
\prog1
(intern (concatenate 'string (string statel ._.

lfonat nil ·-a· state-nulber)))
[setf state-number (1+ state-number))) I

t' !lambda I)

(progl
iintern lconcatenate 'string (string state) .:.

(format ni: ·'a· link-nulberll)
Isetf link-number 11- linr.-number III)

t' (lambd:!! (setf state-nulber 0) I

return next
state
incretenter

return next
link
incremente,
reset
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I' (lalbdal) Isetf link-~ulber Ol}I)) ; reset

!defun get-nale (agent type) get a new nne
:-----------------------------------------------------.-----------------------

:INPUT: agent-nale
type: one of « 'state' link I state-reset' link-reset»

;SIOE-EFFECT: funcalls one of the four functions stored in the
state-nale-generator slot of agent

;RETURNS: a new state or link nale or a if a reset was chosen
:-----------------------------------------------------.-----------------------

new link

new state

reset state ccunter

reset link counter
illegal call

(let((generator (get-value agent 'state-nale-generatorll I
(cond! (equal type 'statel

(funcall Icar generatorl I)
((equal type 'link)
Ifuncall lcadr generatorll)

[(equal type 'state-resetl
Ifuncall (car icddr generator))))

\(equal type 'link-resetl
(funcall Icadr tcddr generatorll))

It nill))1

......... , .
, ~ , , r , , , , • • , , , , , , , , , , • , , • , , , , , , , I , , • , , , , , , , , , , • , • , , • I , , , , , , , I • • , • , , , , , • ,

., .

some general purpose lenu routines
select-itel returns one of the sYlbols frol itellist
select-item-or-nil returns 'nil when "FINISHEO" is selected
select-relative returns an itel that is
in relation (via get-relatives I with a class

........................................................................
, , , , , , , , • , , • , I , r , • • , , , / I , , , I , , , , , , , f , , r , ~ , , , , , , , , , , , , I 1 , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , I I

ldefun select-itel-frol-Ie~u litellist header x-pos y-pos!
:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

:INPUT: itellist, a list of sylbols
header. a prolpt string to head the lenu
x-~os, y-pos, postion of lenu on screen 10-1)

:SIOE-EFFECT: a pop-~p-menu will appear on the specified screen location.
a selection lust be lade frol the symbols in itemlist with
the left mouse-button.

:RETURKS: the selected symbol
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Iletl (items \mapcar t' (lalbda(xl

",!list (string xl
:expression ., ,x
:help "Select this item" I)

itellist) I)
leval (append 'Imk-Ienu)

I I'menuxl
'l 'pop-up)
. II I,header :not-selectable t

:font bold-rolan))
items II

get items
available
make menu

head string
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(pop-up-Ienu 'menux x-pos y-posl))

efun select-itel-or-nil-frol-Ienu litellist header x-pos y-pos)

call menu

Page 10

NPUT: itellist. a list of sylbols
header. a prolpt string to head the menu
x-pos, y-pos. postion of menu on screen iO-11

IDE-EFFECT: a pop-up-Ienu will appear on the specified screen location.
a selection must be lade frol the symbols in ite!list or the
sylool 'FINISHED' with the left mouse-outton.

ETURHS: the selected symbol or nil. when FINISHED selected

I)! I ; return nil
: call menu

etl (items (mapcar .' (iambda(xi
".Ilist istring xl

:expression ·'.x
:help "Select this item" I)

itemlistll)
leval lappend '(Il~-Jenul

'!'Ienuyl
'('pop-up)
'!' I.header :not-selectable t

:font bold-roman Il
items
. (' ("FINISHED" :expression 'nil

:help "No more selections"
(Pep-Up-~enu 'menuy x-pos y-posll l

get items
available
make Jenu

head string

efun select-rela~ive-rrol-lenu (class relation header x-pos y-posl

NPUT: class, a class schema: relation. a relation schema
header, x-pos. y-pos see above

IDE-EFFECT: calls the select-item-frol-Ilenu function with as itemlist
all the relatives in the specified relation to the class.

ETURNS: the selected relative

etl (items lmapcar #' (lambda(xl
·'.Ilist (string xl

:expression ·'.x
:help "Select this item" ))

(get-relatives class relation})))
(select-itell-rrom-lIIenu items header x-pos y-posl II

get items

efun select-relative-or-nil-from-lIIenu (class relatien header x-pes y-posl

NPUT: class. a class schema: relation, a relation schema
header, x-pos, y-pos see above

IDE-EFFECT: calls select-item-or-nil-frol-menu with as itemlist
all the relatives in the specified relation to the class.

ETURNS: the selected relative or nil

etl !items (Iapcar .' (lambdalx)
",Ilist (string xl
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:expression ",x
:help "Select this item" II

(get-relatives class relation I I ))
(select-itel-or-nil-frol-Ienu itels header x·pos y-posl II

get itels
avai lable

Page 11

• , , " I ••••••••• I •••••••

"., """,""""""""", r',""'" r', t"" t"", r'" r",' """,",

in case during the creation of an agent, new states have to be
created (states that are not predefined) exchange the function
READ-TYPE-FROK-KERU in create-l.lsp by the following functions
READ-!YPE-FROK-~EHU and CREATE-HEi-STATE.

• It It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II" II I ••••••• II ••• II ••• 1,.,1 •• to II •••••
• , , • , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , r • • , , • , , , , I r , , , , , f ~ , , , r , • , • I • , , • I • • , r , , , • , , , , , , I , , r , ,

; Idefun READ-TYPE-FROK-KEHU (type ext agent)
; Icondl (equal type "caus")

[let! (actionl (select-itel-or-nil-from-~enu

ext "SELECT FIRST ACTION:" .5 .51))
Icondllequal actionl"nil") nill

It (list actionl (select-item-from-~enu

ext "SELECT SECOND ACTION:· .5 .5))) I)I
((equal type "lessage"1
(select-itel-or-nil-from-menu ext "SELECT KESSAGE: " .5 .5))

((equal type "agent")
(lettl (states (get-values agent 'statesll

(actions (append (get-values agent 'external-actions)
(get-values agent 'internal-actions)))

(statel (select-itel-or-nil-frol-menu
states "SELECT FIRST STATE: •. 5 .51! I

(condl (null statel1 nill
It (cons state1

Ilistlselect-item-frol-menu
actions "SELECT ACTIOR: ".5 .51

(letl (state (select-item-frol-menu
(append states (list' (new-state) II "SELECT RESULTING STATE: " .5 .5) I)

(if (equal state 'new-statel
[create-new-state agent I
Is ta te lill )I)III ))

: Idefun CREATE-HEi-STATE lagentl
: Iletl (new-state (new·state-nale agent) I)

(send-text-to-viewport 'vI
(format nil ··%·%new created state for agent 'a: 'a"agent nel-statel I

(add-value agent 'states new-state)) new-state!
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